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Training of the Freehand Curve Identifier FSCI 
Using a Fuzzy Neural. Network 
Sato SAGA*， Saori MO岡市 andToru Y品仏GUCHI*
(Accepted 31 Au思1St2000) 
This paper demonstrates effectiveness of training of Fuzzy Spline Curve Identifier (FSCn using a fuzzy 
neural network. FSCI was proposed as a primitive curve identification syst巳md巴signedto巳stahlish
a general-purpose freehand interface for computer aided drawing (CAD) systems. It sllcceeded in 
distinguishing a frωhand drawing into seven kinds of primitive curves which are indispensahle for 
use in CAD. The key was the introduction of a fuzzy reasoning which emhodied a strategy to try to 
find the simplest primitive curves in drawing. A trainahle version of FSCI was then proposed， hy 
introducing a structured fuzzy neural network， inorder that it would acquire leaming ahility to adapt 
itself to individual drawing manner. This paper s巴tsup some experiment on FSCI and demonstrat巴S
the e百.ectiven巴sof the training by evaluating curve class recognition rates. Furtheロnore，thτough some 
consid巴rationson a concrete example of the training， it shows that the i'1troduced fuzzy neural network 
is informative for us to analyze users' drawing manner and also the identification characteristics of 
FSCI. 
Keywords: Ffi巴巳handDrawing， Pattem R巴cognition，Human Interface， Fuzzy System， Neural Network 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Usual CAD entities are drawn as combinations of 
seven classes of primitive cu何回 line，circle， circular 
arc， ellipse， elliptic arc， closed free curve and open free 
curve. Accordingly， a general-purpose curve identifier 
should be required to have a capability to cla~sify a free-
hand drawing into the seven kinds of primitive curves. 
However， the shape of a freehand drawing is not enough 
information to determine curve classes due to the inclu-
sion relations among the primitive curve classes shown 
in Figure 1: line is a kind of circular arc， circular arc is a 
kind of elliptic arc，加dso on. 
The Fuzzy Spline Curve Identifier (FSCI)(l)・(3) has 
overcome the difficulty by utilizing user's drawing man-
ner as well as the curve shape. FSCI was designed to 
tend to clωsify roughly drawn curves a~ simple primi-
tive curves， but carefully drawn curves as complex ones. 
* Department of Computer Science and Systems Engineering 
This implies that a user can intend to draw a rather sim-
ple curve by drawing roughly but a rather complex curve 
by drawing carefully. Experimental results in (4) and (5) 
showed that the strategy was effective for expert users. 
Howev巴r，since the strategy was realized as a fuzzy rea-
soning with a fixed fuzzy rule set， new users nceded quite 
a litle drawing practice to master the characteristics of 
FSCI. A trainable FSCI was then proposed to adapt it~elf 
to each user's characteristics加 dreduce new user's bur-
den in practice(6). This was actualized by replacing the 
fixed fuzzy reasoning in the onginal FSCI wi由acom-
mon feedforward 3・layerneural network. The learning 
of neural network carried plasticity into FSCI to improve 
the curve class recognition rates for the experienced but 
non-expert users. However， itlost FSCI the explicit rep-
resentation of the original strategy. In (7)， a new version 
of trainable FSCI was finally proposed by introducing a 
structured fuzzy neural network into the original FSCI in 
order that it wouldacquire learning ability while it would 
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preserve the original strategy; and iぉfundamentalfunc-
tion wa~ confirmed. 
This paper sets up some experiment on FSCI proposed 
in (7) and demonstrates the effectiveness of the train-
ing by evaluating curve cla~s recognition rates.τ'hen， 
through sori1e considerations on a concrete example of 
the紅aining，it shows that the introduced fuzzy neu-
ral network is informative for us to analyze both users' 
drawing manner and the identification characteristics of 
FSCI. 
Fig. 1. Inclusion relations among primitive curve 
cla~ses. 
2 OUTLINE OF TRAINABLE FSCI 
First of al， this section gives the outline of the train-
able version of FSCI proposed in (7). 
Given a freehand curve drawn by a useにFSCIper-
forms a sort of fuzzy reasoning to try to identifシitぉ
one of the seven kinds of primitive cu阿部，組doutput'i a 
fuzzy primitive curve. The fuzzy primitive curve is con司
cretely composed of seven membership grades (which 
紅色以L)，μ(C)，μ(CA)，μ(E)，μ(EA)，μ(FC)and 
μ(FO))佃 dseven seωofcurve sh叩eparameters which 
紅'eassociated with the seven primitive curve classes. It 
can be also regarded ωseven different classes of primi-
tive curve candidates ordered according to the gr柑es.
百leintroduction of the fuzzy reasoning is essential 
for FSCI to tel the difference鉱nongthe seven curve 
clωses. The shape of a fr∞hand curve is not enough 
information to determine the curve classes because of the 
inclusion relations shown in Figure 1: strictly speaking， 
al freehand curves should be categorized into open free 
curve ωlong ωonly the shape is taken into account. 
In order to overcome the problem， FSCI utilizes the 
drawing manner as well a~ the curve shape. So far a~ the 
membership grades are concerned， the schematic pro-
cess of FSCI is illustrated as shown in Figure 2. First， 
FSCI performs fuzzy spline interpolation and ml吋elsa 
freehand curve as a fuzzy spline curve which involves 
vagueness (a~sociated with roughness in drawing) in 
their positional information. Secondly， itperfo丘町possi-
bility evaluation， where it estimates linearity， circularity， 
ellipticity組 dclosedness勺 ofthe fuzzy spline curve tak-
ing account of the vagueness，加doutput~ four possibil-
ity values: pLinear， pCiγcular， pElliptic and pClosed. 
市Z羽reuse a term“closedness" to express the degree to which the 
fuzzy spline c町veis closed. 
Curve Shape and Drawing MaJlner 
Fuzzy Spline In血中olation
Fig. 2. Schematic process ftow by FSCI. 
Thirdly， itperforms curve class estimation司 asort of 
fuzzy reasoning， where it tries to find the simplest pos-
sible primitive c町vesbased on the four possibility val-
U邸，and outpu郎氏venmemb紅白hipgrades:μ(L)，μ(C)， 
μ(CA)，μ(E)，μ(EA)，μ(FC) andμ(FO). 
Because even a simple primitive curve can be possibly 
found in the fuzzy spline curve when it is vague enough， 
a user is now given a way to let FSCI identify a simple 
primitive curve. This implies that a user can intend to 
draw a rather simple curve by drawing roughly but rather 
complex curve by drawing carefully (see Figure 3). 
In the trainable version of FSCI， the curve class esti-
mation process is realized as a fuzzy neural network so 
that it may be trained and，ωa result， FSCI may adapt 
iωelf to user's drawing manner. 
2.1 Fuzzy Spline Interpolation 
A drawn curve is given to the system as a sequence of 
a certain number of sampled points Pk and time st創nps
tk. However， the sampled points are not aJways coル
sidered to have accurate positional information exactly 
reflecting the intention of the drawer. In general， the 
more roughly a curve is drawn， the more vague iぉpo・
sitional information will be. From this observation， each 
sampled point 1'k is replaced by a conicaJ fuzzy point 
model Pk =< Pk' TPk > shown in Figure 4 (a)， where 
the fuzziness TPk is generated according to the rough-
ness in drawing. In FSCI， the value of TPk is simply set 
as TPkニ QxαPk'where αPk is the acceleration at Pk加 d
Q is a constant value. Then， the fuzzy spline curve that 
interpolates to the fuzzy point~ i九isgenerated by the 
method proposed in (1)加d(2). The fuzzy spline curve 
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(a) A rough drawing. (b) A careful drawing. 
内八
(c) Fuzzy spline curve仕'Om (d) Fuzzy spline curve from 
(a). (b) 
L，，，，..白，~，." 酌戸 印刷
(e) Four posibility values: (0 Four posibility values 
pL叩 ear' pG'ircul町、，
pElliptic and pGlo8ed 
pL'inear.， pG'irculur 
pEllψt-ic and pG 108 ed 
仕'Om(c). 仕om(d). 
? ? ? ? ?
(g) Seven grades:μ(L)， 
μ(C)，μ(CA)，μ(E)， 
μ(EA)， μ(FC) and 
μ(FO) from (e). 
(h) Seven grades:μ(L)， 
μ(C)，μ(CA)，μ(E)， 
J.L(EA)， μ(FC) and 
μ(FO)仕'Om(0. 
Fig. 3. Examples of identification by FSCI. 
μド当ぎJJ伊私f
(a) Conical fuzzy point. (b) Fuzzy spline cu円e
Fig. 4. Fuzzy spline interpolation. 
is defined as an extension of加 ordin紅yspline curve 
and ilus凶 tedas a locus of a fuzzy point which travels 
while changing it~ vagueness according to the roughness 
in drawing， asshown in Figure 4 (b). It is utilized as a 
fuzzy model of the drawing which may involves vague-
ness. 
2.2 Possibility Evaluation (1)，(3) 
First， FSCI constructs three hypothetical fuzzy mod-
els: the linear fuzzy model， the circular fuzzy model加 d
the elliptic fuzzy model. They are obtained ぉ fuzzy
Bezier curves勺 whoseparamet巴rsare adjusted so that 
they fit the given fuzzy spline curve as well as possible. 
*3 A fuzzy Bezier curve is defined as a special case ofthe fuzzy spline 
curve 
Secondly， each hypothetical fuzzy model is compared 
with the original fuzzy spline curve and its validity is 
evaluated by a possibility value: pLineαr. p(了irculαror 
pElliptic based on the possibility measure(9). In other 
words， the degrees of linearity， circularity加 dellipticity 
of the drawn curve are evaluated by pLineαr pCir四 lαγ
and pElliptic respectively. Thir・dly，the accordance be-
tween the fuzzy end points of t.he fuzzy spline curve is 
checked and the clos巴dnessis evaluated by another pos-
sibility value pClosed. 
Now， itmust be noted that three of the possibility val-
ues obtained in this process are always in a tixed or-
der. Namely， pLineαγis always less than or equal to 
pCiγcular， and pCircular is always less than or equal 
to pElliptベasshown in Figure 3 (巴)and (1). This is 
because of the inclusion relations among the primitive 
curve classes. 
2.3 Curve Class Estimation 
Due to the tixed order among the three possibility 
values， itis inconclusive to determine the curve class 
by simply comparing them. In addition， the closedness 
should be taken into account for FSCI to distinguish be-
tween closed primitive curves and open primitive curves 
(for example， between circle and circular arc). There-
fore， FSCI performs the curve class estimation process 
that is embodied as a fuzzy neural network shown in 
Figure 5; and calculates the scven membership grades: 
μ(L)，μ(C)，μ(CA)，μ(E)，μ(EA).μ(FC) and μ(FO) 
from the four possibility values: pLinεαr pCirc包lαr
pElliptic and pClosed. In the fuzzy neural network， 
each min-unit performs mill operation that outputs the 
minimum value. On the 0出erhand， both l>units and 
Fs-units are sigmoid units each of which has a func-
tion S'(x)二 1/(1十 e-X).and the ith sigmoid unit out-
puts S(WiPi十 8;)，where Pi (ι{ pLineαr pCirculαr 
pElliptic， pClosed }) is the input to the unit，ωi isthe 
weight factor to the input， and ()i is the bias term. 
Let us see how this fuzzy neural network plays a role 
of fuzzy reasoning that tries to find the simplest possible 
curve class. Let us setωT， (二 G.6)and 8T， (二 :3.:3)to 
Wi and 8i respectively for alJ T， -units as shown in Figure 
6 (a); and set W Ps (工 -6.6)and 8ps (二 :U)，for al Fs-
units as shown in Figure 6 (b). Then. with this setting， 
each 乙-unitacts as a fuzzy proposition“P is 九，"where 
九 is‘uzytrue shown in Figure 6 (c); and each Fs-unit 
acts a~ a fuzzy proposition“P IS F"，" where 凡 ISρJZZY
false shown in Figure 6 (d). Considering that the min-
unit can be regarded as a logical operatorαnd， the fuzzy 
neural network can be translated into the fuzzy rule set 
which consists of the seven expressions shown in Fig-
ure 7， where 八denotesthe logical multiplication or the 
min-operator and the fuzzy truth values shown as mem-
bership functions are Ts OI・F守 respectively. Because 
the fuzzy rules regarding rather complex curve classes 
are severer than the ones regarding rather simple curve 
clai可ses.it is now understood that the the fuzzy neural 
network embodies the fuzzy reasoning that tries to tind 
- 3 -
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S(WFsP + 6Fs) 
(b)凡-umt.
μTs(P)ニ S(四 T.P+6Ts)μFs(P)ニ S(切 F P十6F，) 
tJ F子¥
(c) Fuzzy true Ts by Ts- (d) Fuzzyfalse凡 byFg-
umt. ???? ??
Fig. 6. Lin伊istictruth value by a sigmoid unit. 
the simplest possible curve class. 
The s汀uctureof the fuzzy neural network lets FSCI 
preserve the basic strategy:‘'Try to find the simplest pos・
sible primitive curves." On the other hand， the learning 
ability of the neural network makes FSCI trainable， as 
we discuss in the following section. 
3 TRAINING OF FSCI 
Given drawings and drawer's intentions about curve 
clωses， the par創neters叫 and8i of the fuzzy neural net-
work presented in Fi伊re5 are adjusted soωto adapt 
FSCI's identification results to the drawer's intentions 
as much a~ possible. The input~ to the neural network: 
pLineαr， pCircular， pElliptic加 dpClosed are calcu-
lated from each of the given drawings by the possibility 
evaluation process following the fuzzy spline inte叩ola-
tion process shown in Figure 2. On the other hand， the 
desired outpuωfrom the neural network:μ(L)，μ(C)， 
μ(CA)，μ(E)，μ(EA)，μ(FC) andμ(FO) are directly 
set ba~ed on the drawer's intention. (For example， when 
the drawer's intention is CA， we set 1 toμ(CA)andOto 
al other grades.) Therefore， the commonly used back-
propagation learning algorithm can be simply applied to 
?
??????
? ???????? ??? ? ??
Fig. 8. Presented pattems. 
train the network. 
4 EXPERIMENTAL RES1JLTS OF TRAINING 
This section demonstrates Ihe effectiveness of the 
training of FSCI by evaluating curve class recognition 
rates，加dthen examines a concrete example of training 
in order to show how the fuzzy rule set is adjllsted. 
4.1 Experimental Conditions 
For the experiment， we gathered 840 drawing samples 
from each of six different users (named A， B， C， D， E and 
F). Each user was presented with the six kinds of pattems 
(each of which have seven curve shapes and their corre-
sponding curve classes) shown in Figure 8 intum; and 
requested to draw primitive curves similar to the ones in 
the pattems intending to let FSCI recognize the indicated 
curve classes. A set of presentation consisted of the six 
pattems of small si民 andthe ones of large size (that is 
12 pattems in total)加 dten seいwerepresented to each 
user. Out of the ten sets of presentation (that is 840 draw-
ing samples) to each user， seven sets (that is 588 draw-
ing samples) were used for training and the other three 
sets (that is 252 drawing samples) were used for testing. 
Becallse the fllzzy neural network has the explicit repre-
sentation as a fllzzy rule set， al the training could start 
with the meaningful initial setting shown in Figure 7. 
4.2 hnprovement of Curve Class Recognition Rates 
by Training 
Table 1 shows the curve class recognition rates by 
FSCI with the initial fuzzy rule set in Figure 7 and ones 
by FSCI with fuzzy rule sets obtained after the training. 
In the table， the column labeled “1 st Candidate" shows 
the re心ognitionrates regarding the cllrve classes given 
the highest grades;“1 st_2nd Candidates，" the first and 
second highest grades; and“1 8t__ 3rd Candidates，" the first 
through third highest grades. Although we evaluated the 
curve class recognition rates using the testing samples 
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Fig. 7. Initial fuzzy rule set. 










(without using the samples used for training)， the results， 
from aII of the six users， demonstrates the improvement 
of the curve clぉsrecognition rates after the training. 
4.3 Considerations on a Concrete Example of 
Training 
Let us look at the case of the user D in detail. Figure 
9 shows the fuzzy rule set obtained after the training for 
the user D. Table 2 shows the curve class recognition 
map by the trained fuzzy rule set， comparing it with the 
one by the initial fuzzy rule set. 
Now， Figure 9 tels us how the fuzzy rule set was ad-
justed so that it would adapt FSCI to the drawing manner 
of the user D. When we pay attention to the propositions 
Wl出 pClosedfor free curves (that is FC and FO)， the 
ルzzytrue got milder than the initiaIfuzzy true Ts while 
theβJZzy‘false got severer than the initialβJZzy false Fs. 
This implies that FSCI was trained so that the user D 
would easily close free curves. Indeed， itwas difficult 
for the user D to get FC when FC was his intention as 
shown in Table 2 (a). However， itwas improved after the 
training as shown in Table 2 (b). The drawing samples 
labeled (a) or (b) in Figure 10 are concrete examples in 
the case. 
On the other hand， when we regard the propositions 
with pCiγcω町 inFigure 9， we find that theβJZZY (rue's 
got severer but the fuzzy false's got milder after the train-
ing. This means that the fuzzy rule set was adjusted to 
get severer to C and C A; and， asa result， itcame to tend 
to recognize E or EA rather than C or CA. This ten-
dency obtained after the training considerably improved 
the curve class recognition rates for E and EA as shown 
in Table 2， although the tendency slightly disimproved 
the ones for C. The drawing samples labeled (c) or (d) 
Table 2. Curve class recognition maps for user D. 
(a) By initial fuzzy rule set. (b) By trained fuzzy rule set 
山[
in Figure 10 are the cases improved by this effect; (e) or 
(f)， the cases disimproved. 
It will be noticed from thes巴examplesthat the curve 
class estimation process realizcd as the fuzzy neural net-
work tels us what was difficult for a specific Ilser to deal 
with and how the fuzzy rules were adjllsted to relieve the 
difficulties; and this will not only help a user to change 
one's drawing manner， but will also give us hints for fur-
ther improvement in the algorithms of FSCI. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
This paper gave an outline of a trainable version of 
FSCI， inwhich a fuzzy nellral network was emb巴dded
as the curve class estimation process. Then， cxperimen-
tal results， from six different users， demonstrated that the 
training of fuzzy neural network improved FSCI in terms 
of curve class recognition ratcs. Furthermore， through 
some considerations on a concrete example of the train幽
ing， we showed that the fuzzy neural network (which has 
an explicit expression as a fuzzy rule set) is informative 
for us to analyze both users' drawing manner and the 
identification characteristics 01' FSCI. This is expected 
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Fig. 9. Trained fuzzy rule set for the user D. 
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([Ef->C] to [Ef->E]) 
(d) Improved ca田
([Ef->C] to [Ef->E]) 
(e) Disimproved ca配
([Cf->C] to [Cf->E]) 
(f) Disimproved case 
([Cf->C] to [Cf->E]) 
Fig. 10. Drawing samples shown as fuzzy spline curves. 
to be helpful for further improvement in FSCI. 
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Approximate Optimization Algorithms in Markov Random Field 
Model Based on Statistical-Mechanical Techniques 
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An image restoration can be often formulated as an energy minimization problem. When an energy func-
tion is expressed by using the hamiltonian of a classical spin system only with白niterange interactions， 
the probabilistic model， which is described in th巴formof Gibbs distribution for the energy function， 
can be regarded as a Markov random field (MRF) model. Some approximate optimization algorithms 
for the energy minimization problem were proposed in th巴standpointof statistical-mechanics. ln this 
paper， the approximate optimization algorithms are summarized and are applied to the image restoration 
for natural image. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Recently， many authors have shown an interest in im-
age restoration using the Markov random field (MRF) 
model， in which the configuration of a lattice site is 
dependent only on the configurations of the nearest 
neighbours(l).(2)ル. The MRF model， can be regarded 
as one of classical spin systems with finite range interac-
tIons and non-uniform external fields on a finite square 
lattice. The MRF model can be regarded as a cIassical 
spin system in statistical mechanics. The authors have 
proposed a new method for systematically constructing 
the en巴rgyfunctIon(4)， which is based on constrained op-
timization. In the image restoratIon， the constraints are 
introduced as a priori information on the original im-
age. By introducing a Lagrange multiplier for each of 
the constraints， the image restoration is reduced to an 
energy minimization problem(4)，(S)，(6). In Ref. (7)， we 
described a classical spin system， which is applicable to 
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gray-level image restoration. 
In the search for an optimal solution of MRF model， 
many authors applied the iterated conditional modes 
(ICM) algorithm(8). Though the ICM algorithm is sim-
ple algorithm and can erase noise when the noise is in 
an isolated site， itis difficult to avoid the local minimum 
and then it cannot erase noise when two or more succes-
sive sites are affected by the noise. to the search of the 
minimum-energy configuration. In order to avoid the 10-
cal minimum， the cluster type Monte Carlo simulation(9)， 
and the cIuster type mean field approximation(lO) are also 
applied to the optimization of the MRF model. In the 
statistical mechanics， we have some important fluctua-
tion effects to avoid the local minimum. One of them is 
thermal effect. In order to adopt the thermal fluctuation 
effect as annealing procedure， we introduce a tempera-
ture in the form of Gibbs distribution. Geiger and Girosi 
(11)， and Zhang( 12)，( 13) proposed a deterministic algorithm， 
which is based on the mean-field approximation. On the 
other hand， we have general methodology of construc-
tion of high-level effective-field approximation in statis-
tical mechanics， which is called cluster variation method 
K回uyukiTANAKA and Junji MAEDA 
(CVM)(l4). We gave a simple example of its application 
to the MRF model(l5). Moreover， inthe standpoint of the 
CVM， we proposed the methodology in the extension of 
the ICM to the cluster type algorithm， which is called 
the cluster zero-temperature process (CZTP) and is ob-
tained as the zero-temperature limit in the optimization 
algorithm of the CV恥1(16).
In this paper， we clarify the mathematical structure of 
the IC恥1.， the CZTP and MFA algorithms and compare 
them with each others in some numerical experiments 
for natural images. In Sec. 2， we explain the energy 
function and the probability distribution constructed by 
means of the mathematical framework of Ref.(7). In 
Sec. 3， we summarize some approximate optimization 
algorithms for the energy function. In Secs. 4 and 5， we 
give some numerical experiments and some conc1uding 
remarks， respectively. 
2 ENERGY FUNCTION OF IMAGE 
RESTORATION 
In this section， we give the energy function of image 
restoration for natural images with the aid of the mathe-
matical framework in Ref.(7). 
We consider a digital image with q grades on a M x N 
finite square lattice 
L三{(り)1戸山 ，Mぅ j=はうN}ヲ
with the periodic boundary condition. We express the 
configurations of an original and a degraded images by 
x三{Xi，jI(i， j)EL} and y三{υi，jl(i，j)εL}，respectively. 
The variable Xi，j on a pixel (i，j) takes a value from 
A三{Oう1うえ・ ，q -1}. For the degradation process， we 
assume that a degraded image y is obtained from the 
original image x by changing the state of each pixel to 
another state by the same probability p， independently 
of the other pixel. The conditional probability for a de-
graded image y when the original image is x， Pyx (ylx)， 
is given by 
Pyx(ylx) 
三日 (p1-.5(Xi，j ，Yi，j) (ト qp+ p ).5(Xi.j ，Yi.j)) 
( i，j)εL 
exp( まd(x，y)








In the present paper， we treat only the case in which Tp 
is positive such that p < 1/ q 
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In Ref.(7)， it is assumed that we know the following 




σ内2.71川n(ぷ訓Zベ，iほ向支到) 主 三二 (引|九 -Xi+1，j 1， n) 
(i，ilEL 
+ 15(1九 -Xi，j+1， n)う
(n = 1ぅ2γ .，k-1).ー (5)
The image restoration in natural images is formulated as 
the following conditional optimization problem: 
主- arg 山}.{d(x，y)1σ2(X)=σ2(交)ぅ
xモ11.川川 c
σ2，n(X)ニ 0'2，n(支)(n =は比一1)} 
(6) 
In order to ensure the constrained conditions σ2(X) = 
σ2(云)andσ2，1 (x) =σ2，1 (支)，we introduce the Lagra昭e
multipliers Jk and Jk -Jn (n = 1うえ・.'， K -1). The 
conditional optimization (6) can be reduced to the fol-










Here the notation町 gminf(x) means any minimizer 
z 
of a function f(x). The optimal parameters Jn (η 二
1，2，・・，k)should be determined so as to satisfy the fol 
lowing constraints: 
σ2(X(J1ぅJ2，.・"Jk)) =σ2(支)， ......... (9) 
σ2，n(X(J1ぅJ2γ"，Jk)=σ2，n(支)， 
(η= 1，2γ"， k-1). .... (10) 
The restored image obtained by using Eqs. (7)同(10)is de-
noted by文二 x(J1ぅJ2γ ." Jk). The energy minimiza-
tion problem (7) is equivalent to the following probability 
maximization problem: 
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ρ(x) = 叫-河川)
乞町(一会H(x))'
(T > 0)， ••••••••• (12) 
and T is a temperature. The probabi1istic mode1 de-
scribed by the probabiIity distribution (12) with Eq.(8) 
can be regarded as the MRF modeI. 
3 APPROXI恥IfATEOPTIMIZATION 
ALGORITHMS 
In this section， we give three approximate optimization 
a1gorithms for the energy minimization prob1em (7)， such 
that ICM(8)， CZTP(l6) and MFA(lI). Both the ICM and 
the CZTP are iterative algorithms at zero temperature and 
the MFA isone at a finite temperature. The approximate 
minimum-energy configuration obtained by means of an 
annea1ing procedure is cJoser to the true minimum-energy 
configuration than by means of the ICM. 
First we exp1ain the iterative a1gorithm at zero temper-
ature. The optimization prob1em (7) can be reduced to 
the foIIowing iterative equation: 
Xi，j(J1，J2，.・"Jk) 
=a町r培叱g巳z庁Aバ町~叫，Jパj!トZ町i'，j'= X町針h川包V仏ω，ヘソj川
( i'ωυ川，j')のFワ悦川E凶εd叫州L臥¥(がω叫，j)ρ，••••• (13) 
From the iterative equation， we can construct the ICM 
algorithm(8)， which is the simplest a1gorithms for the op-
timization (7). Morita and the present author extend it to 
the cJuster version ICM a1gorithm， which is constructed 
from the foIIowing iterative equation: 
XC(Jl， h，・"Jk) 







?? 、 ? 、 、?? 」、 ， ， ， ，??
??，? ?， ， ， ? ? 、
where 
正 {Xi，j!(i，j)εC }， 
Xc(Jl，J2，"'，Jk)三{Xi，j(九九 ，Jk*i，j)EC 
Morita and the present author caIIed it CZTP(16). Here C 
is a set of pixe1s， and the square CZTP can be constructed 
by setting C = {(i， j)， (i十1，j)，(i+ 1，j + 1)， (i，j + 1)}. 
Second， we exp1ain the MFA a1gorithm which is the 
most fami1iar deterministic annea1ing a1gorithm for the 
optimization (7). The annea1ing a1gorithm is ab1e to 
avoid loca1 minima. In order to adopt the MFA a1go-
rithm for the search of minimum-energy configuration 
x(J1，hγ・"Jk)， we introduce the one-body margina1 
probabiIity distributions: 
Pi，j(n) 三乞 ρ(X)d(Xi，j，n)， 
xEAMN 
(nεA， (i，j)εL). ・・・・・・ (15) 
In the mean-fie1d approximation， the probabiIity distri-
bution ρ(x) is approximate1y expressed as 
ρバ(何同x幻) 竺 I Pi，j川，Jバρ(付Z町仇"ω'
(μiιω，j)EL 
By substituting Eq.(l6) into the free energy 
F[ρl=芝山)(H(x) + Tln(p(x)))， 
-・(17)
and by taking the first variation of the free energy 
F[ {Pi，j } 1 with respect toρω(n)， thedeterministicmean司
自eldequations for the set of one-body marginal distribu-
tion functions 
{ 向川(加例叫州川バ州)!ドいいド川(が仏ωM仁，jρ料)
ar陀eobtained as foIIows [3珂]: 
Xi，j (Jl， J2，・・3Jh)=ug?ZFρi，j (n)γ ・・ (18) 
where 











Ci，j = {(i + 1，j)， (i-ω，(i，j +川 j一吋
. (21) 
By s叩olvi加ngEq申s.(υl凶8助)-町(σ21り)at a s叩u伺cient叫IysmaII poωsi凶tiv問e 
va1ue of T by using t出h巴anr】m】ea1ingprocedure， we obtain 
the approximate optima1 solution of Eq.(7). 
4 NUMERICAL EXPERI時IENTS
In this section， we give some numerical experiments 
for the 0均ina1image支={ふ，j}given in Fig.l. The 
degradation process is su吋ectto the probabiIity given in 
Eq.(I). Here， we set (q -l)p = 0.1，0.3 and 0.5 where 
q = 8. The degraded images y obtained from the origina1 
image i in Fig.1 are given in Fig.2. The quantities 
'T2，n(i)三古川)(n = 0，1， • • " q -1)ヲ
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are shown in Table 1 where σ2，0 (支)三1σ2(支). We 
see that the q 叩 ltitiesσ 2，パ刈川o叫)バ(支) and σ 2，ユl(支到)are espe配C
impo凹〉汀rt臼an凶lti凶nimages with 8 grades. In the energy function 
(8)， we set k 2. In Table 2， we give the values of 








in the restored imageえ whichis obtained by using the 
ICM， the CZTP and the MFA. Th巴 obtainedrestored 
images x are shown in Figs.3， 4 and 5. In the CZTP， we 
set 
C 三 {(がi仁ω仙川う，j)品州ρ孔 )，川うベぷ(い2什+川う(“i ト1，j 十 りl川うベぷ(が仏i丸ω仙うJρj什川+什Iり)
5 CONCLUDING REr恥、lARKS
In this paper， w巴summarizesome approximate opti-
mization algorithms based on the statistical-mechanical 
techniques for the energy minimization problem formu 
lated for the image restoration in Ref.(7). In some nu-
merical experiments， we show that the algorithms are 
applicable to the image restoration of natural image. We 
remark that the ICM algorithm can erase when the noise 
is in an isolated pixel， but it cannot erase when two or 
more successive pixels are affected by the noise. On the 
other hand， the MFA and the CZTP algorithms can deal 
with this problem. However the MFA need a large mem-
ory. If we apply it to the image restoration of gray-Ievel 
image with 256 grades， we have to treat a 256 x 256 x 256 
dimensions for the one-body marginal probability distri-
butionρ川(川.The ICM and CZTP algorithms do not 
need so many memory because most of the data stored 
are in integer. The present author are stil studying the 
problem offinding a computer algorithm giving the same 
r巴sultsin much shorter time and in much smaller mem-
ory. 
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Tab!e 1. Value of quantity (J2，n (支)for the true original 
image.ie given in Fig. 1 ? ?
Table 2. Value of optimal parameter J1 and J2， and 
values of quantities d(え支)， 0'2(文)and 0'2，1 (支)in the 
restoreu image x， which is obtained by using the ICM， 
theCZTPand theMFA. (a) (q-1)p = 0.1. (b) (q-1)p = 
0.3. (c) (q -l)p = 0.5. 
Fig. 1. Original image .ie(q = 8，凡1=N二 64).
(a) (b) 
Fig. 2. Degraded images (q = 8， M - Nニ 64).
(a)(q-1)戸ニ 0.1(d(.ie， y)竺0.0947).(b) (q-1)長二 0.3
(d(.ie，y)竺0.2937).(c) (q-1)戸=0.5 (d(.ie， y)竺0.4968).
13 
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Fig. 3. Restored images 会obtainedfrom the degraded 
image y given in Fig. 2a. (a) ICM. (b) CZTP. (c) MFA. 
Fig. 4. Restored images X obtained from the degraded 
image y given in Fig. 2b. (a) ICM. (b) CZTP. (c) MFA. 
Fig. 5. Restored images X obtained from the degraded 
image y given in Fig. 2c. (a) ICM. (b) CZTP. (c) MFA. 
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Surrogate Analysis of J apanese Vowels 
Isao TOKUDA*， Takaya MIYANO*本 andKazuyuki AIHARA * *本
(Accepted 31 August 2000) 
Nonlinear deterministic dynamical structure of the normal phonation of Japanese 
vowels is studied by the method of surrogate. The surrogate analysis exploits Way-
land translation error and nonlinear deterministic predictability as the discriminating 
statistics. The results imply that the vowel signals have strong nonlinear dynamical 
characteristics that can not be detected by conventional linear dynamical systems 
analyses of speech. 
Keywords: Nonlinear Dynamics， Vowels， Pitch-To-Pitch Variation， Surrogate Analy-
SlS 
1 IntroductIon 
In the studies of human speech， linear dynami-
cal systems analyses such as the power spectrum 
analysis and the linear predictive coding modeling 
are the most popular and standard lllethodologies 
(1，2， 3) This is because the acoustical characteris-
tics of human speech is mainly due to the resonances 
of the vocal岨tract，which forms the basic spectral 
structure of the speech signals. Although the lin-
ear dynamical systems analyses have been widely 
applied to speech， human speech is， strictly speak-
ing， nonlinear dynamical phenomena which involve 
nonlinear aerodynamic， biomechanical， physiologi-
cal， and acoustic factors. Some of the important 
characteristics of speech may not be detected only 
by linear dynalllical systems analyses. For a deeper 
understanding of speech， nonlinear dynamical sys・
本 Departmentof Computer Science and Systems Engineer-
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山 Departmentof Mathematical Engineering and Informa-
tion Physics， University of Tokyo 
tems analyses might be indispensable. In fact， there 
are a variety of recent studies of analyzing nonlinear 
dynamics such as chaotic dynalllics in human speech 
(4)-(10) 
The aim of the present paper is to re-examine the 
efficiency of linear dynamical systellls analyses of 
speech and to consider the limitation of character-
izing the speech only by the linear statistical quan-
tities. Our approach is based upon surrogate test 
of speech. The surrogate test (11， 12， 13) is a kind 
of statistical hypothesis testing which is to detect 
nonlinear dynamical struct ure in a time series data. 
The results imply that in the normal phonation of 
Japanese vowels there seem to exist some important 
nonlinear dynalllical characteristics that can not be 
detected by the conventionallinear dynamical sysー
tems analyses of speech. 
2 Speech Data 
For our analysis， speech signals of 5 J apanese vow-
els /a/， /i/， /u/， /e/， and /0/ recorded frolll 5 
subjects are exploited. The subject group is com帽
??
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posed of 3 male speakers (mau， mms， mmy) and 2ι 
male speakers (fsu， fyn) with no evidence for any 
laryngeal pathology. The speech data are in the 
standard ATR (Advanced Telecommunications Re-
search Instit ute In白rnational，www.ctr.atr.co・jp)
database. The speech signal is low-pass filtered with 
a cut-off frequency of 8 kHz and digitized with a 
sampling rate of 20 kHz and with 16 bit resolution. 
For the analysis of speech， the initial transient phase 
and the final decay phase are removed from each 
data and the stationary part of the data is extracted. 
Fig. 1 (a) shows speech signal {at : t = 
1，2， . Ndata} (Ndata = 2048) of vowel /a/ recorded 





、 ? ? ? ? ???? ， ? ? ?
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Fig. 1. (a): Original speech signal of a vowel /a/ 
and (b): its iterati ve surrogate. 
The vowels are known to have irregularity in the 
pitch-to-pitch variation (14) and they are indispens-
able for the speech signals to be perceived as natural 
human sound (15). Although considerable amount of 
works has been devoted for the analysis and syn-
thesis of natural pitch-to・pitchvariation， no sat-
isfactory understanding of its statistical property 
has been obtained yet. There might be some non-
linear dynamical structure underlying the pitch-to・
pitch irregularity and such nonlinear dynalllics in 
the vowel signals is investigated in the subsequent 
sections. 
3 Surrogate Anruyses 
3.1 Iterative Surrogate A1gorithm 
Let us study the nonlinear dynamics of speech by 
the surrogate test (11， 12， 13). The surrogate test is 
a kind of statistical hypothesis testing. First， we 
set a null hypothesis Ho that the speech signal is 
generated from some non-deterministic dynalllical 
process. Then， we artificially create many sets of 
surrogate data which agree with the null hypoth喧
esis. By cOlllputing a discriminating statistic T of 
the original and surrogate data and by observing the 
difference between the original and surrogate statis-
tics， we can test the null hypothesis Ho・
The surrogate test has the property of 
“constrained-realization，" (12) which is to ran-
domize the original data by strictly preserving 
some of the original statistical properties. It has 
been empirically known that the surrogate test 
is effective for statistical hypothesis testing when 
non-pivotal discriminating statistic T is utilized. 
For the nonlinearity test of speech， we consider 
the following null hypothesis， 
Ho: “The speech signal {向}is generated from a 
linear Gaussian prot:ess 
...--q 
at = aO十 F白 αIcat-/c十et，L-J1c==1 .• •.• •. 
where et represents Gaussian noise." 
We consider this null hypothesis， because this is the 
standard hypothesis when linear dynamical systems 
analysis is applied to speech (3). 
For the null hypothesis Ho， the surrogate data is 
generated by the Schreiber-Schmitz iterative algo-
rithm (13). The iterative algorithm generates sur-
rogate data which exactly preserves the amplitude 
distribution and approximately preserves the power 
spectrum of the original data. 
Fig. 1 (b) shows an iterative surrogate signal gen-
erated from the speech signal of the vowel /a/ of 
Fig. 1 (a). Although the waveform structures ofthe 
original and surrogate data seem to be rather dif-
ferent from each other， they have exactly the same 
amplitude distribution and approximately the same 










Fig. 2. Power spectra of the original speech signal of 
the vowel / a/ (bold line) and its iterati ve surrogate 
(thin line). 
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3.2 Wayland Translation Error 
By computing a discriminating statistic T of the 
original data and the surrogate data set， we can test 
the null hypothesis Ho・Ifthe T-value of the original 
data is far from the distribution ofthe T-vales ofthe 
surrogate data set， we can reject the null hypothe-
sis Ho・Asthe discriminating statistic T， Wayland 
translation error and nonlinear deterministic predic-
tion error are exploited. 
As the first discriminating statistic T， Wayland 
translation error is computed as follows (16). First， 
we reconstruct the geometric structure ofthe speech 
data in a delay-coordinate space (17， 18): 
a(t) = ( Xt， Xt-r， ・ ，Xtー (d-1)r)T， (1) 
where T denotes transposition and d and 7 stand 
for the reconstruction dimension and the time lag， 
respectively. Then， the Wayland algorithm assumes 
that the reconstructed data trajectory {a (t) : t二
1 + (d -1)7， .Ndαta} is generated from a continu-
ous map f : Rd→Rd as a(t + 1)= f(a(t)) and 
hence “nearby" data points， e.g.， a(t) and a(s)，む e
mapped to nearby T-step future points， e.g.， a(t+T) 
and a(s + T). With respect to the assumed deter-
minism， the translαtion error， etrans， can be calclト
lated as follows. 
First， for a五xeddata point a(to)， we find its k-
nearest neighbors as a(tl)，.， a(t，). With respect to 
the translation horizon T， the translation vectors are 
computed as町 =a(tj + T) -a(tj) for j二 0，.k. 
Then the translation error is calculated as 
I ふ1町一くり>12 
qransご日干しり >||2 ，(2)
with くり〉二よ>.~ Vi "+1ム.Jj -J 
Fig. 3 shows the result of the Wayland analysis 
applied to vowel /a/ (subject: mau).τ'ranslation er-
ror curves of the original speech data and 39 sets 
of its surrogate data are drawn with a solid line 
with circles and solid lines with no circle， respec-
tively. The translation error， etrans， is averaged over 
20 sets of 300・randomlychosen translation centers 
a(to)， other parameters are set as 7 - 10， k -4， 
T = 10， and the reconstruction dimension is varied 
as d = 1， .15. 
Clear diπ'erence between the original speech data 
and its surrogate data is discernible in the figure， 
where the original data exhibits relatively lower er-
ror level than the surrogate data. 
In Table 1， rejection level αis summarized for 5 
Japanese vowels (/a/， /i人/u/，/e/， /0/) and for 
5 subject speakers (mau， mms， mmy， fsu， fyn). The 
rejection level αmeans that T-value of the original 
data is out of 1 OO( 1ー α)%confidence range of the 
surrogate distribution and hence the null hypothesis 
Ho can be rejected with the αーlevel.For al 5 vowels 
and for al 5 subjects， the null hypothesis Ho is re-
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Fig， 3. R白 ultof the Wayland analysis of vowel 
/a/ (subject: mau). Translation error curves of the 
original data and 39 sets of its surrogates are drawn 
with a solid line with circles and solid lines with no 
circle， respectively. 
a strong rejection level for statistical test and the re-
sults seem to be independent of the vowels and the 
subjects. Therefore the results imply that the vow-
els are not generated from a simple linear Gαussiαn 
process. There might be some nonlinear dynamics 
underlying the irregular structure of the vowels and 
such nonlinear characteristics have been destroyed 
by the surrogate shufHing. 
3.3 N onlinear Prediction Error 
As another discriminating statistic T， we compute 
nonlinear deterministic prediction error as follows. 
First， we divide the time series {Xt : t = 1， ・
Ndatα} into first and second halves. From the first 
data， a nonlinear predictor f :が→ Rdwhきhap-
proximates the data dynamics出 a(t十 1)符f(a(t)
is constructed. For the predictor， the local opti-
mallinear-association map (19) is exploited with the 
白山町ldi時 conditionof (d，7) = (6，2). Then， for 
the latter data， nonlinear prediction is carried out. 
Forecasting procedure is that， fora give initial state， 
a (t)， the s-step further state a (t十s)is predicted出
f' (a (t) using the s-iterate of the predictor f. For 
each s-prediction step， accuracy of the predictions is 
evaluated with the correlation coe侃cientr， between 
the actual and prediction data. 
The results of the nonlinear prediction of vowel 
/a/ (subject: mau) is shown in Fig. 4. Prediction 
curves of the original speech data and 39 sets of 
its surrogate data are drawn with a solid line with 
squares and dotted lines with no square， respec-
tively. We clearly see that the original data exhibits 
better nonlinear predictability than the surrogate 
data. 
- 19 -
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In Table 1， rejection level αis summarized for 5 
Japanese vowels and for 5 subject speak巴rs. The 
prediction step is fixed at s二 2. For vowel /0/ 
from female subjects， relatively high rejection level 
αwas computed. This might be caused by strong 
constriction of the vocal tract shape that dissipates 
nonlinear dynamics of the vocal folds and produces 
relatively simple harmonic speech sound. For such 
a harmonic signal， detection of nonlinear dynamics 
becomes difficult. For other vowels except for fe-
male vowel /0/， the null-hypothesis Ho is rejected 
with the strong level of α= 0.05 (for few samples， 
α= 0.1). Hence the results imply that nonlinear de-
terministic predictability of the vowels is destroyed 



























































































Fig. 4. Results of the nonlinear deterministic pre幽
diction of vowel /a/ (subject: mau). Prediction 
curves of the original speech data and 39 sets of its 
surrogates are drawn with a solid line with squares 
and dotted lines with no square， respectively. 
Table 1. 
Rejection level αolf the surrogate test of 5 Japanese vow-
els (/a/， /i/， /u/， /e/， /0/)合om5 subject speakers 
(m胡， mms， mmy， fsu， fyn). As the discriminating statis-
tic T， Wayland translation error etrans and nonlinear 
prediction error r2 were exploited. 
T 




4 Conclusions and DiscussioIlS 
Nonlinear dynamical structure of the normal 
phonation of Japanese vowels has been tested by 
the method of surrogate. For a null hypothesis 
that the speech signal is generated from a linear 
Gαusszαn process， surrogate data is generated by 
the Schreiber-Schmitz iterative algorithm. As a dis-
criminating statistic T， Wayland translation error 
and nonlinear deternunistic prediction error are ex-
ploited. The surrogate analysis has shown that the 
null-hypothesis was rejected for almost al vowel sig圃
nals with a level of α 二 0.05. The results seem 
to be independent of the vowels， male or female 
subjects， and the nonlinear discriminating statis-
tics. This implies that there definitely exist some 
important nonlinear dynamical characteristics that 
has been destroyed by the surrogate data shuffiing 
in the vowel signals. N onlinear dynamical charac-
teristics may provide us with useful information on 
speech signals such as individual speaker's charac-
ter， speaker's emotional condition， and the laryngeal 
condition. 
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Nonlinear deterministic dynamical structure of the normal phonation of Japanese vowels is studied 
by the method of surrogate. The surrogate analysis exploits Wayland translation error and nonlin-
ear deterministic predictability as the discriminating statistics. The results imply that the vowel 
signals have strong nonlinear dynamical charaderistics that c出 notbe detected by conventional 
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Intelligent Control U sing Soft Computing 
Yasuhiko DOTEホ
(Accepted 31 August 2000) 
First1y， inte11igent contro1 (diagnosis by system identification) for a small-scaled 
system using computational intelligence (so氏 computingand numerical processing) 
is described. A nove1 fuzzy neura1 network with general parameter learning is devel 
oped， which needs remarkably less computational time resulting in realizing real time 
fault detection of an automobile transmission gear with a DSP但integratedRISC pro-
cessor. Then， for a 1arge-scaled and complex system， contemporary intelligent control 
using extended soft computing is proposed. Extended soft computing (ESC) which is 
the fusionjcombination of fuzzy， neuro， genetic and chaotic comp凶 ngsand immune 
network theory in order to exp1ain， what they ca11， comp1ex systems and cognitive 
and reactive AIs is introduced. Then， contemporary inte11igent system concept is 
discussed while the ESC is promising to realize it. Fina11y， a decision making robot 
with multi-agents (immune networks)， fuzzy inference and reinforcement learni時 is
described， as an example. It is confirmed that the ESC plays an important role in 
constructing intelligent robots 
Keywords: Computational Inte11igence， Soft Computing， Inte11igent Control， Fuzzy 
System， Neural Network， Immune Network 
1 INTRODUCTION obtain. 
Soft cornputing is proposed by Dr. 2. Human know1edge (recognitionぅunderstanding，
learning， inference and other human intelli-
gence) can be intro伽 C閃ed.TI悶 eforeint臼ωellige叩n
B可ys抗t舵附eぽIllS such a槌sa加utωono凶 mouおs(s町e叶If目O町rg肝an凶I吋iz幻III時
L.A.Zadeh(1)(2)(3) to construct new generation 
AI (rnachine intelligence q凶 tient) and to sol ve 
nonlinear and mathematically un-mode11ed systems 
problems (tractab孔ity). It is the fusion or corn-
bination of fuzzy， neuro and evolutional (genetic 
algorithrn) computings. The advantages of soft 
仁omputi時 (computationa1inte11igence) for contro1 
and diagnosis of systems are 
1. Nonlinear and comblicated problems， problems 
for which rnathematical models are de侃cultto 
場Departrnentof Computer Science and Systerns Engineer-
Illg 
l培g 
仁∞on凶trolle釘rs吋)， se1f-tuning systems and automated 
designed systems can be constructed. 
Now， on1y the combination of fuzzy systerns and 
neura1 networks are considered. It has been proved 
that any nonlinear mappings obtained by neuralnet-
works can be approximatedヲ toany accuracyう by
fuzzy systems using Stone-Weierstrass's approxima 
tion theory(4). From the application point of view， 




Fig. 1. Soft computing in AI 
network has learning capabilities， itis e出 Yto design 
automatically controllers. 
On the other hand， for fine-tuning， inusing neural 
networks， itis difficult， since it is difficult to explain 
logically the cause and the result in the input-output 
relation ships. Due to these difficulties， a novel 10噌
cal based function neural network with a general 
p紅白neterlearning algorithm w出 developed(5).It 
is experimentally applied to fault detection of auto-
mobile transmission gears by nonlinear system iden-
tification in Section 2. 
Then， inSection 3 by adding chaos computing 
and immune network theory， extended soft comput-
ing (ESC) is defined for explaining， what they call， 
complex systems and cognitive and reactive Als出
shown in Fig.1. In Section 4， contemporary intelli-
gent control for a large-scaled and complex system 
is considered from the view point of bioinformatics 
and cognitive and reactive distributed AIs while the 
ESC is promising to realize it. Especially， cognitive 
and reactive distributed artificial AIs are discussed. 
In Section 5， control of an intelligent agent robot 
is described. Robots can behave more intellectually 
in a group even though each robot has a litle 
intelligence， since they can interact in cooperation 
with each other. The following methods using 
soft computing to construct intelligent multi agent 
robot systems have been reported. 
1. Immune networks， fuzzy inference and GA (re-
active distributed AI， IFAR)(6)(7) 
2. Neural networks and evolutional computing (re-
active and cognitive distributed AI) (perception 
and motion are non separable， IFAR)(8) 
3. Fuzzy associate memories， chaos computings 
and evolutional computoings (cognitive dis-
tributed AI)( each agent has intelligence in this 
C加 e，IFAR)(9)
4. Fuzzy inference and random parqmeter search 
method (reactive distributed AI， MAIR)tlO)(ll) 
An artificial decision making robot behaving as in-
teractions(fuzzy inferences) among antibodies in an 
artificial immune network with perceptions of anti-
gens is described. It is con白rmedthat the ESC is 
promising to realize intelligent agent robots like this. 
2 REAL TI恥'1EFAULT DIAGNOSIS 
2.1 Nonlinear Model Identification 
A necessary basis for any diagnostics approach 
is a reliable and accurate model of the operational 
process. Therefore， fault detection/diagnostics pro-
cedures typically consist of the following two steps: 
1. Off-line determination of the model structure 
and its parameters under normal operation con 
ditions. 
2. On-line determination of operational faults by 
using the identified model. 
We use the GP-approach for both of the above steps. 
The nonlinear time-series model is first expressed as: 
x(n) = F[x(η-1)γ ・・ ，x(n-N))+η(η)(1) 
where F[.) is a nonlinear function and η(n) repre-
sents the modeling error. 
In the identification stage， the general parameter 
(s) expectation and variance町 eindicators of the 
current accuracy of the normal process rnodel. In 
the diagnostics stage， the rnentioned values are in 
dicators of process norrnality. The GP-based model 
identification procedure is described below 
1. Model initialization: 
山(0)= 0;β(0) = 0 
E{s} = 0; Dβ=0 
2. Sample x(k)， kε[1，N) 
3. Caluculate the one-step情aheadpredictive GP-
RBFN output x(k + 1) 
4. Sample x(k + 1)
5. Adapt s with the algorithm(5) 
6. Cornpute general parameter's expectation 
E{s(k)} and variance Dβ(k) 
7. Determine expectation's and variance's possible 
stability: 
ムE{日} = IE{s(k + 1)} -E{s(k)}1 < d1 
ムDβ = IDβ(k十 1)-Dβ(k)1 < d2 
where， 81，82 are appropriate threshold levels. 
8. If stability is achieved in Step 7， then go to Step 
10， else continue. 
9. k = k + 1， go to Step 3. 
- 24 -
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10.必i= E{β(k)} 
11.k=k+1 
12. Caluculate the new GP-RBFN output. 
13. Sample x(k + 1) 
14. Accuracy justification: 
正(k+ 1) = x(k十 1)一x(k十 1)
以 (k十 1) = -，:-ιDAK)+-L代k+ 1)k+1~ C\-' . k+1 
15. If D正<ム =const > 0， then go to Step 18， else 
continue. 
16. lndividual adaptation of RBFN weights. 
17. Go to Step 11. 
18. Memorizing of the new weight values 
'liJiO =山(k).
19. Zeroing of the general parameter value β= O.
2.2 Process Abnormality Detection 
After identifying the model structure and its pa-
rameters of the plant for normal operation condi 
tions， the fault detection problem can be solved us-
ing the following procedure:η 
1. Initialization: 
治i(O)ニ WiO= const 
グ(0)= 0; E{β} = O;Dβ=0 
2. Sample x(k)，kε[1，N). 
3. Calculate GP-RBFN output. 
4. Sample x(k + 1)ー
5. Adaptβwith the algorithm(2). 
6. Estimate the general parameter expection 
E{β(k)} and variance Dβ(k). 
7. Justification of operation normality: 
IE{s(k)}1 <ム1，Dβ(k) < ム2，where 
ム1ヲム2 const > 0 are predetermined 
threshold values. 
8. If the conditions of Step 7 are not satisfied， then 
fault is detected， else continue. 
9. k = k + 1， go to Step 3. 
? ?? ?
2.3 Fault Detection Experiment 
We consider a fault detection problem of automo-
bile transmission gears by means of acoustic data 
modeling. The input data was collected using a 
sound level meter. First， the normal model was 
identified by the conventional RBFN and then by 
the new GP-RBFN (fuzzy neural network). Both 
networks were trained 0庄一line. Fig. 3 illustrates 
the approximation errors of the RBFN and G P 
RBFN after an equal number of training steps. It 
is seen from these plots that the prediction error 
is significantly lower and more consistent with the 
GP-RBFN_ This is due to the considerably faster 
learning rate of the GP-RBFN. 
During the on-line fault detection stageヲthereg-
ular weights of the GP-RBFN were fixed， while the 
scalar general parameter was adapted. ln Fig. 4， 
illustrative results are shown， where the general pa-
rameter expectation value allows to easily recognize 
an abnormal condition in the automobile transmis-
sion system. This experiment was carried out us-
i時 thefollowing parameters (Fig. 2): the number 
of delay elements was 10， the nurnber of Gaussian 
functions was 7ヲ andthe width of each Gau8sian 
function from the center wa8 0.2. 
+ 
Fig. 2. Nonlinear time series identification system 
3 EXTENDED SOFT COMPUTING 
Soft computing is proposed by Dr. 
L.A.Zadeh(l)(2}(3) to construct new generation 
AI (machine intelligence quatient) and to solve 
nonlinear and mathematically unmodelled systerns 
problerns (tractability) especially for cognitive 
artificial intelligence by adding chaos cornputing 
and immune network theory. 
Extended 80ft cornputing is defined for explain-
ing， what they call， cornplex systems， cognitive and 
Yasuhiko DOTE 



















Fig. 3. Prediction with RBFN 
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Fig. 4. Fault detection with general parameter 
reactive AIs. Immune networks are promising ap-
proaches to construct reactive artificial intelligence 
and回 illustratedin Fig.1. Industrial and commer-
c凶 applicationsof NN/FS/GA/Chaos in 1990s is 
discussed in (12)(13) 
3.1 Reactive Distributed AI 
Reactivity is a behavior-based model of activity， 
as opposed to the symbol manipulation model used 
in planning. This leads to the notion of cognitive 
cost， i.e.， the complexity of the over architecture 
needed to achieve a task. 
Cognitive agents support a complex architecture 
which means that their cognitive cost is high. Cogni-
tive agents have internal representation of the world 
which must be in adequation with the world itself. 
The process of relating the internal representation 
and the world is considered as a complex task. 
On the other hand， reactive agents are simple， 
easy to understand and do not support internal rep-
resentation of the world. Thus， their cognitive cost 
is low， and tend to what is called cognitive economy， 
the property of being able to perform even complex 
actions with simple architectures. Because of their 
complexity， cognitive agents are often considered as 
self-sufficient: they can work alone or with a few 
other agents. 
On the contrary， reactive agents need compan-
ionship. They can not work isolated and they usu-
ally achieve their tasks in groups. Reactive agents 
C加 notwork isolated and they usually achieve their 
tasks in groups. Reactive agents do not take past 
events into account， and can not foresee the future 
Their action is based on what happens now， how 
they sense distinguish situations in the world， on 
the way they recognize world indexes and react ac-
cordingly. 
Thus， reactive agents cannot plan ahead what 
they will do. But， what can be considered as a weak-
ness is one of their strengths because they do not 
have to revise their world model when perturbations 
change the world in an unexpected way. Robustness 
and fault tolerance are two of the main properties of 
reactive agent systems. A group of reactive agents 
can complete tasks even when one of them breaks 
down. The loss of one agent does not prohibit the 
completion of the whole task， because allocation of 
roles is achieved locally by perception of the envi-
ronmental needs. Thus， reactive agent systems a.r巳
considered as very flexible and adaptive (14). 
4 CONTE恥1PORARYINTELLIGENT 
SYSTE恥1S
This section introduces contemporary intelligent 
systems using the extended soft computing de-
scribed in the previous section and bioinformatic 
knowledge. 
It is interactive among human beings， environ-
ment and artificial intelligence. The relations among 
each method of the extended soft computing are 
important rather than the methods themselves. It 
should be self-organized emergent intelligence rather 
than embeded by a designer. It is emergent， self-
organized and reflective in each granularity levellike 
bioiformatic processing. Learning should be embe-
ded by situated cognition and situated action. Pcr 
ception and motion are not separable( 15)( 16). This 
is illustrated in Fig.5. 
To explain this， bioinformatic cybernetic is corn 
pared with conventional cybernetics in Table 1. 
Table 1. Comparison of conventional and bioinfor 
matics eybernetics 
Conventional cybernetic Bioinformatic 
Expicit (Object & observa- Implicit (perception & IIlO 
tion are separated) tion are not separated) 
Homeostasis (stability) Diversity 
Topdown Bottomup 
Close system (feedback) Open (feedforward) 
Determinstic Emergent 
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Learning is achieved as shown in Fig.6 and Fig7. 
Human beings is sometimes in intelligent 
systems(17) 
Kansei information processing is now popular in 
.Japan. 
Reac誼veD首位ibutedAI Immune Network 
町、dChaoa Compu国'g
Fig. 5. Contemporary intelligent system concept 
Self-referentlal System 
口出・rs-r.for.ntfal5yst・m
Fig. 6. Bi-referential model 
Fig. 7. Learning algorithm 
5 DESISION MAKING ROBOT WITH 
MULTI-AGENTS (ANTIBODY) AND 
PERCEPTION (ANTIGENS) IN 
I恥1MUNENETWORK USING FUZZY 
INFERENCE AND 
REINFORCEお1ENTLEARNING(18) 
うimmunoid'by interactions among antibodies in 
artificial immune networks is considered. In this 
siIIlulated environrnent， there are following three k 
????
An arti白cialdecision rnaking robot inds of objects: 
l)predator 2) obstacles 3) food. It is assumeu that 
prespecified quantity of initial energy is given to the 
irnrnunoid at the beginning of問 chsirnulation. For 
quantitative evaluation， the following assllmptIoll日
are rnade. 
1. If the irnrnllnoid movesう itcomsurnes energy 
Ern. 
2. If the immunoid is captured by a predator， it
comsurnes energy Ep. 
3. If the immunoid collides with an obstacle司 it
losses energy Eo・
4. If the irnmunoid picks up food onceす itobtains 
energy E/. 
The predators attack the irnmunoid if they de-
tect the irnmunoid within the prespecified detectable 
range. Therefore， in order to survive as long as 
possibleう theirnmunoid rnust select a competence 
rnodule (antidody) Sl 此able for tけh児e仁刊ur汀re引n叫}比ts臼1tれu
tion叫(作ant凶i氾ge印n叫1).The imrnunoid equipped withほ ter-
nal and internal detectors. External dete仁torsc:an 
sense eight directions as shown in Fig.8 
fron! 
back 
Fig. 8. Simulated environrnent 
Each can detect the distance to the objects by 
three degrees， near， mid and far. The internal detec 
tor senses the current energy level. The irnrnunoide 
moves in his eight directions. 
The detected current situation and prepared COIl1-
petence modules work as antigens and antibodi国ヲ
respectively. To rnake a imunoido (antibody) select 
a suitable antibody against the c:urrent antigen. It is 
highly irnportant how the antibodies are described. 
Moreover， itis noticed that the immunogical arbi-
tration lI1echanisrn selects an antibody in bottum up 
rnanner by c:ornrnunic:ating among the antibodies 
To realize the above requirernentsう theuescription 
of antibodies are defin巳das follows. The identity uf 
a specific antibody is generally determined by the 
structure of its paratope and idiotope. 
As shown in this Fig. 9， a pair of prec:ondition 
action to paratope， the number of disallowed anti 








Fig. 9. Depicts the representation of antibodies. 
are respectively assigned. In addition， the structure 
of paratope is divided into four portions: objects， 
direction， distanceヲandaction. 
For adequate selection of antibodies， one state 
variable called concentration is assigned to each an-
tibody. The selection of antibodies is simply carried 
out in a winner-take al fashion. Namely， only one 
antibody is allowed to activate and act its corre-
sponding its action to the world if its concentration 
surpasses the prespecified threshhold. The concen-
tration of the antibody is influenced by the stim-
ulation and suppression from other antibodies， the 
stimulation from antigen， and the dissipation factor 
(i.e. natural death). The concentration of i-th antト
body， which is denoted by αゎ iscalculated by eq(2). 




(¥N :ンTIjiαj(t) 仁川向(t) ¥ 市土~ '，~-^，.， I (2) 
白 L二一一一一一一白凡 十sm;-ki Iαi (t) N N ' I 
2二mJi "2二m，k J 
αz(t+1)=1 ・(3)
1 + exp(0.5 -A;(t) . 
where N is the number of antibodies， and mi 
denotes matching ratio between antibody i and 
antigen， mij， that denotes degree of disallowance of 
antibody j for anti-body i. The first and second 
terms of right hand sidedenote the stimulation and 
suppression from other antibodies， respectively. 
The third term represents the stimulation from 
antigen， and the forth term the natural death. 
Simulation results: 
100 simulations are carried out with # of predators: 
5， # of obstacles:5， # of foods: 10， and # of 
antibodies:91. 
A verage life time: 
A. Immunoid's random walk: 313.14 
B. Without interactions among antibodies: 564.86 
C. With interactions among antibodies: 621.46 
- 28 -
Table 2. # of collides against predators and obsta 
cles and obtaining foods: 
This approach is promising for decision making 
in autonomous mobile robots (one of multi-agent 
robots). However， two disadvantages exist. One 
is how to cope with environment changesヲ andthe 
other is how to design agents. It is required in the 
future to devise some real time reinforcement learn-
mg. 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
This paper proposes a comtemporary intelligent 
multi-agent robot using extended soft computing 
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Fault Diagnosis from N onlinear Time Series U sing 
Time Delay Neural Network 
M.Shafique SHAIKH*， Daouren AKHMETOV縁 andYasuhiko DOTE* 
(Accepted 31 August 2000) 
A fault diagnosis scheme for nonlinear time series recorded in normal and abnormal 
conditions is proposed. The fault is first detected from regression lines plotted for the 
raw time series. Model for the normal time series is estimated using a Finite Irnpulse 
Response (FIR) neural network. The trained network is then used for inverse filtering 
of abnormal time series. The fault is further co凶 rmedj analyzed 四時 theregression 
lines of the predicted normal and inverse-白lteredabnormal conditions time series. 
The proposed scheme is tested with a fault diagnosis problem using acoustic data 
obtained from moving parts of an automobile. 
Keywords: Fault diagnosis， linear regressionヲneuralnetwork. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
In rnany scientific， economic， and engineering ap-
plications there arises the problem of systern identi-
白cationand modeling of nonlinear time series. Once 
the model is made it can be used either for predic-
tion， fault diagnosis， pattern recognition， or pattern 
classification. 
The information about a dynamic process is of-
ten only partial and incomplete. In many real-world 
problems， data are masked by noise and some dy 
namic processes are described by chaotic time series 
in which the data seem to be random without appar申
ent periodicity (1). The Neural Network (NN)， be-
ing able to acquire knowledge by a learning process 
and store in massively paralleljdistributed synaptic 
weights， can solve complex problems that are in-
tractable. The NNs are successfully used in fields 
like modeling， time series analysis， pattern recogni-
tion， signal processing， and control. 
A kind of neural network， that has short-term 
場 Divisionof Computer Science and Systems Engineering 
memory in the form of tαpped delαν linesヲknown剖
time delay neural network (TDNN) 1凶 beenused in 
speech processing (2， 3). A class of TDNNぅthatuses 
β巾te-duratioη impulse問 spoηse(FIR) filters in its 
synaptic connections between the layers， known as 
FIR network has been used in time series prediction 
(4，5) System identification is also performed using 
general parameter (GP) neural networks (6，7). 
In this paper a fault diagnosis scheme for nonlin 
ear time series data is proposed. The fault is de-
tected from regression lines of the raw and filtered 
tirne series where FIR network isused for modeling 
and inverse filtering of the time series. The proposed 
scheme is applied to a fault diagnosis problem using 
acoustic data obtained in normal and abnormal con 
ditions from moving parts of an automobile. 
The paper is organized as follows: Details of linear 
regression modeling are given in Section 2. Section 
3 introduces neural networks and its type FIR net-
work used in this study. Section 4 elaborates the 
scheme of fault diagnosis using FIR network and 
its application to acoustic data recorded from mov-
? 〈
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ing parts of an automobile. Section 5 concludes the 
paper after discussing the resultsむldfuture vvork. 
Finally， Section 6 summarizes the vvhole study. 
2 LINEAR REGRESSION恥rJODEL
In many problems tvvo or more variables are in-
herently related， and it is necessary to explore the 
nature of this relationship. Regression analysis is 
a statistical technique for modeling and investigat-
ing the relationship betvveen tvvo or more variables. 
In the c出 eof simple lineαr regression a single re-
gressor or predictor x and a dependent or response 
variable y isconsidered. Supposing true relationship 
betvveen y and x邸 astraight line and that the ob-
servation y at each level of x is a random variable， 
the observation y can be described by the rnodel 
y=庁。 +βlX十 f.. . . . . . . . . . . .  . .(1) 
vvhere intercept so and the slope sl are unknovvn 
regression coefficients， and f is a random error vvith 
mean zero and varianceσ2 The criterion for esti-
mating the regression coefficients is called as method 
01 least squares. The fitted or estimated regression 
line or trend from (8) is therefore 
合=目。十日lX. . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . (2)
vvhere so =百 β1X，
91=12:;二1Yi (Xi -x)2]/[L~=1 (Xi -X)2]， f) is the es-
tir凶 edliuear四gresSionline values，U=jZLIUz， 
and z=i E:LIZz 
3 NEURAL NETWORKS APPROACH 
Neural netvvorks are typically used in pattern 
recognitioIl， vvhere a collection of features (suchω 
an image) is presented to the netvvork， and the task 
is to assign the input feature to one or more classes. 
Another typical use for NN is (nonlinear) regres-
sion， vvhere the task is to find a smooth interpola-
tion betvveen points. The time series modeling in-
volves processing of patterns that evolve over time， 
i.e. the appropriate response at a particular point 
in time depends not only on the current value of the 
observable but also on the p国 t.
The main advantage of the neural netvvork is that 
it enables us to approximate or reconstruct加 ynon-
linear continuous function F(.)， therefore such a 
model is rnore general and sexible. A general vievv 
of a neural netvvork is given in Fig. 1. Many re-
searchers (9，10) have used NN for time series prEト
diction. In al these cases， temporal information is 
presented spatially to the netvvork by a time-lagged 
vector (also called tapped delay line). 
3.1 Time Delay Neural Network 
The neural netvvork having tapped delay lines 
placed betvveen the input and hidden layers of a neu働
ral netvvork is generally knovvn as a time delay neural 
Input Units Hidden Units Output Units 
Fig. 1. A typical neural netvvork vvith one hidden 
Iayer. 
netvvork (TDNN). The TDNN maintains a history of 
its n most recent values， and these values are avail-
able to the next layer. A typical connection betvveen 
input and hidden layers of a TDNN is shovvn in Fig. 
2， vvhere Ui and hj are the ith and jth neurons of 
input and hidden layers respectively， and dn shovvs 
the nth times delayed input data. For the latest in-
put in time the delay tag is not shovvn in Fig. 2. 
Separate vveights are used for each delay line. The 
TDNNs have been used in speech recognition (2， 3)ー
? hj 
Fig. 2. A typical synaptic connection betvveen input 
and hidden layers of a TDNN. 
3.2 FIR Network 
In case of TDNNs the combination of unit delay 
elements and associated vveights may be vievved as 
a jinite-duration impulse陀 sponse(FIR) filter. The 
netvvorks having such filters are called as FIR net-
vvorks. In this section training procedure (4) of FIR 
netvvork is described. 
In order to understand clearly， a single neuron ex-
tracted from the lth layer of an L-layer static feed-
forvvard neural netvvork is represented in the Fig. 3. 
Theo向 utofthe neuron， X~+l ， is taken as a時 noid
function of the vveighted sum of its inputs: 
Z31 二 f(ゃLx~)...... (3) 
vvhere x~ and 叫，jare inputs and vveigl山 ofthe 
neuron， respectively. 
A modification of the basic neuron can be accom-
plished by replacing each static synaptic vveight by 
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we mean that for an input excitation of finite du-
ration， the output of the filter wilI also be of finite 
duration. The most basic FIR filter can be modeled 
with a tapped delay line出 illustratedin Fig. 5. For 
this filter， the output y(k) corresponds to a weighted 
sum of the p出 tdelayed values of the input: 
T 











Fig. 4. FIR neuron model (feedforward path). 
It may be noted that this corresponds to the mov-
ing average component of a simple auto-regressive 
moving average (ARMA) model (10). 
。→W q一一q--q〉→
Fig. 5. FIR filter modeL 
The weight vector for the synaptic filter connect-
ing neuron i to neuron j in layer l isdenoted by 
ωじ=[ωじ(0)，ωら(1)，・ー ，叫，j(T1)]. Similarly the 
vector of delayed inputs along the synaptic filter is 
x; (k)ニ [x1i(k)，x1i(k -1)，... ，x1i(k -T1)]. Hence 
the operation of the filter can be expressed as dot 
product ωじ •x; (k). The feedforward response of the 
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where X~+l (k) is the output of a neuron in layer 1 
at time k taken as the sigmoid function of the sum 
of al filter outputs that feed the neuron. Compar 
i時 Equations(1) and (3) it may be observed that 
the scalars are replaced by vectors. As contrast to 
standard error backpropagation (11) used in static 
feedforward neural networks， temporal backpropagα-
tion is used in FIR networks. The feedback path of 
selected static and FIR neurons are shown in Figs. 6 
and 7， respectively. The final algorithm of temporal 
backpropagation can be summarized as: 
ωL(k+1)= ωし (k) 一 ησ;+1(k) ・ x~(k).. (6) 
σj l(k) = (ドρいロ一-2e州叫制州吋榊(伏川k N'+l 
f'(sf(k)) . L紅1(k)4m
1 = L 
l<I<L-l 
where ej(k) is the error at an output nodぞ?
l' 0 isthe derivative of the sigmoid function、and
J~(k) 三 [ð~(k)ð~(k+ 1)...ð~(k+Tl-1)] is a 
vector of propagated gradient terms. It may be 
noticed that these equations are seen as the vector 
generalization of the familiar backpropagation algか
rithm. Complete derivation of the above algorithm 




Fig. 6. A static neuron model (feedback path) 
4 FAULT DIAGNOSIS SCHEお1E
A fault diagnosis scheme (13) using nonlinear time 
series is proposed in which the fault is first detected 
using regression lines of the raw time series recorded 
in normal and abnormal conditions. Both of the 
time series are then normalized for the range回1to 
+ L The normalized normal condition data are used 
to train a FIR network. The trained network is 
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Fig. 7. A FIR neuron model (feedback path). 
then used for inverse filtering the abnormal condi-
tion data. The regression lines plotted for predicted 
normal condition data and inverse-filtered abnormal 
condition data are used to further diagnose the fault. 
The proposed scheme is tested with a fault di-
agnosis problem using acoustic data recorded from 
moving parts of an automobile. 
4.1 Fault Diagnosis Scheme applied to 
Acoustic Data 
The proposed scheme is applied to a fault diagno 
sis problem using normal and abnormal conditions 
acoustic data recorded from moving parts of an au-
tomobile. Regression lines of the raw data plotted 
using the least square method described in section 
2 are shown in Fig. 8. The di百'erencein the ampli-
tude and behavior of these lines clearly indicate the 
existence of a fault 
Before model estimation， the two time series are 
passed through a moving average filter， of window 
size 3， toremove the noise without loosing the peaks 
Initial 100 values of raw and filtered normal and 
abnormal conditions data are shown in Figs. 9 and 
10ラrespectively.Both of the filtered time series are 
then norrnalized for -1 to + 1， as shown in Figs. 11 
and 12うrespectively.









15 ， ??????????? ????
Fig. 8. Regression lines of the raw tirne series. 
In this study the FIR network is used to estimate 
the model for normal condition data reason being 
its short-term dynamic rnemories available in the 
form of FIR filters. While using FIR networks selec-
tion of number of layers and taps per layer is quite 
critical. After performing several simulations the 
best network structure is selected when the mean 
squared error (MSE) is low and prediction is good 
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Fig. 10. Initial 100 values of raw and filtered abnor-
mal condition data. 
The selected set oflayers/taps for the normal con 
dition data modeling is given in Table l. The MSE 
after 10，000 epochs of training at different set of 
taps are shown in Fig. 13 where hidden node taps 
are set to 3. The FIR network with the best set of 
layer /taps is then trai問 dfor up to 30，000 epochs 
Initial 900 points of normal condition data are used 
for training and the next 100 data are used for vali-
dation. The input and predicted output of a trained 
network for normal condition data are shown in Fig. 
14. It can be noticed from this figure that the pre 
dicted data follow the training data but for the vali-
dation data set the error becomes high but it follow日
the pattern. Good learning for the training data set 
is of prirne importance in the proposed scheme. The 
trained network is then used to predict the normal 
condition data. The trained network is also used 
to inverse-filter the abnormal condition data. The 
inverse-filtered abnormal condition data are shown 
in Fig. 15. The regression lines are plotted for pre-
dicted normal and inverse-filtered abnormal condi-
tions data as shown in Fig. 16. A significant cli百er
ence in the two lines confirms the existence of the 
fault that is伽stdetected from the observation of 
the regression lines for the raw time series (see Fig 
- 34 -

















Fig. 12. The normalized abnormal condition data. 
8). The fault is more clearly visible in Fig. 16， so 
it can be said that the sensitivity of the fault de-
te仁tionusing regression lines increases by the use of 
FIR network. 
Table 1. FIR Network structure for acousti仁normal
condition data 
Network Parameters Value 
Layers 2 
Input Node 1 
Input Taps lOjnode 
Hidden Nodes 30 
Hidden Taps 3jnode 





A fault diagnosis scheme is proposed where the 
fault is first detected from the regression lines of 
the raw time series. The fault is then con日rmed
and analyzed from the regression lines of the pre-
dicted normal and inverse-filtered abnormal condi-
tions time series. The process of inverse日lteringthe 
abnormal condition data， through the FIR network 









Fig. 14. Input and predicted output of the network 
trained with normalized normal condition data. 
trained for normal condition data， isadopted in or 
der to make sure that the two available time series 
are different from each other. It provides mure de-
tailed infurmatiun abuut fault 
The selected set uf layers and taps for the FIR 
network is goud fur only this application. To esti-
mate model for any other time series new simula 
tions would be needed. Window size 3 for the mov 
ing average pre-filter is selected randomly. A bigger 
window size would result in better白lteringhence 
better mudeling 
6 SUMMARY 
In this paper a fault diagnosis scheme for nonlin-
ear data set recorded in normal and abnormal condi 
tions is propused. The fault is白rstdetected from re 
gression lines， plotted using least square methodヲfor
the raw time series. Model for the normal time series 
is then estimated using a FIR network. The trained 
network is used for predicting the normal condition 
data and inverse filtering the abnormal condition 
data. The fault isfurther co凶 rmedjanalyzedusing 
the linear regression lines of the predicted normal 
and inverse-filtered abnormal conditions time series. 
The proposed scheme is successfully applied to a 
fault diagnosis problem using acoustic time series 
- 35 -















Fig. 16. Linear regression lines of the predicted nor-
mal and inverse-filtered abnormal conditions data. 
obtained from moving parts of an automobile 
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Building Maps of Workspace for Autonomous Mobile Robots 
U sing Self-Creating and Organizing N eural N etwork 
Katsuhiro H 0悶水 andYukio HASHIMOTO** 
(Accepted 31 August 2000) 
This paper presents a method of building maps of th巴unknownworkspace for autonomous 
mobile robots using self-creating and organizing neural network. By this method， the topo-
logical maps which roughly express the workspace can be selιorganized from the rclative 
distance data between robots and walls in the workspace only using ultrasonic distancc sen-
sors. However， when the shape ofthe workspace is complicated， an unsuitable map with dead 
nodes or dead links may be generated. In this paper， inorder to copc with this problem， we 
propose a new building maps algorithm which consists of two learning stages. 
Keywords: Autonomous Mobile Robot， Workspace Recognition， Building Map， Self 
Creating and Organizing Neural Network 
1 INTRODUCTION 
For the unknown workspace recognition， the method 
of building maps of workspace for autonomous mo 
bile robots using self-organizing neural network is 
proposed(l )印刷. By this method， the topological maps 
of the workspace can be self-organized from the relative 
distance data between robots and walls in the workspace 
The relativc distance data are collected only using ultra 
sonic distance sensors. 
This method uses self-organizing neural networks 
called self-organizing feature map(4) or self-creating and 
organizing neural network(5) to learn maps of workspace. 
The inputs of the neural networks are the relative dis-
tance data between robot and wall at many places of the 
workspace. After a suffici巴ntlearning， a topological map 
ofthe workspace can be built on the self-organizing layer 
of these neural networks The topological map consists 
of nodes and links. The nodes on the map are the rep-
r巴sentativepositions of the workspace and the Iinks on 
* Department of Comput巴rScience and Systems Engineering 
水草Departmentof Electrical and Electronic Engineering 
the map ar巴therelations of the representative positions. 
Thus， the topological map can roughly express the work-
space. 
However， when the shape of the workspace is com-
plicated， some dead nodes and dead links may be gen-
erated on the maps. In this paper， inorder to cope with 
this problem， we consider the problem of the workspace 
maps generated by the m巴thod，and we propose a new 
building maps algorithm which consists of two learning 
stag巴s:the nodes learning and the Iinks learning. 
2 CONDITIONS OF ROBOTS AND 
WORKSPACE 
In this study， the following three conditions are as-
sumed about the workspace and the autonomous mobile 
robot. (1) The workspace is a closed space with obsta-
cles. (2) The robot has no information about the work-
space beforehand. (3) The robot has two or more ultra-
sonic distance sensors arranged in th巴uniformdirection 
as in Fig. 1. 
- 39 -
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Fig. 2. Behavior procedure of autonomous mobile robot. 
Fig. 1. Autonomous mobile robot. 
And itis specifi巴dthat this autonomous mobile robot 
behaves in the following procedure shown in Fig. 2. 
At the first step， the robot behaves in inquiry in the 
unknown workspace， and collects the relative distance 
data between the robot and the wall at many places in the 
workspace for every fixed distance moving. This inquiry 
behavior consists of the combination of the straight-line 
moving and the random direction conversion carried out 
when the distance value from the wall becomes smaller 
than a fixed value. By inputting the collected relative 
distance data to a self-creating and organizing neural net-
work and computing the learning algorithm described in 
the following chapter， a topological map which consists 
of nodes and links of the workspace can be generated on 
the self-organizing lay巴rof the network. At the second 
step， the robot work out path-planning between the given 
d巴stinationwith its present position using the map. At 
the third step， the given task (that is， moving to the d巴s-
tination) is achieved by moving along the planned path. 
In this paper， we mainly discuss the first step: building 
maps of workspace. 
40 
3 SELF圃CREATINGAND ORGANIZING 
NEURAL NETWORK (SCONN) 
3.1 NETWORK STRUCTURE 
In order to implement the maps of the workspace， 
we use the self-creating and organizing neural network 
(SCONN) with the structure shown in Fig. 3. 
self-organizing layer 
/~7 
/““““/ input layer 
Fig. 3. The network structure of self-creating and orga-
nizing network (SCONN). 
This SCONN consists of two layers. One layer is an 
input layer and another is a self-organizing layer. 
Each neuron on the input layer and on the self-
organizing layer has joined mutually. The learning of 
this network is carried out based on the competitive 
learning algorithm. Therefore， a neuron on th巳 self-
organizing layer which has the weight vector with the 
minimum distance from the input vector is selected as 
the winner neuron. At the initial state， ther巳isonly one 
neuron on the self-organizing layer. And the neurons 
on the network is self-created and organized， according 
to the change of the f，巴atureof input vectors， and then 
the topological map with a tree structure is generated 
on the selιorganizing layer. Since the neurons on the 
Building Maps of Workspace for Autonomous Mobile Robots Using Self-Creating and Organizing Neural Network 
St-ep J Calculate dis仁anceto all n0des 
Step 5. Dec工dewheヒherwinner node i 5 act i ve 
Step 6 Adapt weigh七S of actユvewユnnernode 
{or wユnnernode and its family nodes) 
Decrease acユvaヒionvalues of all nodes 
St.ep 7 Creaヒea son node frつm an lnot工vewエnnernode 
Decrease actlvaヒエonvalues of all nodes 
に孟J
Fig. 4. A block diagram of the learning algorithm for the 
SCONN. 
self-organizing layer express the nodes on the topologi-
cal map， 'neuron' and 'node' are equivalent. Therefore， 
we describe uniformly 'neuron' as 'node' after this. 
3.2 LEARNING ALGORITHM 
Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the learning algo-
rithm for the SCONN， and the detailed steps of the learn-
ing algorithm are as folIows: 
At the first step， there is only one node on the self-
organizing layer with smalI random weight at the prim-
itive stage and its activation level is set large enough to 
respond to any input stimuIi. At the second step， new 
input vector is presented randomly or sequentialIy. At 
the third step， distances dj between th巴inputand each 
output node j are caIculated using (1). 
N 
dj2 = L {Xi(t) 町(ザ
i=l 
where Xi(t) is the input to nod巴iat time t and N is 
the demension ofthe input and wり(t)is the weight from 
input node i tooutput node j attim巳t.At the fourth step， 
an output node with the minimum distance is select巴das 
the winner node. At the fifth step， itis decided using (2) 
whether the winner node is active or inactive. 
f is activeぅ ifdWj < B(t) < -=~~~'_.~_'__ ~-. ~':_~_ ，:_~ \~J ••••• (2) υ凹 j iis inactiv巴 oth巴rWlse
where Ywj is the output of the winner node， d，り isthe 
distance between the inputs and the winn巴rnode， and 
B( t) is an activation level that is sufficier的 w比 ata 
primitive stage and decreases with time. In this study， 
we use (3) as the activation level. 
。(t)= Cl exp( -C2t) + C3・・・・・・・・・・・・ ・・ (3) 
where ClぅC2ぅC3are constant. At the sixth step， the 
weights of an active winner node is adapted using (4). 
ω山 j(t+ 1) ニ ωi，wj(t)
十 α(t){町(t)一切山j(t)}.. (4) 
川町C町 ，wj(t) are the weights from the inputs to an 
active winner node and α(t) is the gain term that can be 
constant or decrease with time. At the seventh step， a son 
node is created from a mother node (an inactiv巴winner
node) using (5) and (6). and the son node is linked the 
mother node. 
5j = 5j + 1 ・・・・・・・・ ・・ (5) 
切i，sj(t十1) 二切i，sj(t)
十 β(t) {Xi(t) ω山 j(t)} ・・・・ (6) 
where 5j is the current number of total output nodes， 
初ω (t)ar巴theweights from the inputs to a son node 
created from a mother node， and β(t) is the resemblance 
factor that varies from 0 to 1. 
In this algorithm， there can be thre巴criteriato stop 
the program. Those criteria are iterations t， number of 
output nodes 5j and activation level B(t). 
4 BUILDING民1APSOF WORKSPACE USING 
SCONN 
There are some problems on the maps of workspace 
buiIt using directly the above-mentioned learning algo-
rithm of SCONN. In this section， through a simulation 
case study， we consider the problems and propose a new 
improved learning algorithm. 
4.1 SI九1ULATIONCASE STUDY 
We use the workspace shown in Fig. 5 as th巴unknown
workspace in this simulation case study. The robot be-
haves in inquiry in the unknown workspace and me仕
sures the relative distance data from waIls as shown in 
Fig. 6， and then the topological map of the workspace is 
built by the learning algorithm of SCONN. 
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Fig. 5. The shape ofthe unknown workspace used in the 
simulation case study. 
Fig. 6. 1nquiry behavior of autonomous mobile robot. 
Fig. 7 shows an examplc 01' simulation results of an 
autonomous mobile robot with eight sonar s巴nsors(N二
8) by the conventional learning algorithm of SCONN. 
This map is projectcd the topological map on th己rcal
(2D) space. Simulation paramctcrs are Q ニ 0.085，，6二
0.85ぅCl 二 450000ぅC2= 0.001ぅ内二 50000.It is con-
firmed by Fig. 7 that the workspace has been 正lividcd
roughly. 
Fig. 7. The map gencrated by the convcntional learning 
algorithm of SCONN. 
However， thcre are two problems on this map. The 
first problem is that the links have the thin tree struc 
ture and there is no Iink between the nodes that can actu-
ally move in the workspace， that is， there are some dead 
nodcs on the map. The second problem is that there are 
some dead links that can not actually move in th巴work-
space. 
4.2 DISCUSSION ABOUT THE PROBLE九1S
1n the first placc， we try to solve the former prob-
lem that there are few Iinks on the map by changing the 
structure of the map into graph structure from tree struc 
turc. And if the distance betw巳enthe inputs and the win 
ner node is smaller than the activation level (that is， if
d札lj< e(t))， we not only adapt the weights of the net-
work but Iink to the winner node and th巳prevlOuswmner 
node. 
The total number of Iinks could increase by these im 
provements， but number of dead Iinks also increase on 
the other hand. A simulation rcsult by this improved 
learning algorithm is shown in Fig. 8. Therefore， the 
algorithm which decreases the number of dead Iinks is 
needed 
Then， considering a generation factor of a dead Iink， 
we found out that the Iink which gcnerat巴dat the begin-
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Fig. 8. The map with graph structure. 
ning of learning becomes a dead link in many cases. The 
basic function of the SCONN is generating representa 
tive nodes from input vectors and determining weights 
of the representative nodes. As the w巳ightsis not stabi-
lized at the initiallearning stage， the links which is gen-
erated at the time will extend by mov巴mentof the nodes 
and tend to grow into the links over an obstacle of the 
workspace as shown in Fig. 9. 
4.3 1九1PROVEDLEARNING ALGORITH九f
Based on the above-mentioned consideration， we pro-
pose a new improved algorithm as follows. In this algo-
rithm， atthe beginning of leaning， only determination of 
representative nodes of the workspace (so-called vector 
quantization) is carried out. That is， atthe first lean-
ing stage， the movement of the representative nodes can 
converge and the rough division of the workspace can 
be done. And after this， atthe second leaning stage， we 
generate the links on the map in the same way of the 
above司mentionedm巴thod.A Block diagram of this new 
improved learning algorithm is shown in Fig. 10. 
Fig. 1 shows a simulation result by this new im-
proved learning algorithm. And Fig. 12 shows a simula 
tion result with the Iimitation of number of Iinks which 
one node has. It is confirmed by Fig. 12 that the dead 
links can be completely eliminated with the limitation of 
the number of Iinks. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper， itis confirmed that there are two prob-
lems on the topological maps built using directly self-
creating and organizing neural network， when the shape 






Fig. 9. A generation factor of a dead Iink. 
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Step 1-3. Calculaヒedistance to a11 nodes 
Step 1-5. Decide whether winneど nodeis active 
Step 1-6. Adapt weights of active winner node 
Decrease acivaヒionvalues of a11 nodes 
Step 1-7. Deerease activation values of a11 nodes 
Step 2~2. Calculate distance to all nodes. 
Sヒep2-). Select winner node. 
5ヒep2-4. link between the wェnnernode 
wiヒh the previous winner node. 
Step 2-5. Limitation ofヒhenumber of links 
which Qne node has 
Step 2-6. erase the old link 
Fig. 10. A block diagram of the improved learning algorithm. 
Fig. 1. The map generated by the improved learning 
algorithm. 
Fig. 12. The map generated by the improved learning al-
gorithm with the limitation of the number of links which 
one node has. 
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these problems， we propose a new learning algorithm di-
vid巴dinto the two learning stages. At the first stage， only 
representative nodes are learned， and at the second stage， 
links between the nodes are g巴nerated.As a r巴sult，the 
proper maps are built in these two stages. This algo-
rithm was tested by the simulation for an autonomous 
mobile robot with eight ultrasonic distance s巴nsors，and 
it was demonstrated that the algorithm is useful for th巳
purpose. 
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Segmentation of N atural Images 
Using Fuzzy Region-Growing Algorithm 
Junji MAEDA*， Sonny NOVIANTO*， Sato SAGA本 andYukinori SUZUKI* 
(Accepted 31 August 2000) 
We present a new method that integrates intensity features and a local fractal-dimension feature into 
a region growing algorithm for the segmentation of natural images. A fuzzy rule is used to integrat巴
different types of features into a segmentation algorithm. In the proposed algorithm， intensity features 
are used to produce an accurate segmentation， while the fractal-dimension feature is used to yield a 
rough segmentation in a natural image. The effective combination of the different features provides 
the segmented results similar to the ones by a human visual system. Experimental r巴sultsdemonstrates 
the capabilities of the proposed method to execute the segmentation of natural images using the fuzzy 
region-growing algorithm. 
Keywords: Image Segmentation， Region-Growing Algorithm， Fuzzy Rules， Local Fractal Dimension， 
Natural Images 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to segment natural images 
with di汀erentprecision. For a natural image containing 
houses and trees， we execute an accurate segmentation 
for a part of the houses and a rough segmentation for a 
part of the trees. We would like to regard the part of 
trees including many branches and leaves as the same 
region as much as possible， while keeping high-precise 
segmentation at the part of the houses. 
It is known that the fractal dimension (FD) of the im司
age is a powerful measure for natural images， since it 
has been shown that the FD has a strong correlation with 
human judgement of surface roughness (1). Although sev-
eral results of segmentation based on the FD have been 
reported， the FD alone does not perform a good segmen-
tation because of the low resolution of the FD in natural 
images(2)，(3). 
Proposed in this paper is a new segmentation algorithm 
that integrates intensity features and a FD feature into a 
* Department of Computer Science and Systems Engineering 
fuzzy region司growingalgorithm in segmenting natural 
images. In the propos巴dmethod， the intensity features 
are used to produce an accurate segmentation at the part 
of non-texture regions such as the houses， while the FD 
feature is used to yield a rough segmentation at the part 
of texture regions such as the trees. The low resolution 
of the FD becomes advantageous in performing a rough 
segmentation. In this paper we use a blanket method 
to estimate the local FD(4)，(5)，(6). Furthermore， we have 
estimated an optimum number of the blanket suitable for 
the local estimation of the FD. We have used a fuzzy set 
theory in order to integrate different types of features into 
a region growing algorithm(7)，(8). 
The paper is organized as follows. The second section 
provides the background on estimating the FD and dis-
cusses an optimal estimation of the local FD. Section 3 
introduces new fuzzy rules to integrate the di仔erentfea-
tures based on the region growing algorithm. In section 
4， we present some results of computer simulations that 
demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed segmenta-
tion algorithm in segmenting naturall images. Finally， 
conclusions are made. 
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2 ESTIMATION OF LOCAL FRACTAL 
DIMENSION 
In the blanket method， an upper and lower blanket are 
grown from the image surface(4). If e isthe number ofthe 
blanket， and uεand bεare the upper and lower blanket 
surfaces at position (i，j)， then the surface area of the 
blanket is calculated as follows: 
21: (uo(i，j) -bε(i，j) 
A(e) = LJ LJ '-0 '"'~ ・・・・・・・・ (1) 
On the other hand， the area of a fractal surface behaves 
like(9) 
A(e) = Fe2-D ......................... (2) 
where F is a constant and D is the FD of the image. 
Therefore， the FD can be estimated from the slope of 
the straight line if A( e) versus e isplotted on a log-
log scale. However， the actual plot is not a straight 
line but a nonlinear curve especially for the small local 
area or window. Therefore， the value of the estimated 
FD will change according to the maximum number of 
the blanket to be used in the estimation. Since it is 
desirable to use the local area as small as possible for the 
purpose of image segmentation， itis necessary to decide 
the optimum number of the blanket for a small window. 
We have evaluated the behavior of the local FD when 
we change the number of the blanket in calculating the FD 
for several sizes of window. We have used the window 
ofthe following sizes: 3x3， 5x5， 7x7， and 9x9. For a 
certain size of a window， we estimate each local FD for 
a fixed number of the blanket by calculating the average 
of 200 samples taken from a texture image. We have 
evaluated the sum of the di仔'erence(SOD) between the 
global FD (GFD) and the local FD (LFD) for the several 
sizes of the window as a function of f: 
SOD(f) =乞IGFD(f)-LFDi(f)I.... (3) 
i=1 
where i co町espondsto the four sizes of the window and 
global FD means the use of 256 x 256 window. Figure 1 
shows the examples of the estimated LFD and GFD for a 
certain texuture image that demonstrate the variation of 
the estimated value of FD for four sizes of local windows 
when we change the maximum number of the blanket (f). 
Figure 2 represents the minimum values of the sum of 
thedi仔erence(SOD) between the global FD and the local 
FD when we change the maximum number of the blanket 
for 40 kinds of texture images from Brodatz album(lO). 
This figure shows that the number of the blanket between 
30 and 58 demonstrates a minimum variation from the 
global FD in estimating the local FD. Thus we use 44 as 
the optimum number of the blanket to calculate the local 
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Fig. 2. The sum ofthe di仔'erencebetween the global and 
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3 FUZZY REGION-GROWING ALGORITHM 
The segmentation procedure in the present investiga-
tion is the fuzzy region-growing algorithm that is based 
on a fuzzy rule. Our final objective is to split an origi-
nal image 1 into a number of homogeneous but disjoint 
regions Rj: 
1 = U Rj， Rj n Rk = o j付..(4) 
The region growing is essentially a grouping procedure 
that groups pixels or subregions into larger regions in 
which the homogeneity criterion holds. Starting from a 
single pixel， a segmented region is created by merging 
the neighboring pixels or the adjacent regions around a 
Segmentation of Natural Images Using Fuzzy Region-Growing Algorithm 
current pixel. The operations are repeatedly performed 
until there is no pixel that does not belong to a certain 
reglOn. 
Since our strategy in segmenting natural images is an 
effective combination of an accurate segmentation by the 
intensity features and a rough segmentation by the FD 
feature， itis inevitable to employ a technique of infor-
mation integration. We adopt fuzzy rules to integrate the 
di仇 rentfeatures. We use the following criteria where 
each fuzzy rule has a corresponding membership func-
tion. The intensity features are the intensity difference 
and the intensity gradient. 
In the proposed fuzzy rules， we set a stronger merging 
rule for the fuzzy set from the FD feature than the one 
from the intensity features in order to achieve a rough 
segmentation， that is to create a large region， atthe part 
of the trees. Since the local FD provides broad edges 
around the true strong edges， however， we employ the 
boundary edge(5).(lI) as the intensity gradient to protect 
the unnecessary growth of regions around the true edges 
at the part of the houses. 
[Rule 1] The first intensity feature is the di仔erence
between the average intensity value gα凹 (Rk)of a re-
gion Rk and the intensity value of a pixel g(i，j) under 
mvestJgatJon: 
DIFFERENCE = Igα凹 (Rk)-g(i，j)I....(5) 
The co汀espondingfuzzy rule for fuzzy set SMALL is 
R 1:IF DIFFERENCE IS SMALL THEN 
PROBABLY MERGE (PM) ELSE PROBABLY 
NOT _MERGE (PNM) 
[Rule 2] The edge information in the region growing 
algorithm plays an important role. A new pixel may be 
merged into a region if the gradient between the pixel and 
the adjacent neighboring r巴gionis low. If the gradient is 
high， the pixel will not be merged. The second intensity 
feature is the GRADIENT， orthe value ofboundary edge 
between the pixel and its adjacent region. We employ 
the boundary Sobel operator(5) to calculate the gradient 
and to achieve an accurate segmentation at the part 
ofthe hous巴s.The fuzzy rule for fuzzy set LOW becomes 
R2: IF GRADIENT IS LOW THEN PROBABL Y MERGE 
(PM) ELSE PROBABL Y NOT _MERGE (PNM). 
[Rule 3] We incorporate the FD feature that is simi-
lar to DIFFERENCE in Rule 1. The di仔'erenceher巴IS
taken between tthe町 erageLFD value Dα町 (Rk)of a 
region Rk and the LFD value D(i，j) of a pixel under 
mvestJgatlOn: 
DIMENSION = I Dα町 (Rk)- D(i，j)1 .. (6) 
The coηesponding fuzzy rule for fuzzy set S恥1ALL2is 
the following one that is a stronger merging rule than 
Rule 1 and Rule2， because the role of the FD feature 
should be emphasized in the proposed algorithm. 
R3: IF DIMENSION IS SMALL THEN MERGE (M) 
ELSE NOT _MERGE (NM)目
[Rule 4] The smaller regions， especially regions that 
consist of one or two pix巴ls，have to be avoid巴din the 
region growing algorithm， since it is preferable to remain 
few large regions instead of many small regions. Thus a 
fourth rule is the fuzzy set TINY that has the following 
simple rule: 
R4: IF SIZE IS TINY THEN MERGE (M). 
Figure 3 shows the four membership functions corre-
sponding to each fuzzy rule. After the fuzzification by 
the above fourrules， min-max inference takes place using 
the fuzzy sets shown in Fig. 4. Then the conventional 
centroid defuzzification method is applied. A pixel is re-
ally merged when the homogeneity criterion is satisfied 
to an extent of 50 % after defuzzification. 
The final procedure is the merging of two regions that 
is not a fuzzy rule but a crisp rule after the grouping 
procedure by the fuzzy inference. Two regions Rj and 
Rk are recursively merged if 
Igα凹 (Rj)-gα凹 (Rk)1三T..............(7) 
is satisfied， where T isa predetermined threshold. 
μ 
DIMENSION 
Fig. 3. The membership functions for four fuzzy rules. 
4 EXPERI恥fENTALRESULTS AND 
DISCUSSION 
To assess the performance of the proposed segmenta-
tion method， we have executed the simulated experiments 
using natural images. We have decided the values of the 
parameters in the segmentation algorithm empirically， 
and segmented results are represented by the boundaries 
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Fig. 4. The fuzzy sets used for inference. 
of segmented regions. Figure 5(a) is an original natu-
ral image that has 400x400 pixels and 256 gray levels 
and contains a part of a house and a part of trees. The 
estimated local FD map by using the blanket method 
with 3 x 3 window and 44 blankets is shown in Fig. 5(b) 
(this image is shown after the linear transformation from 
2.0"，3.0 to 0"，255). The estimated FD demonstrates 
nearly the same value at the part of the trees that is well 
suited for a rough segmentation in the proposed method. 
We have performed the conventional segmentation 
method that uses only the intensity features and the pro-
posed method that uses both the intensity and the fractal 
features. The conventional method is a region growing 
algorithm that uses the grouping procedure based on a 
crisp rul巴. The segmented images by the conventional 
algorithm and by the proposed algorithm are shown in 
Fig. 5(c) and 5(d)， respectively. The result in Fig. 5(d) 
faithfully reftects the low accuracy of the local FD and 
provides a rough segmentation at the part of the trees 
while keeping an accurate segmentation at the part of the 
house. The portions of the trees in Fig. 5(d) are roughly 
regarded as the same region in comparison with the result 
in Fig. 5(c) in which the part of the tree yields a large 
number of small regions. The result by the propos巴d
method coincides with one of the functions of the human 
visual system that considers a few trees including lots 
of branches and leaves as one region. The numbers of 
segmented region of the resultant images in Fig. 5(c) 
and 5(d) are 4478 and 101， respectively. The substantial 
reduction in the number of regions， together with the ap-
pearance of the segmented images， clearly indicates the 
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in segmenting 
natural images 
The results of the second experiment are shown in Fig. 
6. Figure 6(a) is the second natural image and 6(b) is 
the estimated local FD. The segmented results by the 
conventional algorithm and by the proposed algorithm 
are shown in Fig. 6(c) (no. of regions: 2586) and 6(d) 
(no. ofregions: 79)， respectively. The result in Fig 6(d) 
also demonstrates a rough segmentation at the part of 




In this paper we have proposed a method for the seg-
mentation of natural images that integrates the intensity 
features and the local FD feature into the fuzzy region-
growing algorithm. We hav巴 estimatedthe optimum 
number of the blanket in calculating the local FD by 
the blanket method. We have investigated the fuzzy-rule 
based algorithm for integrating di汀erentfeatures in the 
segmentation procedure. Experimental results demon-
strates the capabilities ofthe proposed method to execute 
the segmentation of natural images with different preci-
sion， that is， a rough segmentation at texture regions and 
an accurate segmentation at non-texture regions simulta-
neously. 
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Fig. 5. Experimental results of segmentation for a natural image: (a) original image; (b) local FD map by using the 
blanket method; (c) segmented image by the conventional region growing algorithm; (d) segmented image by the proposed 
algorithm 
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Fig. 6. Experimental results of segmentation for a natural image: (a) original image; (b) local FD map by using the 
blanket method; (c) segmented image by the conventional region growing algorithm; (d) segmented image by the proposed 
algorithm. 
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Absorption Spectra and Insulator-to-Metal-to-Insulator Transitions 
of One-Dimensional Platinum Complex at High Pressures 
Keiki TAKEDA， Ichimin SHIROTANI and Kyuya YAKUSHI 
(原稿受付日 平成12年4月初日 論文受理日 平成12年8月31日)
Abstract 
日ectricalresistivities and absorption spectra of one-dimensional bis(l，2-benzoquinone-
dioximato)platinum(II)， Pt(bqd)2' have been studied in detail at high pressures. The resistivity along the 
c-axis of a single crystal abruptly decreases with increasing pressure up to 0.9 GPa at room temperature 
The pressure-induced insulator咽to-metal-匂to・insulator(IMI)transitions in the complex have been found 
at around 0.8 and 0.9 GPa， respectively. The absorption spectra were measured with a diamond-anvil 
cel up to 3 GPa at room temperature. The abso中t則 1spectra of Pt(bqd)2 markedly change at around the 
pressures which show the IMI transitions. The pressure-induced IMI transitions and the resistivity mini-
mum arise from the change of the electronic states of Pt(bqd)2 at high pressures. 
Keywords: one-dimensional platinum complex， Electrical resistivity， Absorption spectra， Insulator-to-
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Isotope dilution surface ionization mass spectromctry has been successfulIy appIicd to the accurate 
detcrmination of nickel in ultra pure reagents， ultra pure watcr and seawater. Thesc rcagents and 
watcr werc purified by sub-boiIing method. After spiked with a stable isotope of nickel 6lNi， the 
sample is h巴atedto dryness and the residue obtained is dissolv巴din a mixturc of a phosphoric acid 
and siIica gel suspension. This solution is applied to the mass spectrometer equipped with a surface 
ionization device incorporating a rhcnium single filament. On the basis of ;&Ni/61Ni ratioラ the
prcsent method can determi即時加10untof nickel with a relative error of 1 %、 thesαlSIIlVI句， Iimit 
of this d巴terminationfor is about 10.]3 g 
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Introduction 
When nickel in a weighed amount of 
samp1es has rea心hedisotopic equilibration with a 
known amount of a引Nienriched spike、afollowing 
relation holds for the molar amounts of the element 
and its isοtopes; 
5'Ni 58削トsampleXX十市-Tiー削除xY
61Ni 61fNi_sample X X十61fNトspikeXY 
where 5"Ni and 61Ni represent the molar amounts of 
lsotope 苅Ni and 引Ni comprising nicke1 under 
measurement; X and Y are the molar amounts of the 
element in the samp1e and the added spike 
respectively， and a1so明fNi-sampleand 61fNi_spike are 
the isotopic abundance of the isotope 、iin the 
sample and 61Ni in the spike respectively. The amount 
、 、? ?， ， ?
??? ，? 、?• • ?
1 
log X 
X: Measured atoount of nickel in nXlI 
Figure 1 Isotope dilution curve 
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of X can be determined on the basis of ''Ni/6INi ratio， 
when the amount of Y is known. When a certain 
amount of Y is added to a sample， the resulting '"Ni/ 
61Ni ratio moves along the isotope dilution curve 
according to the amount of X as shown in Figure 1 
Different amounts Y will make shift corresponding 
curves parallel horizontally to that in Fi伊 re 1 
Thereforeラ samplepreparations must be carefully 
performed to make the 58Ni/ 61Ni ratio fal on close to 
the Z point in Figure 1， where the most accurate 
value of X is obtainedl) The lack of purity in the 
isotopic abundance of the 61Ni spike makes the 
tangent value of this isotope dilution curve smaller 
than those of cadmium， lead， silver， thalliumラ andso 
lon. This means that unsuitable '"Ni/ 61Ni ratios will 
give large error to the analytical results of nickel 
2 Experiments 
61Ni spike solution 
A weighed amount of the 6lNi enriched 
nickel metal was dissolved in a dilute nitric acid 
solution and stored in a tightly stoppered Teflon 
bottle. The isotopic abundance of this nickel was 
determined and listed togeth巴rwith that of a 
commercial Four-9 nickel metal and that of the 
certified value by the Oak Ridge National Laboratoryヲ
Tenn.， U.S.A. in Table 1. The molar concentration of 
this spike solution was standardized to a reference 
nickel solution， which had been prepared from the 
Four-9 metal， and is shown in Table 2 
Mass Spectrometer 
A Hitachi R九侃J・6 mass spectrometer 
detected an emitter current of 10.19 A for the Ni+ mass 
spectrum and measures the isotopic ratio with an 
accuracy of O.n % in the coefficient of variation 
Cleanliness c1ass in laboratory 
• All chemical procedures were performed in 
a class 100 clean draft chamber and on class 100 
clean benches set in a class 300 clean room 
Sample preparation for mass spectrometry of 
nickel in ultra pure reagents 
A weighed amount of 61Ni spike solution， 
usually 0.8 nmol as 6lNi was added to the addition of 
nitric acidラ each5 nmol of 61Ni spike was added as 
indicated in Table 4. After setting stood for several 
days to reach the isotopic equilibrium， the spike 
sample was neutralized to a pH value of 9. Nickel 
was extracted into 10ml of a 0.0013% dithizone 
chloroform solution. Thenヲ thesolution was rinsed 
several times with each 5.0 ml of purified water to 
remove the aqueous emulsion containing the m勾or
components of seawater. A 5.0 ml portion of 7 mol 
kg.1 nitric acid was added to the dithizone chloroform 
solution for the back extraction of the element. The 
acid solution was rinsed twice with 5.0 ml portions of 
chloroform solution. The acid solution was transfer日d
to a Teflon beaker and 1.0 ml of nitric acid and 025 
ml of perchloric acid were added. The contents were 
gently heated to dryness under a pure nitrogen 
atmosphere in an oven. Subsequentlyラ 0.3ml of nitric 
acid and 0 1 ml of perchloric acid were added to the 
residue and the contents were heated again to 
decompose completely the organic materials. The 
residue thus obtained was dissolved in the mixtur of 
phosopheric acid and water suspension of silica gel 
Table 1 Determination of isotopic abundance of natural nickel and 61Ni-enriched spike 
Sample Otai ken 5"Nt lsotopic abundance (%) 
nm emitted 
Natural Ni 1014A 党Ni 60Ni 6lNi 62Ni "^Ni 
as '"Ni 
13.4 2.30 68.3 262 1.12 3.55 0.88 
3.15 5.90 68.3 26.1 1.12 356 0.88 
0.580 0.85 68.4 26.1 1.12 3.53 0.89 
0.123 0.17 68.4 26.1 1.13 3.53 0.89 
0.062 0.16 68.4 260 1.12 3.55 0.90 
6¥Ni 6~P!主 γ ・ke lNi' 
as emitted 
11.0 2.5 3.51 6.12 88.9 1.40 0.12 
5.14 1.2 3.52 6.11 88.9 1.39 0.13 
3.19 20 3.54 6.12 88.8 1.39 0.12 
0.50 1.5 3.64 6.15 88.7 1.40 0.12 
0.10 02 4.01 6.27 88.2 1.41 0.12 
0.060 0.1 4.33 6.36 87.8 1.42 0.12 
Certified value by ORNL 3.45 6.12 88.8 1.10 020 
ORNL : Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
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Table 2 Standardization of a 61Ni spike solution to a standard solution prepared from four-9 natural meta 
61Ni spike Natural nickel 
61Ni 指Ni CY* Spike nickel found 
solution taken， added. B1I0n1-t斗tAed 61Ni μmol % μmol μmol/ 
0.7020 0.7002 0.6 0.5520 0.2 l.037 l.478 
0.7465 2517 1.5 1.739 0.1 1.103 1.477 
0.7831 2584 l.0 1.704 0.1 1.156 1.476 
0.7515 6237 1.3 4.06 0.1 l.090 1.477 
Ave 1.477 
* Coefficient of variation as to 5~i/61Ni 
Table 3 Determination of nickel in reagents， water and seawater 
Sample Sample Spike added 5~i C.V* Nickel found in sample 
taken as total OsI pike 一
定 nm 
61Ni % Q_mol n広k只1
A HN03 45.15 0.7614 0.156 02 117 152 
HCI04 3l.01 07543 0.134 0.5 93.8 177 
HF 45.40 0.7601 0.143 0.4 103 133 
CHCb 7l.92 0.7607 0.0583 0.7 18.5 15.2 
NH3aq 42.25 0.7857 0.140 0.2 104 144 
B HN03 45.07 0.7779 0.0628 0.4 23.7 309 
HCI04 74.70 07827 0.0770 0.3 37.0 29.1 
HF 48.60 0.8256 0.0647 0.6 27.1 32.8 
CHCb 83.97 0.7820 0.0490 0.5 936 6.54 
N1Laq 50.56 0.7827 0.0742 0.5 34.3 39.7 
water 706.1 0.7909 0.102 05 62.4 5.18 
Seawater 623.2 5.063 0.654 0.2 4.11 X 103 385 
620.6 5032 0.652 02 4.03 X 103 383 
1239.5 5203 1208 0.1 8.09 X 103 382 
1240.3 5.109 1.227 0.1 8.08 X 103 381 
A: Ultra pure grade， B: Purified by sub boiling distillationヲ*Coefficient of variation as to 5~i/61Ni 
Table 4 Blank for a sample preparation， 
Sample RuesaegG ents Ni contamination 
from each reagent 
g ng 
Seawater HN03 9.6 0.4 
NH3aq 10.0 0.4 
HCI04 0.4 0.01 
CHCb 45.0 0.3 
water 33.0 02 
rooロ1envlronments 0.06 
Total l.4 
3 Results and Discussion 
Emission of Nt ion beam current 
As shown in Table 1， the use of silica gel 
and phosphoric acid permits 0.50 nmol of nickel to 
emit l.5 X 10-14A of 61N( beam current for a long 
time and sometimes 0.025 nmol of nickel to do 10日A
of 61N(. The mass spectrometer can detect 10-19 A of 
ion beam current due to Ni+ mass spectrum， 
accordingly the present method can secure to measure 
the presence of 1 0-13~ 1 0-12g. of nickel on the ionization 
filament. As for Y in Equation(I)， 0.8 nmol of the 
spike is enough for the present method 
Isotopic abundance of natural and spike nickel 
In Table 1， the isotopic abundance 
measured by loading 1l.0 nmol is used as substitute 
for詔fNi叩 ikeand 61fNi叩 ikein Equation(I). They are 
in good accordance with those determined by the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory， within the analytical error 
as shown in Table 1. However， measured isotopic 
abundance of the 61Ni spike has a certain variation 
with decreasing amount of loaded spike as shown in 
Table 2. The lesser the loaded amount， the smaller the 
isotopic abundance of 61Ni. This tendency tels us that 
the present method suffers contaminations amounting 
to 0.06:1: 0.02 ng of nickel from laboratory 
environments. For 知行-Jiand 61Ni， 68.3 and 1.12 are 
substituted respectively 
Determination of nickel in reagents 
The data in Table 3 show the applicability 
of the present method to the determination of nickel 
at the level of ngo kg-1 concentration with an error of 
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1 %， samples taken being lesser than 10追.Sub 
boiling distillation effectively works to decrease 
nickel contaminant from the 0.1 ppb level in 
commercial reagents to one third of those in purified 
ones 
Application to seawater samples 
Dithizone chloroform extraction is used to 
develop the present method to the simultaneous 
determination method for silver， cadmium， copper， 
nickel， lead， zinc and thallium in seawater(l)ーA sample 
solution is shown in Table 3. The spiked solution is 
heated to dryness under a nitrogen atmosphere in a 
Teflon oven. The residue is dissolved in a mixture 
solution of 65μ1 of 0.2% silica gel suspension 
aqueous solution and 5μ1 of 2.0% phosphoric acid 
solution for the mass spectrome仕y
Sample preparation for mass spectrometry of 
nickel in seawater samples 
Four aliquots of a seawater sample which 
had been kept at a pH value of 1 isprepared. Sample 
preparations require the use of several reagents and 
appara旬sfrom which samples suffer contamination as 
listed in Table 4， i.e.， 1.4 ng of nickel for seawater 
analysis. Amount of contaminant corresponds to 1% 
of measured values. 
The isotope dilution mass spectrometry of 
nickel has following inherent advantages. AII 
chemical manipulations are done on a weight basis 
and involve straight-forward stoichiometric 
separations to determine amounts of nickel in samples 
and the 61Ni spike solution， and the mass 
spectrometric determinations involve only ratios but 
not absolute determinations of the isotopes 
Furthermore， instrumental sensitivity and accuracy are 
essentially high， no instrumental corrections being 
necessaη/. Thus， the present method can detect 10-12 
~ 10φ13g of nickel and measure pmol level of nickel 
with a relative error of 1 % 
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Impacts of Anthropogenic Aero Sol to Yakushima Ctyptomeria J aponica 
Seiji NAKAMURA and Hideyasu ASAHI 
(原稿受付日 平成12年4月28日 論文受理日 平成12年8月31日)
Abstract 
The pu中oseof present paper is to point out that出epollutantsヲwhichare caused by human work 
such as e対laustfumes企omcar and combustion of coal， emitted from their source spread as they 
are bom by air current and have an effect on chemical backgroud of natural environment in 
global scale by secular change of lead isotopic ratio and heavy metals. The analyzed sample of 
Cryptomeria Japonica at出eage of 450 years was collected from Yaku・shimaisland which locate 
in the westem ridge of the Pacific Ocean. All processes in chemical analysis w巳reperformed under 
the class lOO circumstances of NASA standard at worst. As a result， the concentration of the heavy 
metal such as Agラ Cu，Cd， Ni， TIfrom heartwood to bark increased equal to or more由加 10times 
of白紙 inheartwood. Moreoverヲ asfor the change of lead isotopic ratio， itbecame clear that the 
ration in heartwood approximately equaled to that of basement rocks of Yakushima island and白at
in the sapwood and bark approached to that of anthopogenic aero sol 
Keywords: Anthropogenic Aero SolラPolutionラ HeavyMetalsラ YakushimaCryptomeria， 



















































は 150年， 1ha当りの材積は 350ぼである.その
地域の地質は花開岩とその風化土壌である.
本研究で用いた古代杉試料は樹齢 450年，樹幹


























試料を分解して得た透明溶液に 203T1，107 Ag， 


























Table 1 Isotopic abundance and concentration 
of a seven-fold-spike solution 
Concentration 
Isotopic abundance Spike 
nmol'i1 






























08Pb X X 208色胴ple+ Y x 208fspike 
、 ? ? ?
?
??? ， ? ? 、• • • 







イオン源の温度を上昇させると， Tt， Ag+， CU+， 






































Table 2 Isotopic ratios of lead in rocks and soil 
from Yakushima island 
Rock and I.D.No. 2仰Pb 208Pb 
204Pb 
by A. Iwamatsu 20'1>b 2同Pb 2同Pb
3 0.8469 2.102 18.60 
6 0.8474 2.103 18.41 
1 0.8477 2.107 18.48 
12 0.8457 2090 18.69 
Granite 
31 0.8464 2.098 18.39 
32 0.8463 2.098 18.41 
33 0.8475 2.107 18.48 
34 08453 2.099 18.46 
36 0.8450 2.096 18.43 
37 0.8460 2.099 18.42 
Ave. 。‘846 2.105 18.5 
STD 0.001 0.005 0.1 
4 08437 2.104 18.64 
8 08465 2.105 18.61 
Shale 
9 0.8467 2.081 18.64 
10 0.8474 2.105 18.47 
Ave 0.846 2.100 185 
STD 0.002 0.010 01.1 
0.8477 2.099 18.49 
2 0.8500 2.102 18.30 
Sand stone 7 0.8545 2.118 18.47 
38 0.8611 2.130 18.10 
39 0.8603 2.130 18.15 
Ave 0.855 2.120 18.3 
STD 0.008 0010 0.2 
20 0.8477 2.099 18.55 
21 0.8473 2.083 18.17 
24 0.8464 2.091 18.37 
Soil 31 0.8466 2.103 18.45 
32 08475 2.101 18.41 
33 0.8459 2.099 18.46 
34 08456 2089 18.32 
Ave 0847 2095 18.4 
STD 0.001 0.012 0.2 
Table 3 Yearly change of lead isotopic ratio in a cross 




Bark 10 0.8599 2.102 
20 0.8575 2.103 
30 0.8587 2.107 
50 0.8591 2.112 
60 0.8581 2.104 
80 0.8548 2.113 
100 0.8444 2.084 
130 08457 2.091 
170 0.8447 2.091 
210 0.8447 2087 
300 08472 2096 
heart 350 08476 2.099 
3.2.2古代杉年輪層における鉛同位体存在比の分布
鉛i司{立体存在比が，年輪層により顕著に相違し
























Table 4 Year1y changes of concentrations of some heavy metals 
in cross section layer of Yakushima Cryptomeria trunk in ng. g-l 
Age Pb Ag Cd Cu Tl Ni 
Bark 10 114 425 43.2 2400 26.1 117 
20 12.4 19.0 1070 8.31 158 
30 32.5 2.28 18.2 777 9.96 120 
40 32.4 2.12 15.8 576 7.70 111 
50 59.9 2.38 358 751 16.8 100 
60 72.8 2.14 38.9 717 17.6 66.4 
100 17.5 1.15 1.61 160 8.07 38.6 
120 24.2 0.546 1.27 222 4.47 986 
160 18.2 0.539 0.580 190 2.32 24.5 
200 23.4 0.889 1.51 329 2.07 92.7 
240 7.13 1.21 2.63 555 2.17 43.7 
280 6.88 0.890 1.63 360 0.754 58.1 
320 3.19 0.353 0889 286 1.45 26.0 
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X : Granite，ム:Shale，口 Sand store ，⑨: Soil， .A.: Aerosol 
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Sequential Sampling Inspection and Cumulative Sum Chart Based 
on Sequential Analysis Procedure 
Haruo WATANABE， Eiji OBATA and Ken-ichi MUKAIDA 
(原稿受付日 平成12年4月初日 論文受理日 平成12年8月31日)
Abstract 
While 3-sigma control chart in Quali ty-control procedure takes into account only 
type-] error， seQuential sampling plan and cumulative-sum chart are derived from the 
seQuent ial analysis， developed by Wald' s cri teria using 1 ikel ihood-rat io and both the 
type-] error and the type-I error. The viewpoint of hypothesis-test procedure in 
reiecting defective lots is introduced into the investigatioH of the seQuential sampling 
inspection and the CUSUM chart. V-mask is useful to detect the change of皿anufacturing
process with smaller samples than the samples employed in the 3-sigma control chart. 



























































計数規準 1回抜検査を例にとると、不良率 p のロ
ットから抜き取った n個のサンプル 1組中の不良個数
rが合格判定個数 c以下 (r孟c) のときにこのロッ
トを合格と判定することになるから、 r~玉 c で不良率
p のロットの合格確率 L(p)は、サンプル n個中の
不良個数 r@の確率密度関数 [(r)について、 r=0， 1， 
1… c となる確率を加え合わせ次式で表される。
L(p) = 2: f(rlp) (2.1) 
また r>cすなわち r孟 ct1のときこのロットは不
合格になるから、不良率 p のロットの不合格確率は
次式で与えられる。
1 -L (p) = 2: [( r I p) (2. 2) 
サンプル n個中の不良個数 rは O^"n個聞の値をと
る確率変数で、その確率分布は nと pをパラメタと
する 2項確率関数にしたがい、さらに nが大で pが





説は Ho: P=PO 'すなわち「ロットの不良率はんであ
るJであり、これを対立仮説の Hj:p>p。にたいし有
















一方、 r>cすなわち r孟c+1となって p=Poのよう
に生産者側としては合格させたい良いロットなのに検
査の結果誤って不合格としてしまう危険の確率は
(2. 2)式から 1-L (po) =α である。 αは第 1種の過誤
(あわて者の誤り)をおかす危険の確率で、抜取検査
方式では一般に α=0.05(二日)とし、これを生産者危険















(Xl ' x'z …， XI/) とし、変数 xにたいする確率
密度関数が母数0に依存し、 [(XI 8 )で表されるとす
る。例えば、 2項分布の母数は n， p，ポアソン分布
の母数は m 正規分布 N(μ ，a 2) の確率密度関数
は母平均μと母分散 01の複数の母数を有する。 (Xl ' 
Xz '…， X，)は [(XI 8 )からのサンプルの値で互い
に独立であれば、このサンプルにたいする同時確率密
度関数は次式で与えられる。
[(xll 8)[(xzl 8) "'[(xl/l 8) =日 [(xjI8)
この関数を Oの関数とみて Q(8 I Xl ' xz'…， XI/) で
表し、与えられたサンプルの値 Xl ' xz，… XI/ に
たいする Oの尤度関数と呼ぶ。
母数0が 0。のときの確率密度関数 [(xjI80) を
ん(X)， 8=8，>80のときの [(xjI8，)を [l(x)で
表すことにすれば、尤度関数の比(尤度比、確率比)入
は次式のようになる。
q(θl I Xl' XZ，…， Xn) [l (Xl)…[l (X n) = ;'/'"'' ;' '''n' (3.1) 















尤度比としてe1> e。のとき入>1なら、帰無仮説 Ho: 
e=e。の成立を疑うのが自然であるから、尤度比を仮
説の検定に用いようとする考え方が生まれてくる。










帰無仮説 Ho 母集団の確率分布は 1 (XI e 0) = 
10 (X) ，すなわちe=e。である、
対立仮説 HI 母集団の確率分布は 1 (xI e 1) = 
I1 (x)， すなわち e= e 1 (e1> e 0)である、








X1 ，x1 ' …， を得る。各実測値を取る毎に次の三つ
の決定のうちのどれか一つを選ぶ。すなわち第 n番




















1 )入壬sj(l一α) なら、その時点で測定を止めて Ho
を採択し、 HIを棄却する。
2) 入量 (l-s)jαなら、その時点で測定を止めて Ho
を棄却し、 HIを採択する。












5. 計数規準型逐次抜取検査方式 JIS Z 9009-1962 
ロットサイズ Nがサンプルサイズ nにくらべて極








f (rI p)= -;:--T(ι一丁 pr(1_p)n-r (4.1) 
品、μr)
r =0， 1，…， n 
ロット不良率p=p'。のときの 2項分布を I(rI po)=lo(r)， 
P=PIのとき、 1(r I P 1)= I1 (r)と表し P1>P。とすると、
このときの尤度関数以内)， q(p)は、それぞれ
q (Po) =ん(r)， q(PI)=/I(r)とおけるから、 (3.1)式に
したがって尤度比をとると、次式が得られる。
渡辺治夫，小幡英二，向井田健一
入= Q(JJ，) / Q(JJo) = f， (r)/ fo (r) 









fJ， (1-Jn) . 1イ巳
r 1吋τ方+n log 1ヲ;豆logτz (4. 3) 
ここで上式を簡単にするために、
J， (1-Jn) _ 1. I-Jn 
l口市首:)= D， D log可 =5 (4. 4) 
および (1/ D) log {(卜α)/自}ニ ho とおくと、仮
説成立の条件は次のようになる。
rc豆-ho t s n (4. 5) 
H。成立域 等号は合格半Ij定限界線。






α} = h，とおき、 (4目 4)式と併せて次式が得られる。

































Ho : J = Jo = O.02を、対立仮説 H，: J= J， = O.05 に
たいし、有意水準(第 1種の過誤、生産者危険)α=
O. 047および J= J，にたいする第2種の過誤(消費
者危険)の確率をO二0.248(J = J，のときの検出力=1-
s) とするような逐次抜取検査方式を考えてみよう。
(4. 4)式および ho' h，の諸量を求める。
log (J，!Jo) =log(O. 05/0. 02)二0.3979
log {(1-Jo)/(I-JJ，)} =log(O. 98/0. 95)=0. 0135 = Ds 
1 0g {J， (1-Jo) / Jo (1-J，) } 
=log(JJ，!Jo) t log {(1-JO)/(1-J，)} =0.4114二 D
log{ (1-α) / s }こ log(O.953/0. 248)=0. 5846=Dho 
log{(l-s)/α} = 1 0 g (0.752/0. 047) = 1. 2041 = Dh l 
s=O. 0135/0. 4114=0. 0328， ho=O. 5846/0. 4114 








































サン]"Jし 3- 4 64 74 94- 105-0-3 4-32 43 63 73 93 104 124 番号、 n 
H。成立限界 。。
個数 rc 
H，成立限界 4 6 6 7 7 
個数 r d 


























σ「乙π ¥'" U I 




二exp[一(2σ2)-1{i (Xi μl)2-土(X，一μ。)1} ] 
/μ-μ。 (fJ十川)n， ¥
之 exp円引{L.: X i ーす~} 1 (5.1) 
ウォルドの判定ルールを適用すると、帰無仮説の成立
について次式を得る。
と己丘_Q_( " v ー (μ1+μ川い!日」一。1 !ム"'i 2 J= 川町 lα 
- 75 
(μ ，+μ。)n~σ1 1α 




」二一 logc与=ho' (μl川 )/2=5 (5.2) μ「μ。 μ
L.: X;壬 h日十 5n (5. 3) 
H。成立域。等号は合格限界線。
ついで、 HIの採択条件は 入ミ(卜s)/α であるか
ら、 (5.1)式より次式を得る。
μ-μn I ~ (μ ， +μn) n\~. 1-s 
一一ー寸~ 12， Xi 円 | ζ lOgμ 一一一









プル採取順の番号として Hをとれば、 (5.3)， (5. 5)式
は n= 0軸の切片がそれぞれ hl と -hoで、ともに
正の傾き sをもっ 2本の平行な直線として表される。











(5. 3)， (5. 5)式中の 5，ho， hlを(5.2)， (5. 4)式
から求める。
s = (μ1 +μ。)/2=(10+0)/2 = 5 
ho二」二一 10耳目ι旦=10log" (0.95/0.10)ヱ22. 51 
uμ 「μ。し j
σ1 1-s 
=ー 一一一一 log"一一一 =10logρ (0.90/0.05)ご28.90 μ-μoαb 
'. H。成立域L.:xi豆一 ho十 5n二 2.51 + 5 n 






N 4 7 
Xj 一1 10 一7
LXj 12 20 19 27 18 24 17 
H。 成 2. 49 7. 49 1249 17.49 2.49 
立限界
HI 成
33. 90 38. 90 43. 90 48. 90 53. 90 58. 90 63. 90 68. 90 73. 90 
立限界




7. 累積和管理図 CUSUM， BS 5703 
ウォルドの判定ルールの逐次検定法を管理図に応用
して開発されたのが累積和管理図 (CumuI a ti ve-s um 













=μ。，その対立仮説を H1:μ=μ1-μ。+ua (u>O， μl 















Y" =土l(XI-μ。)= L Xj - nμ。 (6.1) 
Xj は N(μ ，a 2)にしたがう正規確率変数で [(XjIμ 。，
a) = [o(Xj) ， [(xjlμぃa) = [1 (x) のように μの
添字にしたがって fの添字を変えて表すと、 n個の Xj
についての尤度比λは次式で与えられる。
入 [1 (X1) [1 (X2)…[ 1 (X，) 
[ 0 (X1) [0 (X2) …[ 0 (X" 
(ωUゾ玄?古c)γ一"expトL(Xj一μ1)21 (2σ2) } 
(a伊n)-n exp {-L(山山1(2a2)}
= exp (-{L (X j-μl)1-2(Xi-μ。)2 } 1 (2σ2) ) 
しかるに{ } = L {-2 (μ1 -μ。)Xj + (μlLμ02) } 
=-2 (μ 「μ。) L {Xj - (μ1 +μ。)12} 
=-2 (μ1-μ。){LXj-(μ1 +μ。)n 12} 
であるから、これを用いて入は次のようになる。
入=exp [a -2 (μ1-μ。){LXj-(μ1 +μ。)n 12} ] 
(6. 1)式の LXj = Y"+ nμ。を上式に代入すると、
λ= exP{ιμ{yfJ+nh-Eム一也}) l a' "".，..u 2 2') 
/μ-μn ， (μ-μn) n， ¥ 
-λ= exp円許証{y"ー ニマ円 I (6. 2) 
両側検定であるから αをα12とみなしてウォルドの
判定ルールを適用すると、入三五s1 (トα12)なら Ho
が成立し、入量(ト s)/(α12)なら H。を棄却して HI
が成立するから、 (6.2)式のλについて、
/μ-μ。 (μ-μn)n、\~ s eXPIτ"2' ty，，~-→す_-J J註 1-α12 H。成立
eXD(ムユ..Q. {yー (μ1一μ。)n、121-s









豆 log-L-， 1-α/2 
{y" _ iμ1-uo)n YI 一一一一 ')一一とL主主σ1 H。成立
l-s 
と log一一
6，α/2 {y" _ iμ11川y"一一一一-7一旦L旦ia 1 H，成立
これより次の関係が得られる。
。1 s (μ、μn)n 




σ1 1 -s ( /.1 ，-/.1 n) n 
YI ミτォ:logeE方十ーマムー (6. 4) 
グラフの縦軸に xの偏差累積和 YI'横軸にサンプル
番号(採取順番)nをとると、 (6.3)， (6. 4)式による
直線の傾きはは (μμ。)の符号によってきまり、 μl
>μ。なら傾き (μ 「μ。)/2>0で正の右上がりの 2
本1組の平行線を表し、 H1μ=μlくμ。なら傾き
















OB/OR= tanω= (μl一μ。)/2 a 
。1 1-s 






d = OR= OB cotω= 一一一一一一τ!og一一(μ-μ。)1 'v 6C 1-s 
の関係があるから、 OR= d 
図4 はサンプル番号nにたいし累積和 YI=L: (x，一μ。)
の各時点における実測値をフロットして得られたもの





1 OR 1 = d = - 2 (σ/0)1 !og， (α/2) ， 
























































= ~ (xi μ1) + n (μl一μ。)



























・ 7.ィ//〆μ<μ。 ・ー ι
サンプル番号 a


















xの平均の使用: これまでは各時点で l回に l
個のサンプルを取って測定する場合だけについて述べ
てきたが、日常的な工程管理では一定時間間隔毎に毎
回 k個のサンプルを採取してん (j= 1， 2，…， k) 
を求め、さらに各 k個のサンプルの平均五 =2:xjIk 
(i = 1， 2，…， n) を求めていることがある。この
場合には xの代わりにその平均 Yを用い、さらに。














u仔 = o 1 (a (X ) 1作)を変えた場合の両管理
図のAR L (Average run length，連の平均長さ)を
比較してみよう 010参照)。
検定の仮説は帰無仮説 Hoμ=μ。にたいし対立仮
説 HI ・μ=μ1=μ。+O =μ。十 Uσ であるから、 3シグマ
管理図の片側検定のARLは、 {1-F (3-ム)}ー 1で与
えられる。ただし{ }内は次式で与えられる。
1 -F (3ー ム)= p 
ん直e叩(J:J子U7uσ)1)dT 
また、累積和管理図では、 3シグマにたいし α12






O. 2 391 330 
O. 5 161 53 
1. 0 44 13 
1. 5 15 6 





















換算値 xの標準偏差 =a (x) =8σ( w)寸xO. 09375 = 
O. 75で、帰無仮説 Hoμ。=0であるから、任意の n
にたいし、
YIl = 2: (x i 一μ。) = 2: Xj 
である。サンプルの大きさは k= 4 であるから、換
算値 xの平均の標準偏差=σ(了) =σ (X ) 1イE
= 0.751ゾす=O. 375 となり、報告限界値は w-16.2
>0.0625で、。 =8(w-16. 2) = 8 xO. 0625 = 0.5と
なるから、ム=o I( a (x)l-[k )=0.5/0.375=1. 3 よ







換算値 X = 8 (w-16. 2). 計算表
No. サンプル

























L: X j X i L: X i 
O. 25 O. 25 
O. 25 O. 50 
O. 50 1. 0 
3 O. 75 1. 75 
-3 -0. 75 1. 00 
-4 一1.00 0.00 
O. 25 O. 25 
-0. 50 -0. 25 
0.00 -0. 25 。O. 0 -0. 25 。0.00 -0. 25 
O. 25 0.00 
-0. 25 ーO.25 
-0. 50 -0. 75 
O. 25 -0.50 
O. 75 O. 25 
O. 50 O. 75 
O. 75 1. 50 
O. 75 2. 25 
3 O. 75 3.00 
0.00 3.00 。0.00 3. 00 
























例えばα=0.05に取ると、 I ogc (α/2) = 1 ogc(0.025) = 
-3. 689 となり、 d = 4.17となって、先の 7.47よ
り小さくなる。これをVマスクの参照点Aにとって上
述と閉じ操作をすると、 n = 1 のプロット点にA点
























れる実測値xにヲいて、帰無仮説 Ho: a = a。を、対
立仮説 HI : a = a Iにたいし逐次検定法を適用するこ
とができ、この場合の同時確率尤度関数は次式で与え
られる。
q (a I Xi) = n f (X i ) 
= (a伊ヲC)-n exp {L:(xi-μ)2/(2 a 2)} 




入 =TI {I(X)/日 {o(X) 
=(汁(封ul:1)exp Iサーτ一一τ1~ (Xj一μ)21 0，) - ¥乙 ¥0，" 0，") "-') 
ウォルドの判定ルールによれば、入話。I(トα) なら
H。を採択し、 λ註(1-s ) 1α なら HIを採択するか
ら、 H。採択域は次式で表される。
/aヘ/1 !1 / 1 1 ¥_ ， . _¥ _ s 
l女 expl2i 0-0τ一女τ1~ (Xj-μ) 2戸fz
0， 1 I1 1 ¥ 命日
n logc士4 十τ1-::=τ--τI~ (X;-μ) 2孟log"ニー
U 1 L， ~Uo- Ol-j -Cl-α 




. ¥2" 2[logc((1-s)1α))-nloge(oolσ1) ) ~ (Xj-μ) 2註 q
件 (1/002)一(1/012) 
HI成立域、等号は判定限界線。
上式は~ (Xj -μ) 2対 nのプロットが直線となり、そ











管理図の種類 累積和 l 明 1""n 
l目標値 μ8からの偏 ~ (Xj-μ自)差
2期待値の絶対値から ~ [1 xj-x I -E(lxj-x 1) 
の偏差の絶対値
~ Dj・ Dj Xj Xj_1 3移動範囲
j = 1"" k 
4移動範囲絶対値とそ ~ (1 Dj I -E ( I Dj I ) の期待値との差
5範囲とその期待値と ~ (Rj-E(R)) 
の差
1 O. 連とARL

























E (n) =三jP r (j) = ~ j (トα12)H (α12) 
上式両辺に(1-α12)を掛けて上式から差し引くと、
E (n)ー (1-α12)E (n) = (α12) E (n) 
= (α12) ~ [j (トα12)ド1- j (1-α12) j] 
=(α12) ~ [( 1-α12)j-I]=(α12) 1 {1-' (1-α12)) = 1 









図 10に示すように3シグマ管理図では u(α12)= 
3 であるから、 α=0.0027より α12=0.00135
となるから、工程が変化しないとき AR L =
1/0.00135 = 740である。工程が μ。士3σ の安
定状態から工程平均が μ，-μ。+20(，0.=2に
相当)に突然変化した場合、 K，= 3-2=1でこれ
に相当する E=α12= O. 1587で A R L = 











E ( ) 期待値







Q ( ) 尤度関数






















N(μ， 02 ) 正規分布


















2 B e 1 z.M. H.: S t a t i s t i c a 1 m e t h 0 ds f 0 r t h e 





3 van Dobben de Bruyn， C. S. : Cumulat ive tests， 







島津昌光*1 高橋直斗*1 神谷裕幸*1 田中書晃へ相馬英明ぺ菊池慎太郎*1 
Simple Preparation of Antimicrobial Ti02 by Laser Irradiation and 
Its Application to Prevent the Adhesion of Marine Fouling Organisms 
Masamitsu SHlMAZU， Naoto TAKAHASHI， Hiroyuki KAMIYA， Toshiaki TANAKA， 
Hideaki SOUMA and Shintaro KIKUCHI 
(原稿受付日 平成12年4月28日 論文受理日 平成12年8月31日)
Abstract 
The titania containing Ti02 as a major component was prepared simply by irradiating carbon dioxide 
laser on the surface of a titanium plate今 andthe growth on its surface of Esche/ichia co/i， Baciflus 
subti/is or Saccharomyces cerevisiae was inhibited depending on energy densities of irradiated laser. 
Furthermore， the titania also showed antimicrobial activities against marine microbes after soaking 
the preparation into the sea water for several days. These results suggested that the antimicrobial 
titania would prevent the adhesion of marine fouling organisms on undersea-structures by the 
inhibition ofthe bacteriofilm formation司 whichis an early step ofmarine bio-adhention. 

























































































































































































































































































































































コー ド 照射エネルギー密度 残存率
(kJ/cm2) (%) 
X-70 2 68 
X一71 3 64 
X-76 3 59 
X-65 6 62 
X一72 6 66 
X-25 13.64 52 
X-42 15 43 
X-48 15 52 
X-20 21.43 41 
X-24 21.43 33 
X-26 21.43 35 
X-73 50 25 
X-78 50 37 
X一79 71.43 21 
X-69 100 14 
X-75 100 12 
X-81 100 8 














コー ド 照射エネルギー密度 残存率
(kJ/cm2) (%) 
X-70 2 75 
X一71 3 54 
X-65 6 25 
X-72 6 62 
X-25 13.64 48 
X-19 15 31 
X-20 21.43 26 
X-24 21.43 23 
X-55 30 31 
X-74 69.77 20 
X-69 100 14 
X-75 100 14 
X-81 100 12 
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Rechtsprinzipien der Kriegsverantwortung und 
der “Nachkriegsverantwortung" in der ]apanischen Verfassungen 
Tosikazu CHO 
(原稿受付日 平成12年4月初日 論文受理日 平成12年8月31日)
Ahstract 
Unter der in dem vorliegenden Aufsatz zu behandelnden Kriegsverantwortung sol1 die 
sowohl rechtliche als auch politische Verantowortung verstanden werden ， die nicht 
nur aus den genera11en Kriegsverbrechen， sondern auch aus den Neuen 
Kriegsverbrechen， i.e.“crime against peace" ，“crime against humanity" gefuhrt 
werden， und die zugleich fur die Staatsentschadigung， die Personenkonpensationen， 
die Bestrafung der kriegsverbrecher und die Schuldbekenntnisse von Seiten des Staates 
grundlegend sind. Diese Verntwortung sollen der Kaiser “der Tenno"， die Regierung und 
das Parlament auf sich nehmen.Die Kriegsschuldsfrage ist， auch als Frage der 
“Nachkriegsverantwortung"zu prufen ， wie sich mit den Kriegen in Vergangenhheit und 
deren Kriegsverantwortungen nicht nur die Kriegsfuhrerschaft und Kriegsgeneration 
unter der Meiji=Verfassung， sondern auch die Nachkriegsgenerationen， unter der 
jetzigen japanischen ¥ゐrfassungkonfrontieren sollen. Der vorliegende Aufsatz ist ein 
Versuch， durch die Rechtsprinzipien der beiden ， alteren und neueren Verfassungen 
eine Rechts=undVerfassungslehre zu bilden， die der Kriegsverantwortung und der 
“Nachkriegsverantwortung" rechtliche Grundlagen geben sol1. 




















































































































































































































































直しJ)を必要とするという。 2. 2. 1と2. 2. 
2は制憲時の特殊事'情を考慮しつつも、総合説に
































る罪 (crimes against peace) J 、「人道に対する





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(4) 高橋哲也『戦後責任論~ (講談社、 1999年) 8 1 
頁以下。
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任の思想へ~ (東信堂、 1993年)、 O日本弁護士連合会
編『日本の戦後補償~ (明石書居、 1994年)、 O加藤典
洋・西谷修対談「世界戦争のトラウマと『日本人~J (~世
界~ 1995年8月号)、 O高橋哲也・徐京植対談「断絶の






Legal Principles of War and Post-War Responsibility 
in the Japanese Constitutional Laws 
* Tosikazu CHO 
Abstract 
Used terms in this paper， war and post-war responsibility must be understood 
as both legal (especially criminal) and political responsibility that is founded by 
general and new war crimes， "crime against peace"， "crime against humanity" in 
the internationallaw， on the other hand that gives a base to reparation between 
states， compensation to individuals and punishment of war criminals. At once， 
it is problem of post-war responsibility， too， that asks how not only generations 
under World War I， but also post-war generations under the constitutionallaw 
of Japan confront the past war responsibility. This paper tries to give legal and 
constitutional law theory to the argument of war and post-war responsibility 
through legal principles in the constit.utionallaws of Japan. 
Keywords war responsibility， post-war responsibility， war crimes ，legal 
(constitutionallaws) principles 








Husserls Philosophie der Mathematik (3) 





Ilusser 1 erkl訂tdeutlich in “Ideen" und “FTL"， das die 'Definitheit' im Zusammen-
hang mit Hilberts 'Axiom der Vollst亙ndigkeit'steht. Diese Abhandlung untersucht 
die scdcutung dieses Zusammenhang・ Husserlnennt Hilberts Vollst出digkeit'die 
absolute' und seine eigene hingegen 'die relative'. Er sagt， das die letztere 
innerhalb der ersteren bewege. Was bedeutet das ? 
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lIusserl's Phi1osophy of Mathematics (3) 
一一一一 Inextensibi1ity: comparing with Hi1bert 
Kohtaroh NINOMIYA本
Husser1 dec1ares in “Ideen" and “FTL" the re1ation of the ‘definiteness' with 
Hi1bert' s 'axiom of comp1eteness'. This treatise investigates the meaning of this 
- 109 ー
二宮公太郎
relation. Husserl calls Hilbert's completeness 'the absolute' and his own 'the 
relative'. He says that the latter moves in the former. What does it mean ? 
Key words : axiom-system， extension， definite multiplicity， lIilbert， model， 
phenomenology 





Environmental Tax -The Theory and The International Trend 
Koko KANNO 
(原稿受付日 平成12年4月28日 論文受理日 平成12年8月31日)
Abstract 
Global warming issue is one of the biggest problems in the 21st century. Reducing the 
emission of the green house gases (C02， CH4，N20，HFC，PFC，SF6 ) isthe most important policy 
for the developed countries that should take non regret policy. 百le38 countries ( so called 
Annex 1 countries) have agreed that the total reduction of the GHGs in the average between 2008 
to 2012 should be -5.2%∞mparing 1990 at the COP3 in Kyoto in 1997. Among the GHGs， C02 
has 55% contribution in the world toward the global warming， sothe reduction of C02 is the first 
priority for each country. In this paper 1 reviewed previous study and have created a new theory 
which is " the Intemational Environmental Tax" in the chapter 5. After researching the trend of the 
Environmental Tax Policy in the world， 1 have proposed the new Environmental Tax Policy to 
reduce C02 and to protect the global warming. 
Keywords : Environmental Tax， Global warming， Energy supply and demand， 







































































dd fddddddd d d d d 
(出所)National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
表1 日本のエネルギー起源二酸化炭素排出量推移
年度 90 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 98/90 
エネルギー起 287.2 296.0 290.3 309.1 310.5 314.6 313.8 302.7 
;軍 (1.2) (企1.9) (6.5) (0.4) (1.3) (.0.2) (企3.5) (5.4) 
C02(対前年度 96/90 
比) 十9.5%
一人当たりC02 2.32 2.38 2.33 2.47 2.47 2.50 2.49 2.39 (3.0) 
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(出所)Houghton et al. (1990) p. 202 
図4 C02濃度の推移
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課税対象 税Z事 課税目的 説収使途 軽減措置 非課税措置 その他






海革税グ減にリー伴税い財ン税.源制所改得 水れ電りた力は.供化19給石%.燃は.泥料.炭原子8力%2.0%残. 料ーゼ全 など化
デン 7 ク
軽石セ炭電'油，燃力Fレ，料残消油重金費き， 油i.ディ ー






CO，排出量削減のた 1て9一92年般財か源らすべ 天然軽(l 1fス伺うmち;ij年大)に量つ消い費てされる%も
使町残ー(1用残9税き98量燃分き年が燃料がま料一非はで定はエ課)非量税ネ未課ル満税ギ 叫費電石ル者ギ力穐幌2等金3ん時a結%2m、% t 山日一消
油ディー め効果のインセンティプ 的町制.00牌0万 は58 税とした エ
天然ガス， 残料.
き燃料なネど化石燃 子油力 天石J然炭ガ1を5導%15.入0%原. およびエ ルギー
DGL/GJ 
ノルウェー ガソリン，軽油Jレ~自重
燃6円tC7料/6(t2NC毎5k).にr6ー/0設tl0C同J定(5/10t2CN.) 8k0r0 / 
CO，排出量削減円た 一般財源









(注) 1. 1 tC (農葦トン)~3.67tCO.~ ガソリン1. 555 リ y トル






















フィンランド 6500円/tc 約 4円/'}J'ソリン 1L
デンマー ク 42，000円/tc 約28円/'}J'ソリン 1L
オランダ 1250円/tc 約 1円/'}J'ソリン 1L
ノルウェー 25，600円/tc 約 17円/'}J'リン 1L






































































































































































































































































































































表 7 主要国国連拠出金と CO2排出量
国 名 国連拠出金 C02排出量 炭素 1トン当
分担率% 分担額 (炭素換算) 国連拠出
百万US$ 百万 t 金
US$ 
日本 20.573 521 313 1.7 
7メリカ 25.000 634 1409 0.4 
ドイツ 9.857 250 237 1.1 
イギリス 5.092 129 153 0.8 
7";ンス 6.545 166 98 1.7 
イタリ7 5.437 138 114 1.2 
中国 0.995 25 830 0.03 














(Environment and Energy Organization of the 
United Nations: EEO)を専門機関として国連に設
立することが出来れば、緊張関係にある国際エネル






















282 /1 (-6%) 
日本の目標年CO2排出実績 312 /1 (+4%) 























代替フ口ン等3ガス排出抑制 + 2. 0 % 
C02、N20、メタン削減 -2. 5 %一一
吸収源(シンク)による削減 -3. 7 % 
排出権取引，共同実施、クリー ン開 一1. 8 % 
発メカニズム
A口、 計 -6. 0 % 
施 策 温暖化ガス増減
エネルギー 起源、の C02排出抑制 O. 0 % 
メタン、亜酸化皇室素等の排出抑制 -O. 5 % 
革新的技術開発や国民各層における -2: 0% 
更なる努力





























































































(2) 小宮山宏 「地球温暖化問題に答えるJ (1995年)
東京大学出版会 P.21 
(3) 槌田敦 IC02温暖化脅威説は世紀の暴論J年報第 4
号 (1999年) 環境経済・政策学会 P.230-P.232 
(4) 槌回敦 IC02温暖化脅威説は世紀の暴論」年報第 4
号 (1999年) 環境経済・政策学会 P.239 
























































(21)アメリカ EPA(環境保護局)iPolicy Options for 
















(29) 1999年 10月実施、北海道民 1000人を対象






















賛成 6.3% T 32.5% 




















































































10 月初日)~第 11 回(平成 9 年 3 月 12 日)通産省
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Die Lyrik des alteren Goethe und der "Gandavyuha-Gedanke“ 
Hideshige OMURA* und Bemd ClAUSEN* 
(Received 28 April 2000， Accepted 31 August 2000) 
It is the副mof this trea1ise to interpret Goethe's work not only from a germanistic point of view， but also 
under the study-results of Indian philosophy and Buddhism百日 ancientGreek philosopher Plotin was 
influenced by Indian philosophy and Goethe himself who read Plotins work "Enneades“in h阻 younger
y聞rsseem to reflect in these Idias his lat町 ye訂s，refering not only on Indian philosophy and Buddhism 
but to one ofthe centerpoints， the Gand，αり明ha-philosophy
Keywords: Goethe， Gandavyuha， Plotin 
1 
Es ist die Absicht dieser Abhand vom Standpunkt 
Germanisten， der kein Spezialist fur indische und bud-
dhistische Philosophie ist， darzulegen， wie die For-
schungsergebnisse zu Goethes spater L yrik aus der 
Perspektive der indischen buddhistischen Forschung her 
zu betrachten sind. 
Di巴buddhistischenRezeption巴nGo巳theund seiner 
Werke sind sehr zahlr巳ich.lHier so11 aber vor allem 
Bruno Petzolds Abhandlung "Goethe und der Mahayana 
Buddhismus“hervorg巴hobenw巴rd巴n，w巳lcheAnfang 
1936 im "Jahrbuch fur die Goeth巳-
Gesellschaft/K yoto“veroffentlicht und 1982司 im14. 
Tod巳sjahrihres Verfassers， im OktopuscV巳rlagin Wien 
verりffentlicht. Uber den Gandavhyuha-Gedanken 
schreibt der Autor dort， dass jed巳sSei阻止smit-
巳inander，sich nicht stor巴ndund uns巴lbstandigvers凸hnt
sei und dass al巳 Erscheinungenin ein巴rengen B巴zie-
hung zueinander stehen und zwar ungetrennt， jedoch 
vereinigt sind. 2 Als Petzolds Lebenswerk kann man 
seine Forschungen zur T'ien T'ai Philosophie 
bezeichnen. Mit uber 600 Seiten ste1t sein Buch 
"Quintessenz der T'ien T'ai (Tendai) Lehre“daher das 
Hauptwerk der in Ergeb司nisseseiner Uberl巴gungen
本 CommonSu吋巳ktDivision 
da，welches 1982 in Wien ver帽。ffentlichtwurde. 
Goethes Interesse an chinesischer Lyrik z巳Igtvor 
allem Fukuda Hid巳0.3 Dennoch wo11en wir behaupten， 
dass Goethe keine direkte B巳ziehung却 mBuddhismus 
besessen hat， sondern eine dritte Komponente zwischen 
ihm und d巴m Buddhismus gestanden hat. In seinem 
Aufsatz "Die Weltanschauung Goethes in seinen letzten 
Leb巴ns-jahren“ schr巳ibt Fukuda， dass Plotin und 
Leibnitz Einflu呂田 auf Goethes Weltanschauung ausge-
ubt hatten. Unklar4 bl巴ibtind巴sb巳iFukuda， was fur 
Einflusse dies gewes巳nsind. Darub巳rhinausbleibt der 
Autor die Erklarung schuldig， warum nicht wenige 
Germanisten und Buddhisten mit den buddhistischen 
Aspekten im Werk Goethes sympathisier巴n.Es wird im 
folgenden anhand der von Goethe selbst betrauten 60 
bandigen Werkausgabe， genau巴rgesagt an "Gott und die 
Welt“zu zeigen sein， wie sich der Standpunkt Goethes 
in d巴rweltanschaulichen Lyrik spiegelt. 
Die Frage， die sich in diesem Zusammenhang 
zuallererst stelt， lautet: Besteht die unubersehbare 
GemeinsaI由eitder Goetheschen Weltanschauung mit 
dem Buddhismus frei， quasi aus sich selbst heraus， d.h 
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lediglich in der Idee von Literatur als Weltliteratur? In 
diesem Gesichtspunkt vertreten wir die Ansicht， dass im 
Gesamtwerk Goethes die Einflusse Plotins nicht zu 
leugnen sind， denn auch ein "Genie“besteht nicht allein 
in der Einsamkeit seines Nachdenkens sondem steht 
unter dem Einfluss eines Ausen， genauer gesagt， dem 
was er einmal rezipiert ha1. 
Goethe ubぽsetztePlotins "Enneades“und sandte es 
im Jahr 1806 zu seinem Freund Zelter. Dabei handelt es 
sich um eine Ubersetzung aus dem Lateinischen， welche 
Goethe auch unverandert in das Ma初lienArchiv seines 
Romans "Wilhelm Meisters Wanderj油re“einfugte.5
Wenn das Auge wie die Sonne wird， so kann man gleich-
falls die Sonne sehen. Wenn die Seele schon ist， kann 
man auch die Schonheit sehen. Wer aber Gott und die 
Schonheit sehen will， muss vor allem gotthaji werden 
und mit dem Schonen spielen. 
(Enn品des1， 5/6; aus dem jap.) 
Auch in der Einleitung seiner "Farbenlehre" findet 
sich derselbe Abschnitt des antiken Mystikers in Verse 
gebracht.6 
W are nicht das Auge sonnenhajt， 
DieSonne初nnt'es nie erblicken; 
Lag nicht in uns des Gottes eigne Kraji， 
Wie初nnt'uns Gottliches entzucken? 
Die gleiおchen Verse sind auch in 
me叩n“emge凶set包zt
Ich studierte fleisig die verschiedenen Meinungen， und 
da ich ~β genug hatte sagen horen， jeder Mensch habe 
am Ende doch seine eigene Rel.怒ωn，so kam mir nichts 
natur/icher vor， als das ich mir auch meine eigene 
bilden初nne，und dieses tat ich mit vieler Behaglichkeit. 
Der neue Plationis附 ISlag zum Grunde; das Herme-
tische， Mystische， Kabbalistische gab仰 chseinen Bei-
trag her， und so erbaute ich mir eine Welt， die seltsam 
genug aussah. 
仰A1. Abt， 27. Bd.， S.217; HetVorhebung von uns) 
Das war eine Hぽausforderungmit aler Kraft gegen 
Newtons sub- und objektischen Dualismus. Noch 
印刷出Goethein "Dichtung und Wahrheit": 
Sie hatte schon insgeheim Wellings "Opus mago-cabba-
listicum“studiert， wobei sie jedoch， weil der Autor das 
Licht， was er m即it.帥'teil.此
und a捌uj戸先恥ebμt，sich nach einem Freunde umsah， der ihr in 
diesem Wechsel von Licht und Finstemis Gesellschaji 
leistete. 
(WA， 1. Abt.， 27.Bd.， S.203) 
und schrieb uber das Werk selbst 
Ich scha.fte das Werk an， das， wie al/e Schriften dieser 
Art， seinen Stammbaum in gerade Linie bis zur neuplato-
nischen Schule veゆ1genlwnnte 
2 
In den genannten Beispielen kann man den 
Stellenwert der Philosophie Plotins als Mitler oder 
Medium zwischen der weltanschaulichen Lyrik der 
letzten Jahre Goethes und dem Mahayana-Buddhismus， 
genauer gesagt dem Gandavyuha-Gedanken mit Recht 
feststellen. 1m Aufsa:包 Gedankenaustauschzwischen 
Indien und dem Abendland， die zum Abendland ausge-
stromten indischen Gedanken， Einflusse des Neu-
Platonismus“vonH句imeNakamura behauptet der Autor， 
dass Plotin vollig unverdachtig unter dem Einfluss 
indischer Gedanken gestanden habe und dies im Einver-
standnis mit der akademischen Welt 
In Plotins Philosophie wurde nicht wie bei Platon die 
Metempsychose nicht nur geistlich sondern auch syste-
matisch erwahnt (..) was er als Wahrheitssuchender 
predigte hat eine ausserordentliche Ahnlichkeit mit dem 
Gedanken der miteinander sich nicht storenden Un-
selbststandigkeit der Gandatアuha-Sutra.7
Das ist eine von der gegenwartigen Evolutions-
出eoriezu unterscheidende Weltanschauung d.h. ales 
bestehe in der Entwicklung， sozusagen proudos und sich 
darin gleichzeitig im Zuruckkommen befinde， sozusagen 
estropee. Das Ergebnis ist die aus unserer Sicht fast 
traumatisch wirkende Weltanschauung， namlich die des 
Evolutionismus， fur den man auch die Faulnis der gegen-
wartigen Philosophie verantwortlich machen konnte 
Mit Hilfe des Neuplatonismus allerdings gewinnt 
man einen anderen Blickwinkel auf den gegenwartigen 
Ge伽1kenvon Evolution oder Entwicklung， wenn man 
sich das innewohnende gegenseitige Prinzip vor Augen 
fu訟1.Dieses betont namlich gerade den doppelgleisigen 
Kurs gegenuber der einseitigen Denkforrn des Evolu-
tionismus.8 
Es liegt darin etwas gemeinsames mit der Denkweise 
in Goethes "Metamorphosen": Sowohl Tiere als auch 
Pflanzen besitzen eine absolute Welt. Wenn ein Organ 
sich ausnehmend gut entwickelt， entartet ihr anderer T eil 
und umgekehrt. Lediglich die Verteilung innerhalb einer 
Welt verandert sich， eine Zugabe oder ein Abzug findet 
nicht stat. 
Diese Ansicht von der Gesamtheit der Natur ist in 
der ganzen Naturanschauung Goethes verbreitet. Diese 
Naturanschauung wird fur den Menschen selbst zu einer 
Denkweise， die das Vermogen und dessen Grenzen， die 
Freiheit und deren Regeln deutlich werden 1ωst und 
macht kl民 wiedie Kenntnisse aus der Nat町forschung
? ? ???
Die Lyrik des alteren Goethe und der点andavyuha-Gedanke“
aktiv auf die Weltanschauung Goethes wirkten. 
Nakamura fahrt in seinem Aufsatz fort: 
Jeder hat alles und zusammen mit allem ist er in der 
Welt; darin ist niemand vollig isoliert vom Ganzen 
(Enneades 1， 2/1) oder um es mit Worten des Ganda-
vyuha zu sagen， er verneint die Unabhangiglait Uap. 
kakuηalaり9
Kiyotaka Kimura zitiert das Da釘-bhumiSvara des 
Gandavyuha -S utra. 
AlleBuddhas! Ihr Bodhisattva sollt zehn Gegeben-
heiten (Dahrma) lernen (ー )wenn ihr wisst， eins d.h. 
alles， alles d.h. eins， Nicht-Sein d.h. sein， sein d.h 
Nicht-Sein，入ficht-So・Seind.h. So・Sein，wisst ihr die 
Nαtur d.h. Nicht-Natur， wisst warum es ist? Weil mαn 
in allen Gegebenheiten Masregeln trif.t 
Und weist daraufhin， dass darin die Befreiung aus 
der Widerspruchsregel liegt. Der Einheitsgedanke von 
Eins und Alles oder Eins und Vieles findet sich auch bei 
Plotin wieder. Damit stimmt er mit Nakamuras Ansicht 
uberein 
Jedes Sein ist in der Tiφund Breite klar bekannt. Das 
Licht laufl durchs Licht. Und zwar enthalt jeder in sich 
selbst alles， gleichzeitig sieht einander ales. Also gibt es 
uberall alles， alles ist alles， unendlicher Glanz. (..) 
Irgendein Sein herrscht uber alles，αber es ist in jedes 
andere gespiegelt. 
恥1itRecht， so Nakamura， kann man das mit dem 
DilSa-bhumiSvara vergleichen.1o 
Diese der Philosophie Plotins durchaus entsprechende 
Erklarung， sodie Ansicht Nakamuras， findet sich in der 
gesamten Gandavyuha wieder und ist sozusagen der 
Kerngedanke， denn alle Lander enthalten ein Land (..・)
So wird die im kleinsten Gegenstand des weitesten 
Landes verwirklichte Weisheit als auch die im weitesten 
Land das Kleinste verwi1・klichendeWeisheit gepredigt. 
Die in jeder Pore alle Wohltat pred.信仰deMaterie 
-Gott ist gepredigt und eine Pore enthalt die ganze 
Welt oder in einer Pore sind alle Seen und strahlen 
unermessliches Licht aus 
Die Feststellung Nakamuras Jedes Sein (sei)in jedem 
gespiegelt erinnert daruberhinaus姐 dasGleichnis vom 
うIndra-Netz".Dieser Gedanke， der sich in diesen Worten 
wiederfinden last， wird gemeinhin als die Quintessenz 
der Gandavyuha-Philosophie verstanden 
Die fast wundersame Ahnlichkeit zwischen dieser 
Idee und der Philosophie Plotins verblufft und Nakam-
ura schlussfolgert daher zu Recht， es scheint，αls habe 
die indische Philosophie Plotin beeinflusst!ll 
Lesen wir dazu Goethes Gedicht 
AETIEPIl日HEMA
So schauet mit bescheidnem Blick 
Der ewigen Weberin Meisterstuck， 
Wie Ein Tritt tausend F，似たnregt， 
Die Schif_月einhinuber， heruber schiesen， 
Die Faden sich begegnendfliesen， 
Ein Schlag tausend Verbindungen schlagt， 
Das hat sie nicht zusammengebettelt， 
Sie hat 'svon Ewigkeit angezettelt，・
Dαmit der ewige Meistermann 
Getrost den Einschlag we拘 1kann. 
(WA，1. Abt， 3.Bd.， S.92) 
Der Phys臼ikeぽrund Ph立ilosophFriりofCapra zitie釘rtm n1
s総e叩inemBuch 
刊Bootおst仕rap-Hypot出hε凶s己“(件die im 1白ibrigen auch von 1 
Kimuぽ1江raeぽrw品hntwi汀rdの)als die Wel，μt der mechαnischen， 
sich nicht storenden Unselbstandigkeit und gibt sie als 
ein Beispiel fur die Gedankenwelt des Gandavyuha an 
Diese Philosophie hαt sich in der modernen Physik 
gegen die mechαnistische Weltαrnschαuung ausge-
sprochen. Das Newton-Universum bestandαus einer 
GαTnitur von Urstojf， dessen Elemente die nie weiter zu 
zerspαltende Gottesschopjung wαren. 
Die Vorstellung New10ns w訂 beherrschendfur die 
naturwissenschaftliche Theorie bis zu dem Augenblick， 
in dem die Bootstrap-Hypothese auftauchte， die die Welt 
als Versammlung etlicher Urstoffe nicht verstehen kann 
Basis dieser neuen Weltanschauung ist die Vorstellung， 
dass das Universum als Gewebe (web) mitein阻止rm 
einem Zusammenhang steht. In diesem Gewebe ist aber 
die Eigenschaft jedes Teilchen uberhaupt nicht ursprung-
lich. Weil sie jedem Teilchen nachgibt， entscheidet die 
totale Harmonie die Wechselbeziehungen die Struktur 
des Gewebes. Die moderne Physik hat sich niemals 
weder dieser Form der Naturbetrachtung genahert， noch 
ihre Philosophie mit orientalischen Gedanken abge-
stimmt， soCapra.12 
Dber die Gandavyuha品ltraschrieb der bereist oben 
erwahnte Bruno Petzold 
Der dem gewohnlichen Menschen gelaufige Begriff des 
九Teben-und Miteinander wird so im reinen Mahayana 
Buddhismus， wie in Goethes Weltanschauung ersetzt 
durch den Begriff des In-und Durcheinander， und das 
Hochste， das der gemeinen Eゆhrungals aus Stucken 
zusammengesetzt e附 heint，o.fJ告nbartsichαls e附 viel-
fache， unendlich々 fferenzぽ teEinJ附 t.13
Der gegenwartig in Japan diskutierte Philosophie-
Entwurf von Wataru Hiromatsu， den man vieleicht mit 
点reignis-Weltanschauung" uberse包en konnte，14 ge-
winnt besondere Bedeutung durch die zahlreichen 
Publikationen zur 250-Jahr Goethe-Gedenkfeiern， die 
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nicht nur Plotin und die Gandavyuha-Philosophie 
sondem auch die "Gesamtwelt Zusammenhange" wie sie 
in Hiromatsus Uberlegungen vorkommen und die 
klasslsche Physik sowie den sub-und objektivistischen 
Dualismus zu uberwinden strebte， ins Blickfeld ruckten 




"lns lnnere der Natur-
o du Philister!-
"凸・ingtkein erschaffener Geist.“ 
Mich und Geschwister 
Mogt ihr an solches Wort 
Nur nicht erinnern.・
Wir denken: Ort fur Ort 
Sind wir im lnnern 
" Gluckselig!“wem sie nur 
Die ausre Schale weist!“ 
Das hor' ich sechzig J.αhre wiederholen， 
lchfluche dr，ωよαberverstohlen; 
Sage mir t，αusend tαusendmαle: 
Alles gibt sie reichlich und gern; 
Natur hat weder Kern 
Noch Schale 
Alles ist sie mit einem Male， 
Dich prufe du nurαllermeist， 
Ob du Kern oder Schαle seist. 
(WA 1.Abt.， 3. Bd.， S.105) 
Man vergleiche dazu， was Goethe dazu in "Zahme 
Xenien" schrieb 
Wo recht viele Widerspruche schwirren， 
Magichα'm liebsten wαndern 
Niemand gonnt demαndern 
Wie lustig! -Dαs Recht zu irren. 
(WA 1.Abt.， 3. Bd， S.240) 
3 
Zuぽ1汀rLyr口ikdes al抗teぽre叩nGo侃et血hez 品油hltma組ng伊emel凶出1mn 
di鴎e2幻3Ged必lC.品ht匂e"Gott凶1叫ddi鴎eW匂elt凶 und
Xe叩m民e釘叩n“ Es ist auf:お'schlussreich，waωs Goethe uber da凶s 
1821 e叩r凶ltstanderreGedicht "Eins und Alles“m emem 
Brief an FW. Riemer vom 28. Oktober 1821 schrieb 
lch werde fast des Glaubens， das es der Dichtkunst 
vielleicht gelingen初nne，solche Geheimnisse gewis-
sermasen auszudrucken， die in Prosa gewohnlich absurd 
erscheinen， weil sie sich nur in Widerspruchen aus-
drucken lassen， welche Menschenverstand nicht ein-
wollen. 
(WA IV. Abt.， 35. Bd.， S.158) 
Es sおcheint，als ha創t匂es幻ichGoethe an d 己ぽrB 己f仕re引lUng
aus der W札ideぽrspr印uchsregelin gewisser Weise ge仕eu凶t 
Wl陀己 s臼己ineobe釘叩nzitieぽrt防enZeile己nau山s
las鉛S旬悶削e釘叩n.Derrn s叩ow附ohl1m lnnern ist ein Universum auch 
als auch Gott. Gemuth und Welt von 1813114 und 
Prooemion (1827-30)， die samtlich in、βottund die 
Welt" zu finden sindヲ wohnteine Form des feinsirrnigen 
Humors irne， inwelchem Goethe die Universumstheorie 
von Newton zu necken schemt 
PROOEMION 
1m Namen dessen， der Sich selbst erschuf! 
Von Ewigkeit in scha.fendem Beruf; 
ln Seinem Mαrnen， der den Glauben schαrft， 
Vertrαuen， Liebe， Tatigkeit und Krajt; 
lnJenes Mα附 n，der， so ojt genannt， 
Dem Wesen nαch blieb immer unbekannt: 
So weit d，仏.50hr，so weit das Auge reicht， 
Du .findest nur Bekαnntes， das lhm gleicht， 
Und deines Geistes hochster Feuerflug 
Hat schon im Gleichnis， hat αm Bild genug; 
Es zieht dich an， es reist dich he山 rfort， 
Und wo du wanderst， schmuckt sich Weg und Ort; 
Du zahlst nicht mehr， berechnest keine Zeit， 
Und jeder Schritt ist Unermeslic此eit
Was war 'sein Gott， der nur von ausen stiese， 
1m Kreis das All am Finger lauj初 liesel
lhm ziemt 's， die Welt im lnnern zu bewegen， 
Natur in Sich， Sich in Natur zu hegen， 
So das， was in lhm lebt und webt und ist， 
Nie seine Krajt， nie seinen Geist vermist. 
1m lnnern ist ein Universum auch，・
Daher der Volker loblicher Gebrαuch， 
Das jeglicher dωBeste， wωer kennt， 
Er Gott， ja seinen Gott benennt， 
lhm Himmel und Erden ubergibt， 
lhn furchtet und womoglich liebt. 
(WA 1.Abt.， Bd. 3， S.92) 
Die v羽leぽrt匂eStrophe d 己凶s
S臼tr叩ophevon竹Got口t，Gemuth und Welt" haben ein und 
dieselbe Strophe; aber in der 9. und 10. Strophe von 
円Gott，Gemuth und Welr、heisstes 
Willst du in 's Unendliche schreiten. 
Geh nur im Endlichen nαchαllen Seiten. 
Willst du dich am Ganzen erquicken， 
So must du das Gαnze im Kleinsten erblicken. 
??? ? ?
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【Jnmoglichist' s dem Tag zu zeigen， 
Dernur Ve.ハvomenspiegelt， 
Und jeder selbst sich fohlt als recht und eigen， 
Statt sich zu zugeln， nur am andem zugelt; 
Da ist's den Lippen besser das sie schweigen， 
lndes der Geist sich fort und fort beflugelt. 
Aus Gestern wird nicht Heute; doch Aonen， 
Die werden wechselnd finden， werden thronen. 
(WA I.Abt.， 3.BdラS.163) 
Die zitierten Gedichte schildern hochst eindrucksvoll 
die Verganglichkeit der Naturerscheinungen sowie des 
Menschenleben an sich， lassen sich jedoch tiefer ergrun-
den. nimmt man Goethes Gedanken d位 u，dass die ver-
ganglichen Erscheinungen der ewig fortdauernden Be幽
we♂mg sind. Diese Weltanschauung findet sich dann 
gebundelt in den Schlussworten des "Faust“. 
Alles Vergangliche 
1st nur ein Gleichnis， 
Das Unzulangliche， 
Hier wird's Ereignis; 
Das Unbeschreibliche， 
Hier ist 's getan 
Das Ewig-Weibliche 
Zieht uns hinan. 
(WA I.Abt.， 15. Bd.， S.337) 
Uber die hervorgehobenen Worte Weltseele und 
Weltgeist des Gedichtes占insund Alles“gibt es viele 
Diskussionen. Vor dem Hintergrund der folgenden Aus-
sagen Plotins allerdings gewinnen diese Fragen eine 
neue Perspektive， wenn er schreibt 
Auf die Frage， ob es unter den Seelen einen Unterschied 
bezuglich des Herrschaftvermogens gleich wie bei den 
Menschen gibt soll man an仰'orten:Eine Seele (Univer-
sumsseele) ist nicht vom Ganzen getrennt， sie kann in 
jeder Welt sein. Aber die einzelne Seele ist in dem bereits 
seienden Korper unter den herrschenden Seelen (Univer-
sumsseelen) seiner Schwesterseele mit dem gleichen Los 
zugeteilt. Gleich wie einem Wohnort， wo die Schwes-
terseele sich jeweil戸rdie einzelne Seele vorbereitet 
F erner sieht die Universumsseele den lntellektαls 
Ganzen an. aber die einzelne Seele nur ihren lntellekt. ln 
diesem Punkte besteht der Unterschied zwischen der 
Universumsseele und der einzelnen Seele. Schliesslich ist 
der lntellekt vieles und zwar ein， eins und zwar vieles 
wegen seines unendlichen Chαrαkters. Namlich sie ist 
vieles unter dem sich viel verbreitenden Einem， im 
vollkommenden Klαng miteinander und wirkt mit dem 
Ganzen gegen d，αs， auch einen Teil. Der Teil wiederum 
nimmt die Wirkungαls Teil an， das Ganze folgt dαrauj 
(Enn拍 des，IV， 36;胡 sdem jap.) 
Shinichi Hoshino， der Verfasser von "Goethe und 
der Mahayana Buddhismus" schrieb， dass das Gedicht 
"Eins und Alles" ihm wie die Ruhe im Nirvana erscheint 
und fahrt fort: 
Es gibt uberhαupt nichts， was beziehungslos mit 
anderem， isoliert， fest und ewig dauernd似 Alles
wechselt miteinander， stelt Zusammenhange her， endlos 
wechselnd. (...) 1m Welt-Sein ist kein lch， wie es in 
Goethes Gedicht "Grenzenlosen“besungen ist. Wenn 
man ins Uber-Sich-Selbst-Sein und in die Welt der 
Leerheit (oder das Vergangliche) eingehullt ist， sinnt 
man daruber nαch und wird da die echte Gestalt 
wiederentdecken.17 
Der indische buddhistische Philosoph Kazuyoshi Kino 
ubersetzte die letzten Worte Buddhas im "Maha-
parinib bana-suttanta凶，
Vのほ-dαmmasankharえappamahdenasぉnpadetM
in die Gegenwartssprache mit 
Die Sinne (s.加 kharaラdieWillensgestaltungen) sind leicht 
verganglich， seid darin， ohne zu ubersehen 
Alle bisherigen Versuche ubersetzen die besagte 
Stelle ahnlich mit alle Gestaltungen sind verganglich， 
versaumt nicht， bemuht euch e{斤igum die Ubung 
Nakamural8 ubersetzt den fraglichen Passus， mit einer 
kleinen Veranderung am Schluss， alle Erscheinungen 
sind verganglich， versaumt nicht， vollendet die Ubung 
Ilse-Lore G如lsserl9 ubersetzt， Der Vemichtung 
unterwoゆnsind alle Gestaltungen， unel・mudlichsolt 
ihr kampfen. Allerdings kann man d同 1九Tohl als 
Ubesetzungsfehler werten 
Gegen al diese Ubersetzungsversuche raurnte Kino 
kritisch ein 
Was fur ein erbarmliches Bem帥u昭sprinzip，K，ωte-
iungsprinzip ist das! Bis heute hαbe der Strom von 
Uberzeugungs-und Bemuhungsprinzip den Buddhismus 
bestimmt. Buddhαsagte so etwas nicht!λdαn s01l 
sankhara (die Sinne) schatzen，αls sankhara an sich，leben 
uberhαupt nicht das v卵白お刀 (dasErkennen) beharren! 
Hier mussen wir das Banner des Buddhismusαザ
pflanzen，.20 
Dieser Ansicht konnen wir uns nur anschliesen 
Die Denkweise stimmt auch mit dem 、，stromenden
Gedanken" im刊Faust"uberein， worin Goethe die An-
fangs，入Torteder Genesis zu ubersetzen versuchte mit， 
Am Anfang war der Sinn. 
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(WA I.Abt.， 2. Bd.， S.216) 
Diese Zeilen erinnern daruberhinaus an Leibnitz' 
Monadenlehre， tur die sich ubrigens auch Goethe 
interessierte， wenn davon gesprochen wird， dass jedes 
T eilchen der Materie den Pflanzen in einem uppig 
bewachsenen Garten ahnelt oder einem T eich mit 
Fischen. Der Zweig der Pflanze gleicht dann dem Glied 
eines Tieres und in jedem dort stromenden Tropfen last 
sich der Garten mit dem T eich wiederfinden. Da die 
‘Monade" im Leibnizschen Sinne der Widerschein des 
Universums ist， ist sie somit gleichzeitig ein Teil 
desselben. Wenn also die gegenwartige Physik behauptet， 
das Ganze und sein Teil seien eine untrennbare 
Gesamtheit (da die Tota!itat des Universums ale Orte 
und Zeiten umfasst)， dann konnte man vielleicht das 
Modell eines Hologramms zur Hilfe nehmen， um den 
Begriff der Leibnizschen Monade damit zu erklaren15 
Als eines der widerspruchvollsten Gedichte Goethes 
in diesem Zusammenhang ist wohl "Parabase凶 hervorzu-
heben. Es ist 1820 als Motto dem __Erster En1wurf einer 
allgemeinen Anatomie ausgehend von der Osteo-
logie" beschrieb. 
Die rel恕ioseFormulienmg dieser ldee der ldentげatder 
Gegensatze oder Gleichheit der Kontraste .finden wir in 
denλ1ahのほna-sutras，vorαllem im Prajβapar，ぉnita-
hrdaya-sutra， dem ，Sutrα der Vollkommenheit der 
Weisheit des Herzens'， das den beruhmten Satz enthalt: 
se chi shih kラung，k'ung chi shih se oder ，die Farbe ist 
identisch mit dem Leeren， d，αs Leere ist identisch mit der 
Farbe‘(wobei das Wort ，Farbe‘den Sinn von ，Korper-
lichkeit‘oder ，Mαterie‘hat). 
Das Sanskritoriginα1 sagt: ，nlpa ist identisch mit， 
stlnyata ist identisch mit rtlpa '.Das bedeutet die Identitat 
des ，Phanomenalen und des Ontologischen' oder des 
，Relativen und des Absoluten'， aber negativ戸rmuliert，
das das ，Absolute' hierαls das schlechhin ，Leere' ver-
standen wird. 
Ein positive Formulierung der ldentitat der Gegensatze 
geben das Saddharma-pu{ldarL却叫traund das M油ふ
parinirbana-sutra， αuf denen die T'ien-t 'ai-Schule beruht. 
Hier・.findenwir die ldenti.fzierung von su-ti und chen-ti 
oder der ，konventionellen Wahrheit‘und der ，αbsoluten 
Wahrheit' - von fan-nao und ザu-ti oder der 
，Leidenschafl' und der ，Erleuchtung'， -von sheng-szu 
und nieh-pラanoder von ，Leben und Tod‘und ，Nirvana'， 
von ，Zeitlichkeit‘und ，Ewigkeit '.Und als ，Leitmotiv'， 
welches das ganze Sps durchzieht， haben wir d，αs Prinzip 
des k冶i-chラuanhsien-shih: ，offoe das Zeitliche， und es 
erscheint das Wirkliche'， namlich dieαbsolute Wahrheit， 
was uns wieder an Goethe erinnert. 
4 
Unter diesem Blickwinkel betrachtet wird auch der 
Sinn des Gedichtes "Eins und Alles"， welches Goethe in 
einem Brief als Geheimnis und als den Menschen-
verstand nicht einwollen bezeichnete. Zusatzlich erinnert 
es an Enneades V， 8/3 
EINS UND ALLES 
1m Grenzenlosen sich zu .finden， 
Wird gem der Einzelne verschwinden， 
Da lost sichαler Uberdrus; 
Statt heisem Wunschen， wildem Wollen， 
Stαt last‘'gem Fordern， strengem Sollen， 
Sich aψugeben ist Genu.ρ 
Weltseele， komm， uns zu durchdringen! 
Dann mitdem砂'eltgeistselbst zu ringen 
Wird ur附 reKr祈eHochberuf
Teilnehmend戸ihrengute Geister， 
Gelinde leitend. hochsterλ1eister. 
Zude夙 derαlesscha.ft und schuf 
Und umzuschaffen dαs Geschαif.ene， 
DαmIf sich 's nicht zum Stαrren waffne， 
Wirkt ewiges lebendiges Tun. 
Undwα's nicht wα'r， nun will es werden， 
Zu reinen Sonnen， fiαrbigen Erden， 
ln keinem Fαle dαrf es ruhn. 
Es sol1 sich regen， schaJJend handeln， 
Erst sich gestalten， dann verwandeln; 
Nur scheinbar steht' Js Momente sti弘
Das Ewige regt sich fort in al1en: 
Denn aUes mus in Nichts ze抑l1en，
Wenn es im Sein beharren wilL 
(WA 1.Abt.， 3. Bd.， S.81f; Hervorhebungen von uns) 
Die hervorgehobenen Verse erinnern an das folgende 
Gedicht， 
DA UER 1M WECHSEL 
Willst du nach den Fruchten greij告n，
Eilig nimm dein Teil davon! 
Diese fangen an zu re砕n，
Und die andem keimen schon; 
Gleich mit jedem Regengusse 
Andert sich dein holdes Tal， 
Ach， und in demselben Flusse 
Sch予vimmstdu nicht zum zweitenmαl 
(WA 1.Abt.， 3. Bd.， S.79) 
sowie an das folgende 
HEUT UND EWIG 
130 -
Die Lyrik des alteren Goethe und der "Gandavyuha-Gedanke“ 
Ziehen wir abermals die Ausfuhrungen Nakamuras 
zu Rate， s叩ob巳haupt匂etauch Plotin (und g副leichzeitigim n1 
Wiほdeぽrs旬叫ch狗悶cαindes Gand由avyu吐I止ha-Ge吋dan水ken叫1)ヲ die Welt der 
Sinne hat Gutes， solange es in der zu fohlenden Welt 
maglich ist;βihlte stark Gutes der zu juhlenden Dinge.21 
Oder nach Goethes "Maximen und Reflektionen" 
Der Sinn trugt nicht， dαs Urteil t巾;gtf
(WA 1.Abt.， 42. Bd.， S.259) 
Denn das Urteil， wie Hegel sagte， ist die ursprungliche 
Teilung des ur，伊runglichEinen22 
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Samskara in Goethes Faust 
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S 3Ipskara is on巴ofth巴 mostimportant terms in Indian Buddhism with a variety meanings. In Goethes 
"Faust“on巴canfind組 adoptionof the first words in the Gosp巴1of St. J ohn Starting with ，In th巴b巴ginning
wωth巴word“.(a批:rM. Luther) Faust， how巴v巴r，gives a slightly di庄町巴ntimag巴ofwhat he thinks might be a 
仕組slationof the old Hebr巴wword dabar and says， "In the beginning was the act“and lat巴r，"In th巴b巴ginning
wぉ th巴mind“.This has been quit巴oftendiscuss巴dbut most likely not from th巴viewpointof s3Ipskara. In 
other words， this th凶istri巴sto understand th巴beginningof Faust as well as redemption in th巴verylast act 
from the vi巴wpointof s描pskarato put a new light on the∞ntradiction of this r巴d巴mption，not from Christian 
eschatology， but Indian philosophy 
Keywords: Faust， Go巴the，S剖pskara，Sinn 
1 
Martin Luther ubersetzte die ersten Worte des Johan-
nes-Evangelium mit 
1mAnfangwαrdα's Wort 
Goethe ubersetzte die gleiche Passage durch F austens 
Mund mit 1m Anfang war die Tat. Dassぽ indieser 
beruhmten Passage zuvor jedoch versuchte die Eingangs-
worte zu Johannes mit 1m Anfang war die Kraft und dann 
1m Anfang war der Sinn (1224帽 1238)zu ubertragen ver-
suchte， dはutiertman dagegen selten. Kraft und Sinn 
bedeutet mit buddhistisch-sanskritischem Vokabular ge-
sprochen sぉpskara，wortlich ubersetzt mit Willensge-
staltung (od. Willensgestαltungskraft) 
Der indisch-buddhistische Gelehrte Kazuyoshi Kino 
ubersetzte die letzten Worte Buddhas im Maha-pariniba-
na-suttanta， 
Vaya-damma sankh紅色，appam油dena sαmpadetha， 
in die Gegenwartssprache mit: 
• Common Subjects Division 
Die Sinne (skr. sarpskara， pl.) sind leicht verganglich， 
seid darin ohne zu ubersehen 
Ubertragt man diese Worte ei回 elnフsobedeutet vaya 
so viel wie verganglich oder die Beziehungen wechselnd 
und damma liese sich mit Eigenschaften ubersetzen 
SaiJkhara， eine vulgare Form von Sarpskaraラisteigent-
lich kein philosophischer Terminus im strengen Sinne 
Sie bedeuten die Dinge， Grundstoffe und， die Willens・
getaltungen von J訟が Gruppen(d.i der buddhistisch 
Terminus、skr.panca skandha4. Also Materie， Empfin-
dung， Vorste11ung， Wi11ensgestaltung und Erkennen) 
Kino trennt das Korperliche (Materie， Empfindungラ
Vorste11ung) aus dem Geistigen (Wi11ensgestaltungラ Er-
kennen) heraus. Diese Klassifizierung von fiinf Gruppen 
ist doch sehr fragwurdig， weil戸FザGruppendie Einheit 
des Objekts und Subjekts oder des Korperlichen und 
Geistigen， d.h. das ursprunglich Einen sind.. Dies 
betont， wie der Sinn sein so1. Seine Wamung lasst 
sich vor allem in der Gegenwart horen， wo wir auf-
merksam auf das， was das Erkenn印刷nsol1. Kino 
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chinesische Ubertragung als Tat (gyo) ist damitganz und 
gar zunichte vermutet der Autor， da sie ales gehen， 
leben， entstehen und existieren last und auch der 
Mensch nur ein Teil darunter ist. Dies ahnelt sehr dem 
Ubersetzungs幽versuchFaustens， 1m Anfang war die Kraft， 
der Sinn oder schliesslich die Tat. 
Die letzten Worte der oben zitie巾 nPhrase kann man， 
wie Kino， mit den Sinn festhalten ubersetzen“ Apama-
dena bedeutet so viel wie vorsichtig und sampade凶a，
darin sein. Daher kann man folgendes fur apamahdena 
S但npade白血 vorschlagen， Konzentriert Euch! oder Lasst 
nicht aus den Augen.1 
Bisher ubersetzte man die Worte die gleiche Passage 
folgendermasen: 
Alle Willensgestaltungen sind verganglich， vers伽 mt
nicht und strebt nach den Ubungen. 
AuchH勾imeNakamura verstand diesen Abschnitt so 
und schrieb mit einer kleinen Veranderung am Schluss 
des Zitats 
Alle Ereignisse sind verganglich， versゐImtnicht， vollen-
det eure Übungen2• 
ebenso 1印刷LoreGunsser， obgleich im Tonfall etwas 
martialisch und mo glicherweise auf einen Ubersetzungs-
fehler zuruckgehend， 
Der 防'michtungunterworfen sind alle Gesta加ngen，
unermudlich solt ihr kampfen3 
Kino protestiert daher zu Recht 
Was for ein erbarmliches Bemuhungsprinzip， Kastei-
ungsprinzip ist das! Bis heute habe der Strom von 
Uberzeugungs-und Bemuhungsprinzip den Buddhismus 
bestimmt. Buddha sagte so e抑制 nicht!Man soll 
saaskara schatzen， sarp.sksra卸 sich leben， uberhaupt 
nicht bei dem Erkenntnis (skr.v抑釦am)beharren! Hier 
mussen wir das Banner des Buddhismus auJpjlanzen.1 
Diese Denkweise findet sich nun auch im gesamtem 
Faust wieder， wenn dort von dem stromenden Gedanken 
gesprochen wird und wo Goethe， genauer gesagt F aust， 
die Worte des Johannes-Evangeliums， rnit 1m Anfang 
war der Sinn zu ubersetzen versucht. Aber es ist die 
m四 schlicheNatur， etwas zu erkennen und doch der 
Mensch kann nicht die absolute Wahrheit erkennen.Auch 
Wagner wird durch den Mund F austens von Goethe 
getadelt. 
Wagner:・Alleindie Welt! Des Menschen Herz und Geist! 
Mocht 'jeglicher doch was davon erkennen. 
Faust:・Ja，was man davon erkennen heisst. 1588 
F aust allein 
Wie nur dem Kopf nicht alle Hoffnung schwindet， 
De.川mmeゆrtan schalem Zeuge klebt ， 
Mit gier 'ger H and nach Schatzen grubt， 
Undfroh ist， wenn er Regenwutmer findet! 605 
Das Erkennen oder die Erkenntnis， vij踊nam(Er-
kennen jap. funbetsu) im genannten Sinne， verabscheut 
Kino. In unseren Dasein jedoch vemachlassigen den 
Sinn und leben das Leben in der Aufhaufung der 
Erkenntnissen， die wir doch nur teiIweise haben 
konnen. Goehe ironisiert dieses Tun der Menschen 
durch den Mund Mephistos 
Ich sehe nuκwie sich die Menschen plagen 
Der kleine Gott der Welt bleibt stets von gleichem 
schlag， 
Ein wenig besser wurd' er leben， 
Hattest du ihm nicht den Schein des Himmelslichts 
gegeben; 
Er nennt's Vemunft und braucht's allein， 
Nur tierischer als jedes Tier zu sein. 286 
Dies ist die Ursache dessen， die die Zivilisations-
krankheiten zur Folge haben， an denen die Welt in der 
Gegenwart leidet. Dazu gehort nicht zuletzt der okolo-
gische Aspelt， der mit dem gesagten in unmittelbarem 
Zusarnmenh組 gstehet. Die gegenwartigen Generationen 
haben die Sonnenenergie， die seit ti加 fMilliarden Jahren 
auf die Erde eingestrahlt wurde， seit mehr als fl山1f-
hundert Jahre konsumiert. Die Folgen des unpropor-
tionalen Energiekonsumus sind heutzutage fur jedeman 
klar erkennbar: Die Erwarmung des Grobus mit allen 
negativen Folgen， das Entstehen des Ozonloches， das zu 
den gleichen Problemen fuhrt， und noch verstarkt. Die 
Erd・undUmweltverschmutzung， die zahllosen Atom-
krafu問:rkeund zwar Nuklearwaffen usw. werden zu 
einer Vernichtung der rezenten und zukunftigen Gene-
ration fuhren. Betrachten wir die Geschichte modemen 
Kataklysmen wie die Sklaverei， die unzalige Kriege， vor 
allem den ersten und zweiten Weltkrieg， mussen wir mit 
Erschutterung feststellen， dass diese Lebensgrundlage 
zur Zeit die schlimmsten Verbrechen ubertreffen. 
Der Anfang von "F aust 1“ist die Tragodie des 
echten emsten Wissenschftlers， der zum voUstand.ige 
Erkenntnisse nicht gelangt und verzweifelt. Auch Goethe 
zweifelte seit Beginn der Zeit der industriellen Revo-
lution an deren Nutzlichkeit und Ulititalismus und 
dagegen sympatisierte mit dem Sinn der hellenischen 
Kultur. In Goethes "Maximen und Reflexionen liest 
man 
DerSinn tr均tnicht， das Urteil trugt!5 
Und im "Faust“ 
Grau， teurer Freund， istalle Theorie， 
Undgrか1des Lebens goldner Baum. 2039 
???
??
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Denn das 仇teil，wie Hege1 sagte， ist die ursprung-
liche Teilung des ursprunglich Einen6 In der Ehrfurcht 
vor dem ursprUllg1ich Einen besteht der Ursprung 
unserer eigene Religion， a1so hat jeder Mensch am Ende 
doch seine eigene religose Vorste11ung als Grund von 
sarps-kara， sowoh1 Goethe wie auch die neuzeitlichen 
Naturwissenschaftler; A1bert Einstein， Max P1ank， 
Hideki Yukawa usw. 
2 
Das oben erwahnte Bemuhung伊rinzipoder Kastei-
ungsprinzip hangt sich an die Erk1arungen im 
"Faust“gleichsam an. Die jap岨 ischenAusgaben des 
"Faust“ube釘rs総et位Z巳ndie W orte des HerπTn 1m 
Himmel'‘“ヘι: 3 
Es irt der Mensch， so lang er strebt. 317 
zume1st m1t， 
W国 vollendetder Mensch， so 1αng er sich unermudlich 
bemuht. (Ruckubersetzung von uns) 
Eigentlich so1te man so ubertragen 
Derλlensch macht die Fehler， solange er handelt. 
品langer strebt bedeutet zum einen auch nicht 
streben im modernen Sinn des Wortes. sondern 
eigentlich nichts nachdem er streben sol1， wei1 das Wort 
in dieser Form nach nichts strebt， denn der implizierte 
1nfinitiv mit "zu" b1eibt aus. Dazu passt fo1gende 
Passage aus dem Faust: 
Wer immer strebend sich bemuht， 
Den初nnenwir erl，οsen. 11937 
Das Bi1d von Faust a1s dem eines Strebenden ist hier 
schon abgesch1ossen， auch wenn an dieser Stelle im 
dramatischen Zusammenhang noch unk1ar b1eibt， nach 
was Faust strebt. Tsutomu Hasegawa fugt in seinen 
Untersuchungen zu Faust unter dem Aspekt der Ver-
gleichenden Literaturwissenschaft e出1附 ndhinzu， dass 
das hebraische Wort d，αbar im Johannes-Evangelium 
eigentlich zwei Bedeutungen besitze， namlich Wort und 
Tat; also Goethes Ubersetzung 1m Anfang war die Tat 
nicht vo11ends zu verwerfen ist. Er erk1art weiter 
Wenn wir denken， dass die Unglucklichkeit in der 
Gegenwart， indem die Tat nicht d，ω bestatigte W ort und 
in den Uberschwemmungen der T，αten ohne Idee und 
Ordnung besteht， dann ist die Analyse von Logos und 
dabar eine Verpflichtungjur Literaturwissenschaftler.7 
Aus seiner Ana1yse von Wort und Tat im Faust zog 
er fo1genden Sch1uss 
"Die Tat“in seiner Rede im 4. Akt des Zweiten Teils 
"Die Tat ist alles“(10188) ist wesentlich ganz etwas 
anderes als seine "Tat“im Ersten Teil. Die kraJtige 
Stimme， mit der Faust den ihm Untergeordneten den 
Befehl zur Arbeit jur die Schopfung des Staates erteilt， 
obgleich er von der Sorge el升iltist， das Gesicht zu 
verlieren， charakterisiert seinen neuen Begriff der" Tat"・
"Ergreift dα's Werkzeug， Sch制作1ruhrt und Spαten 
Dαs Abgesteckte mus sogleich geraten. 
Auf strenges Ordnen， rαschen Fleis 
Eifolgtderα-lersclゆ凶ePreis; 
Das sichdα's groste Werk vollende， 
Genugt ein Geistjur t倒 sendHande" 11510 
Was fur einけ 'ohliche，herrliche und ho.fnungsreiche 
Tat凶 dasdoch! Das ist eine T，αt， die von vortr，伊 icher
Ordnung und schoner Kooper，αtion der Menschen ge-
刈 tztwird. Die aujbauende， kraftige Tat jur das Volk， 
die Eigenwillen und Verwirrung von sich wiポ istim 
Begrif.， sich zu verwirklichen. Faust， der am Ende auf 
diese We山 diewahre Ruhe findet， hat nichts mehr zu 
bedauern. 
Zum Augenblicke duポ'ichsagen: 
Verweile doch， du bist so schon! 
Es kann die Spur von meinen Erdetagen 
Nicht in Aonen untergehn. -
1m Vorgejuhl von solchem hohen Gluck 
Genies' ich jetzt den hochsten Augenblick. 115867 
So初nnteman sagen， das d，ω， was dieser unge-
wohnliche Wahrheitssucher aller Gφhr (dem Vertrag 
mit dem Damon) zum刀叫'zmit ganzem Einsatz gesucht 
hat， die harmonische Ver einigung von dabar und 10gos， 
die Verschmelzung von Tat und Wort ist8 
Dieses zugegebenermasen etwas zu 1ange Zitat ist 
eines dieser Muster von dem oben von Kino油 gesp-
rochenen Bemuhungs- oder Kasteiungsprinzip. Von 
unserer Perspektive aus betrachtet， konnen wir uns nur 
daruber wundern， dass solches Bemuhen im Eink1ang 
mit der etablierten G叩 nanistiksteht. 
3 
In einem trockenge1egten Kustengebiet stand der 
nunmehr hundertj ahrige F aust und ste1te fest 
Hier Kindheit， Mann und Greis sein tuchtig J匂hr.
Solch ein Gewimmel mocht' ich sehn， 
Au斤'eiemGrund mit freiem Volke stehn. 
Zum Augenblick durjt‘ich sagen; 
Verweile doch， du bist schon! 11582 
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folgende， zusammengefasste Episode: Der Mord an 
Baucis und Philemon， das Niederbrenn des Hauschens， 
des Lindenbaums und des Kapellchens und schliesslich 
die Trockenlegung der ganzen Gegend， tont in F austs 
Ohren wie die angeordnete Kultivierung des Landes 
Aber in Wahrheit sind es die Vorbereitungen Mephistos， 
also das Schaufeln des Grabes fur F aust. Obgleich dieser 
die Nachricht Mephistos des Todes der beiden Alten 
kritisch kommentiert (1l370t)， zeigt Faust doch nur Sorge， 
aber keine Reue uber die Geschehnisse. 
Das ist die Handlung des funften Aktes des Zweiten 
T eils von "F aust'ヘ denman moglicherweise leichter 
verstehen kann， wenn man ihn offenherzig liest. 
Sowohl der altere Goethe als auch der altere F aust 
hatten keinerlei Beziehung却 mLiberalismus oder却 r
Demokratie. Goethe war Mitglied des an der Franzosi-
schen Revolution keinerlei Anteil nehmenden deutschen 
Adels. Es versteht sich von daher fast von selbst， dass 
Goethe im "F aust“dies nicht weiter thematisierte. Was 
die bosen Tatigkeiten betrifft， so muss man feststellen， 
dass Faust in seinen hundert Lebensjahren nicht nur die 
oben erwahnten Missetaten beging， sondem er beteiligte 
sich auch姐 vierMorden in seinen engeren， person-
lichen Beziehungen. Gretchens Mutter， Gretchens Bru幽
der， ihr Kind und schliesslich Gretchen selbst sind Opfer 
Faustens im Ersten Teil. 1m Zweiten Teil schliesslich 
dient Faust dem kleinen Herzogtum. Dazu kommt die 
Episode von Baucis und Philemon. Wenn Faust auch 
tatsachlich nicht von selbst get組 hat，ist seine Sunde 
unvermeidlich 
Faustens Tun kann m姐 auchunter einem autobio-
grafischen Blickwinkel betrachten. Zwar nicht in solch 
extremer Weise， sondem stark abgeschwacht kann man 
Zuge eines solchen Handelns auch in Goethes Leben 
erkennen. Goethe gab das Studium auf， besuchte jeden 
Abend "Auerbachs Keller" in Leibzig und Strasburg， 
verbrachte die meiste Zeit im Theater， lemte unzahlige 
Frauen kennen und liebte diese， vor allem aber eines 
Pfarrers Tocher， Friederike Brion (1762・1813).Trotzdem 
ihre Eltem eine Heirat stark WUllschten， verlies Goethe 
sie grundlos und kehrte in seine Heimatstadt Frankfurt 
am Main zuruck. Friederike Brion selbst aber， blieb Zeit 
ihres Lebens im Kloster. Kurz darauf wird er ein 
gefeierter Schriftsteller durch seine Veroffentlichung des 
"Werthers“unddぽ Geheimratdes Weimarer Herzog-
tums. Er veroffentlicht zahllose literarische Werke， 
schreibt auch viele Abhandlungen zur Naturwissenschaft 
und erwirbt， ebenso wie der Gelehrte zu Beginn des 
"Faust 1“einen Adelstitel. Sein manisch・depressiver
Charakter spiegelt sich in der doppelten Gestalt F austens. 
Wenn Mephisto， den man in diesem Fall eigentlich als 
die dunkle Gestalt in F aust selbst bezeichnen kann， uber 
sich selbst sagt， 
Ich bin der Geist. der stets verneint. 1239 
so hort man daraus auch Faustens Stimme. 
Was den Schluss der Tragodie betrifft so ist festzu・
halten， dass man laut christlicher Eschatologie in der 
Lage sein muss， seine S加 deals eine solche zu erkennen， 
fals man aus dieser auch erlost zu werden WUllscht. Dies 
setzt gleichzeitig die Bereitschaft voraus， diese auch zu 
bereuen. Doch genau daran mangelt es bei F aust. Sowohl 
in der "Gretchen Tragodie" als auch im Mord皿 Baucis
und Philemon findet sich kein Gefuhl der Reue auf Seト
ten F austens. Er h瓜 n町 Sorgeund zwar Sorge， sein 
Gesicht zu verlieren. Der merkwurdige Widerspruch， der 
sich darnit zum Ende hin generiert ist der， dass Faust 
dennoch erlost wird! 
Engel (schwebend in der hoheren A加 osphare，Faustens 
Unsterbliche tragend) 
Der Geisterwelt vom Bosen: 
. Wer immer strebend ・sichbemuht. 
Den初nnenwir erlosen“. 
【ふldhat an ihm die Liebe gar 
Von oben teilgenommen， 
Begegnet ihm die selige Schar 
Mit herzlichem Willkοmmen. 11943 
Einem Jahr vor seinem Tode schrieb Goethe den 
Schluss des "F aust Iヘdener uber 60 Jahre lang 
liegengelassen hate. 1n seinen Gesprachen mit Ecker-
mann findet sich eine Passage， in der die beruhmte 
"Selbstanmerkung.“zur Erlosung F austens macht. Die 
Stelle findet sich im Gesprach vom 6. Juni 1831. 
.In diesen Versen“， sagte er， .ist der Schlussel zu 
Fausts Rettung enthalten. In Faust selber eine immer 
hohere und reinere Tatigkeit bis ans Ende， und von oben 
die ihm zu Hulfe kοmmende ewige Liebe. Es steht dieses 
mit unserer religiosen Vorstellung durchaus in Harmonie， 
nach welcher wir nicht blos durch e伊 neKra.ft selig 
werde. sondern durch die hinzukommende gottliche 
Gnade. 
Ubr怒enswerden Sie zugeben. das der Schlus， wo es 
mit der geretteten Seele nach oben geht， sehr schwer zu 
machen war， und das ich， bei so ubersinnlichen. kaum zu 
ahnenden Dingen， mich sehr leicht im Vagen hatte ver-
lieren konnen. wenn ich nicht meinen poetischen Inten-
tionen， durch die scharf umrissenen christlich-kirch・
/ichen F，恕urenund Vorstellungen， eine wohltatig beω 
schrankende Form und Festigkeit gegeben hatte“ 
Den noch fehlenden vierten Akt vollendete Goethe 
darauf in den nachsten Wochen， so das im August der 
ganze zweite Teil geheftet und vollkommen fertig dalag. 
Dieses Ziel wonach er so lange gestrebt， endlich erreicht 
zu haben， machte Goethe uberaus glucklich. ..Mein fer-
neres Leben "， sagte 伐 ..kannich nunmehr als ein reines 
Geschenk ansehen， und es ist jetzt im Grunde ganz einer-
lei. ob und was noch etwa tue.“ 
Da Goethe in diesem Gesprach auch den Charakter 
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Faustens und sein eigenes Alter bemerkt， zitieren wir 
noch hierzu， 
"Wir redeten sodann uber F aust， den das Erbteil 
seines Charαkters， die Unzujトiedenheit，αuchim Alter 
nicht verlassen hat， und den， beiαallen Schat似zer叩nd砕'erWelt， 
und in e仰i的ne仰mselb加stgesch向afJ酔告
Linden， eine Hutte und ein Glockchen genieren， die nicht 
sein sind. Er ist darin (..)“Der Faust， wie er imfonjten 
Akt erscheint“， sαrgte Goethe j告'rner，"soll nach meiner 
lntention gerade hundert Jahr alt sein， und ich bin nicht 
gew拭 obes nicht etwa gut ware， dieses irgendwo aus-
drucklich zu bemerken. 9 
Was Goethes Anmerkung却 derErlosung Faustens 
und unter dem Aspekt der religiosen Vorstellung nach 
klarmacht， ist， dass der hunde町ahtigeF aust nicht etwa 
durch die strebende Bemuhung lit， sondem unter dem 
Erbteil seines Charakters， unter der Unzufriedenheit， die 
er ja gleich zu Beginn der Tragodie im Studierzimmer 
formuliert hate. 
4 
Was die Frage nach der eigenen Kraft und der Schuld 
sowie das Moment der Erlosung betrift， sobemerkt Sho 
Shibata dazu folgendes: 
Faust wird nicht durch eigene Kr・ajt，sondern 
durchaus durch absolute andere Kraft erlost. Faustens 
Erlosung ist gar keine Erlosung aus Schuld. Die Rettung 
aus Schuld setzt das Anerkennen der Schuld， d.h. die 
ernstliche Reue vor.αus. (.. .) Aber Goethe bejahte 
insgesamt Faustens Tatigkeiten. Er hat ihn aus der 
Dunkelheit， die aus dem Nicht-Anerkennen der Schuld 
als Schuld entsteht， durch ewige L凶 eskrajt，d.h. durch 
Gnade ohne Verdienst und ohne Anerkennen der Schuld 
direkt bφeit.10 
In Japan gibt es eine Denkweise， die nicht den T ater 
als Person hasst， sondem seine Schuld. Die alteren 
Japaner erinnern sich dazu an die Worte des Buddhisten 
Shinran， 
Wenn schon die Guten hingeboren werden初nnen(a)， 
dann erst recht die Bosen! Trotzdem sagt man aber 
immer: Wenn schon die Bosen hingeboren werden 
konnen， dann erst recht die Guten. Diese AujJassung ist 
anscheinend auf den ersten Blick begrundet. Sie wider-
spricht indessen der Bedeutung， welche der Anderen 
Krajt des Gelobnisses (b) zukommt. 
Denn wer durch seine e伊 leKrajt (υdas Gute 
leisten will， dem戸hltder Glaube， sich einzig und allein 
auf die Andere Krajt zu verlωsen.11 
Da diese Worte von Shinran ihre spezifische japani-
sche Bedeutung haben， istes vonnoten den obigen Uber-
setzungsvorschlag anmerkend zu er斜配en.Wir tun diesラ
indem wir hier die Fusnoten der Ubersetzer des 円Tan-Ni・
Sho“erganzend zitieren 
αr) Hingeburt ins Reine Land 
Hingeburt heist: mit dem Glaubenαn das Geheimnis des 
Gelobnisses von Amida-BuddhaλTembutsu sagen und 
schon jetzt auf die Hingeburt ins Reine Land bereit sein 
(im Stand des Vergewissert sein)， um nicht nach， sondern 
mit der Auflosung des leiblichen Daseins die Hingeburt 
dorthin zu vollziehen und Buddhαzu werden 
Hingeburt daザ nicht mit Reinkarnation oder 
Wiedergeburt verwechselt werden. Sie ist das ein for 
allemα1 vollzogene Eintreten in den Bereich des "geburt-
und todlosen， wahren Landes ".Uberwunden werden soll 
beim Buddhismus nicht nur der Tod und das Sterben 
sondem auch das Leben und die Geburt. Leben und Tod， 
Geburt und Sterben sind voneinander nicht zu trennen 
wie die beiden Seiten ein und desselben Papiers. Deshαlb 
ist Jo・Dodas wahre Land der Geburt-und Totlosigkeit 
Hingeburt und Buddha-Werden sind beim Jodo-Bud-
dhismus -zwar voneinander zu trennen. aber auch nicht 
ein und dasselbe. Hingeburt ist ein Prozes und戸ngtin 
diesem Leben schon in dem Moment an， in dem der 
Glaube fest geworden ist. Buddha-Werden ist das End-
ziel auf dem Weg zur Hingeburt. Anders gesα'gt: Buddha-
Werden ist endgultiger Vollzug der Hingeburt. 
b) skr.pranidhana， Gelοbnis 
Dαs Wort bedeutet so viel wie， Versprechen， sich 
wunschen， wollen， Gelobnis ablegen usw. Wie es unter 
dem Stichwort Amida erlautert ist， wird gelehrt， das 
Amid，αin femer Vergangenheit dieses Gelobnis ablegte， 
um die leidenden Lebewesen zur Errettung， zur Erwe-
ckung zu fohren. Das Guan ist der Zentralbegri.fJ des 
Jodo-Buddhismus und das 18. Guan ist das aler-
wichtigste. So heist es Hon-Guan，αlso Grund-Gelobnis 
oder Urgelobnis. Es bilden sich je nach Zusαmmen-
hangen unterschiedliche Begrif.Jを heraus: Sei-Gaun， 
versprechendes Gelobnis; Hi-Guan， mitleidendes， trω-
emdes und barmherziges Gelobnis; Chi-Guan， Weisheit-
Gelobn町 DaトGuan，Groses Gelobnis; GωFトR出，die 
Krajt des Gelobnisses; Guan-Sen， Gelobnis-Schif， wel-
ches d.ω leidende Lebewesen uber das Leidensmeer 
hini・iberfohrt; Guan-Kai， das unendlich grose Gelobnis， 
dωwie dasMeerαles in sichαが1immt，usw. 
c) Eigene Kraft -Andere Krajt， der Weg der Schweren 
Ubung -der Weg der Leichten Ubung; d，αs Tor des 
Heiligen Weges -das Tor des Reinen Landes. 
"Weg“und "Tor“bedeuten hier ein und dasselbe， 
worauf und wodurch Erwec如ng(Satori) erlangt wird. 
Es handelt sich um die ursprunglich schon vom indi-
???、 ?
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schen Gelehrten R戸ゲu仰ragaヮunaca. 150・250)eing-
ゆhrte，spater vom chinesischen Gelehrten Doshaku 
β62・645)vollzogene Klassifikation der ganzen Lehre 
des Buddhis-mus. 
Der Weg der Schweren Ubung bedeutet den Weg 
durch e伊neKraft (Ji-Ri.初 nachder strengen Medita・
tion und Ubung die Erweclamg zu erlangen， z.B. im Zen. 
Auf diesem Weg kann nur der Macht.恕e，Erlwrene， in 
dem Sinne nur der Heilige， gehen; darum das Tor des 
Heiligen Weges， 
Der Weg der Leichten Ubung bedeutet demge-
genuber den Weg， nicht das eigene Werk (Ji-Rikり，
sondern durch den Glauben an die Andere Kraft (Ta・
Riki) Amidas und zwαr durch das Sagen seines Namens 
(nembutsu) ins Reine Land (jodo) hingeboren zu werden. 
D何 halb ist das Nembutsu-Sagen nicht "eigene 
Ubung“(Ta品初，sondern die absolute Kraft schlecht-
hin. Sie nannte Mannsi Kiyoharaμ863・1903)，die 
"Absolute Tariki“.Diese Absolute Tariki heist nach 
Shinran "die naturliche争ontaneitat，“
Die beiden Wege werden oft veranschaulicht durch 
Bilder: auf dem Meer mit dem Schiff zu舟hren.
Also， so scheint uns， kann man die Erlosung Faustens 
auch vom Standpunkt des japanischen Buddhismus 
motiviert her betrachten， genauer gesagt in der Jodo-
Lehre， die Kraft des absoluten， anderen Urgelobnis. 
Diese Denkweise， dass gerade ohne Verdienst oder 
Aut1osung der Leiden durch die absolute Urgelobnis-
Kraft， nicht die Leiden aut1ost， macht den Kern in der 
indischen Philosophie und Religion， einschliesslich des 
Mahayana-Buddhismus aus. Wie oben bereits gesagt 
wurde， das 
Es irt der Mensch， so lang er strebt 
von F aust ist in Wahrheit， 
Es fehlt der Mensch， so lang er hand.ゆ.
(Hervorhebungen von uns) 
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Auch in lndien findet sich ahnliches， ausgedruckt 
durch eine Sentenz， die besagt， wenn m姐 handelt，dann 
bringe dies auch die guten Ergebnisse， doch mehr die 
schlechten 
Die Tat nennt man auf sanskrit karman， d由O∞chhat 
d必le凶seωsWort ein加l隠en即eg伊似a成.ti巾v刊eKonno叫ta瓜拍.tio叩n.Daωsh恥凶1鴎悶eil均i屯geBuch  1
des Hinduismus丸，
des Me叩nsche叩:nト-Daωsems隠，dass mit Zeit (Kara)， Todesgott 
und Schicksal gespielt wird und dass man sich einer 
bestimmten T athingibt， solange man als Mensch gebo・
ren ist und das vergangliche Leben lebt. Wenn man sich 
von allem Relativen freimacht und sich jedes Ding pari-
tatisch be仕achtenk創m，ist man in seiner Freiheit gar 
nicht zu beschranken; d.h. man geht den Erweckungs-
weg， mit anderen Worten， Gnade ohne Verdienst， wie 
das Bhagavadgita immer wieder betont. 
Dein Interesse (aber) sei nur auf das Handeln gerichtet， 
niemals sol/en dessen Fruchte dein Handeln bestimmen， 
(abぽ )neige (auch) nicht zur Untatigkeit. 12 
Eine immer hohere und reinere T品tigkeithin zum 
Bosen und die Aut1osung der Leiden durch Gnade ohne 
Verdienst usw. sind aber gerade die Themen des "Faust". 
Die letzten Worte des Buddha， lebe den Sinn (srup.s-
kara) als solchen begreifen， ist der Kern des Aspektes 
Tat， der auch im Bagvadgita immer wieder gepredigt 
wird目
Als der Held Arjuna， der machtige Krieger im Heer 
seines F eindes seine Verwandten und seine verehrten 
Lehrer erblickt， ister nicht mehr bereit zu kampfen， aber 
auch nicht bereit zu uberleben， um sie vielleicht sogar zu 
ermorden. Da sagt er zu seinem Freund Kr~na (in Wahr-
heit die Verkorperung der Gotter des Hinduismus): ，Ich 
kampfe nicht! Wenn ich meine eigene soziale Pt1icht旬e，
muss ich viele Menschen einschlieslich meienr Ver司
wandten und meiner Lehrer umbringen‘Daraufuin fragt 
er Kr~na was er tun solle， damit er diese Pt1icht erfulle 
und gleichzeitig nicht in S加 defalle 目 Kr~na erwidert 
Arjuna ermutigend und verweist ihn mIt folgenden 
Worten auf dessen Erkenntnismasigkeit. 
Du betrauerstjene， die du nicht betrauern solst. Und 
zwar redest du erkenntnismasig. Wahre Weise betrauern 
aber nicht jene， deren Lebenszeit vergangen ist und 
deren Lebenszeit noch nicht vergangen ist. (….) Denn 
allem， was geboren wurdem ist ja der Tod sicher， und 
sicher ist die Geburt dem， der tot ist. Deshalb sollst du 
nicht betraueren was unvermeidlich ist. (..) Deshalb 
steh側1.0 Kuntis Sohn， entschlossen zum Kampf 
Gluck und Land las dir gleichgultig sein， dergleichen 
Gewinn oder Verlust， Sieg oder Nたderlage.Dann sei 
gerustetjむrdenKampf
Nicht dadurch， dass er keine Handlungen mehr anー
ル19t，erreicht der Mensch die Freiheit vom Handeln， 
unddurch Entsagung allein nahert er sich der Voll加m-
menheit nicht. 
Denn niemand bleibt auch einen Augenblick nur ohne 
Handlungen zu tun， wird doch ein jeder unfreiwillig ver.・
anlasst zu handeln durch die der Sto.fnatur 街地1i)
verdankten Grundzuge. 
Wer dieses derart in Bewegung gesetzte Rad (cakra) 
in dieser Welt nicht weiterlaufen last. der lebt in Schuld. 
ergotzt sich mit den Sinnen; er lebt vergebens. p，戸ha-
Sohn 
Andererseits. wenn ein Mensch sich am Selbst ergotzt 
und durch das Selbst zu.friedengestellt wurde， und er im 
Selbst allein bφiedigt weilt， dann gibt es for ihn nichts. 
was er tun muste. 
Fur ihn besteht kein Zweck， der er durch die getane 
Tat erreichen muste， und keiner for die Unterlassungen 
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rn d，附 erWelt. Und unter allen gescha.fenen Dingen gibt 
es for nichts， was ihm abgabe 
Ein Mensch， vom 1chgゆhlverwirrt， glaubt von sich， 
ich bin der Tater， wo doch die Handlungenαllesamt 
durch die Grundzuge der Sto.fnatur (Pralqti) gesche-
hen.13 
Gleich wie diese hinduistische Predigt handelt Faust 
bei Goethe durch das gesamte Stuck hindurch. Nach der 
Erklarung der japanischen Uberse包erbesteht das heilige 
Bagavat aus der materiellen， niederen und aus der rein 
geistlichen， hohen Stoffnatur， und es ist Gottes-Yoga， das 
diese beiden zusammenbindet. Nach diesem Denkmodell 
bricht dann Mのaaus und die Erscheinungswelt wird 
sichtbar. Die Erscheinung durchλ1aja findet sich in 
F aust klar ausgedruckt. 
Der spiegelt ab das menschliche Streben. 
1hm sinne nach， und begre~βtgenαuer: 
AmfarbigenAbglanz haben wir das Lebe. 4728 
( Hervorhebung von uns) 
Und weiter， 
Alles Vergαngliche 
1st nur ein Gleichnis; 
Das Unzulagliche， 
Hier wird's Ereignis; 
Dαs Unbeschreibliche. 
Hier ist 's getan; 
Dαs Ewig-Weibliche 
Zieht uns hin側. 211 
Ubrigens sollen， laut Kats吐1ikoKamimura， in der 
indischen Religion und Philosophie ale GottinenヲPralqti
und auch M句adas weibliche Prinzip verkorpemラ ebenso
w1e 1m、Daode jing" des Laozi. Dort heisst es im 
Anmerkungen sechs-ten Kapitel 
Die Gottin im Tal stirbt nicht. 
Sie ist genannt， das mystisch Weibliche 
Dα's des Weiblichen: die Wurzel von Himmel und Erde 
Das Tor ist dauerhafi， wie wenn esfur immer bestande. 
Und unerschopflich， wie ofi esαuch gebraucht WiT 
So oder so bleibt die Rolle von samskara im mensch-
lichen Leben undeutlich. Auch F aust achzte gleichsam 
unter dieser Last. 
Das ich erkenne， was die Welt 
1m 1nnersten zusammenhalt. 
Schau alle Wirkenskrqft und Samen， 
日ldtu nicht mehr in Worten kramen. 385 
Aber je tiefer Faust nachdenkt， desto weiter entfemt 
er sichラentfemtEs sich. Goethe nannte dieses Es in den 
oben genannten Versen unbeschreiblich und Laozi sagte 
an gleicher Stelle im Kapitel 56 
Ein Wissender redet nicht，目
Ein Redender weis nicht. 
Wenn Es so ist， darf man dann handeln， waωs ma姐n 
naωch s 釘pskara丘 oder pra丘k!戸凶titun mag? 1m 
Himmel“s臼agtder Her汀rラ
Ein guter Mensch in seinem dunklen Drange 
1st sich des rechten Wegs bewust. 329 
1m Buddhismus heisst es， 
1mAゆngwar die grose Gnade. (jap. daihi) 
und bei Shiman kann man lesen， 
1m Anfang war das [々'gelobnis.(jap. hongan) 
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The Universality of the Noun / Verb Distinction 
-Application to the W ord Classification in Hawaiian-
Toru SHIONOYA 
(原稿受付日 平成12年4月28日 論文受理日 平成12年8月31日)
Abstract 
This article investigates two word c1asses， NOUN and V田 B，as universal伺tegories.While some 
lingui sts agr<切 thattwo word classes， NOUN阻 dVFRB， are to be considered as universal， the 
universality of the distinction noun/verb is questioned by some linguists. For example， in 
Polynesian linguistics， some linguists propose a multifunctional wordclass which can be used as 
both noun組 dverb. A附 rdin the multifunctional class belongs to neither NOUN nor VFRB in 
itself， but its function is determined by the context. The p田poseofthis article is to show some 
evidence against the universality of the noun/verb distinction and to give some argmnent for 
proposing the multifunctional word class. ln doing so， data from Hawaiian are examined. 
































































































(3) malie iho la ke kai 
calm Dffi DEM ART民a
‘海が穏やかだ， S:47 
(4) he mau la malie kekahi. 
PL day calm too 
‘穏やかな日もある， K:l02 
(5)万lelom五lie aku '0 Iwa 







































































































(6) Ua ‘ai lakou a lawa. 
PER eat they until enough 
‘彼らは十分食べた.P: 23 
(7) E mama ‘awa ana laua. 







(8) i loko 0 ke kula 
LOC inside of ART school 
‘学校の中で， H:42 
(9) i kela makal註ki
LOC that y伺r


















(10) ua ikaika loa kona lele‘阻a
PER strong very its fly GER 
‘その飛び方はとても力強い.K:118 
(11) a pahu maila ia U mi. me ka ikaika 
and push DIR ACC Umi with ART strong 
‘そして海を強く押した. S:145 
?
(12) a ua nani maoli ka ‘i1ihonua 
and PER beautiful really ART s町fa田
‘そして地表は本当に美しい. K:92 
(13) helu‘ekahi 0 ka nani 








(14)‘o neia mau‘δlelo au 
NC this PL spe誌ingyour 
‘あなたのこれらの話. S :59 
(15)‘Olelo hou mai‘o Umi ia Iwa 
speak again DIR NC Umi to Iwa 
‘ウミがまたイヴァに話した.S:31 
(16)ua holo aku ke a1i‘i 
PER pr'α:ed DIR ART chief 
‘首長が進んだ.P:22 
(17)ina e ho 'opa‘a i ka holo 






(18)kou h同 mau i ko maua inoa 














































(19) ua lo‘ihi ke ka‘awale ‘組a














(20)‘o kana waiwai no ka lawelawe na‘olua. 


















































































































































(26)Ua ke泳ikakou na ke Akua. 
PER child we for ART God 












(27)he kahu ‘o ia
attendanthe 
‘彼は侍従です， P:2 
(28)he wahine ke kanaka mua loa 










(29)he inu 恒 au.
PRE drink tea 1 
‘私はお茶を飲む， HP 58 
(30)He ne‘e malie aku a i loko 0 ka wai 
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Mr Noon and ‘'The Captain' s Doll" 
-Lawrence as a Comic Novelist-
Akio TERADA本
(Received 28 April 2000， Accepted 31 August 2000) 
Until the publication in 1984 of a fuller version of Mr NOOIl， it was a fixed reputatioll that D.H 
Lawrellce was a grl巴atnovelist who constalltly pursued the trutl of life during his career as a writぽ.
In fact， Lawrence described himself as a“religio成田口lest，suffering man" as early as in 1914. But 
this ullfinished novel Mr Noon is a richly comic novel ald helps to modify that reputation. We have 
to rcalize anotller aspect of Lawrence. In tllIs essay 1 would lik巴todemonstrate that Lawrenc巴also
could have become a great comic novelist， considering Mr Nooll and a novellete“Th巴Captaill's
Doll" which is ful of comic scenes. 
Keywords: Comedy， Si旬以ion，TIle Narrative Voice 
I 
Though F.R. Leavis calIed Lawrence “one of the 
great mast巴rsof comedy"，ωmost critics of Lawr巴nce
have observed that the comedy is not on出ewhole his 
forte. He has been d巴claredto be both humourless and 
1l0nomal1iac in pursuit of his peculiar certainties. 
Katherine Mansfield， for example， atthc very end of 
the World War 1， portrayed Lawrence in a letter to 
Ouline Mon巴1:
Perhaps his whole trouble is that h巴hasnot a 
rcal sense of humour. He takes himself 
dreadfuIly scriously nowadays: 1 mean he secs 
himself as a symbolic figure-a prophet-1hc voice 
in the wildemess crying‘woe，.(2) 
Thus， deriving from a number of othcr sourc巳s，the 
notion that Lawrence has no sense of humour has be巳n
1akcn for granted. But on the oth巳rhand， we also know 
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that Lawrence， inhis real life， was a genius of 
mimicry， charade and drama. His biograplucal 
records arc fulI of the evidence. For instance， 
Jessie Chambers， inher book， recollected their 
younger days. 
It was by now an established rule that 
Lawrence should come to tea on a Saturday， 
and when he ent巴redthe house he brought a 
holiday atmosphere with him. It was not 
merely 1hat we were a1 nice with him， he 
knew how to make us nicer to one another 
Ev巳nmy eldest brother thawed when 
Lawrence was there. He brought a pack of 
cards， and taugh1 us whist， and we playcd 
fast and furious， with 1he young巴rchildren 
crowding round to watch， and Lawrence 
excitedly scolding and correcting us. When 
he was in the mood h巴couldbe very funny， 
particularly when mimicking the members 
of the Christian Endeavour class repeating in 
turn寸heservant of the Lord is like a weIl-
Akio TERADA 
filcd housc...' (3) 
Christmas was a wonderful time. There 
were parties at one house or another during 
the holidays， and always thrilling charades at 
our house， with Lawrence directing tlungs， 
and father joining in the play like one of US. 
(4) 
Lawrence entertained his friends wi th 
per[ormanccs so funny that (David Gamct once 
said) thcy laughcd ‘until laughing was an 
(町agony. 
Lω.vrence started his carcer as a writer who 
cxclusively pursued the reality of human 
cxistencc. He wanted his work to change the lives 
of his rcaders聞 howelse could the novel be‘the 
one bright book of lifcア伸
What made Lawrence try to write comic writings 
thcn? Thcre are some possible answers to this 
question. The more passionately Lawrence felt 
about his mission as a rescuer of the world， the 
more he was rejected. The Rainbow (1915) was 
suppressed by court on 13 November 1915. Th巴
publication of Women in Love (1920) was the 
source of much difficulty among the people 
around Lawrence. Neither The Rainbow nor 
Women in Love had sold well. He was ful of 
cornplaints about his audience who paid scant 
attention or misread. He want巴d10 create a n巴W
reader. As early as in 1917 Lawrence had 
realized that‘It is necessary now for me to 
address a new public. You must see that. It is no 
us巴mywriting in England for the English any 
Ilore'.(ηThese facts may have made the writer 
nervous about publisher， libraries and readers. 
Lawren守etried to avoid transgressing the same 
taboos as the early fiction. Thus， 1 thi叫し
Lawrence of the period 1920-22 was very careful 
to write the kind ofbooks which were suitable for 
light casual reading and ‘unexceptional' as会lfas 
th巴censoris concerned.(8) The ‘unexc巳ptional'
novel was The Lost Girl， which started with 
lightness but ev巴ntuallyfel flat. Lawrence 
challenged again. 1n Mr Nool1 he used the same 
sctting as the former; it is in Woodhouse which 
is obviously Ilodelled on Eastwood， the author's 
birthplaceラ thatthe early scenes take place. 
Additionally Alvina Houghton， the heroine of 
The Lost Girl， rnakes a brief appearance in the 
chapter callcd ‘Choir Correspondence'. This time 
it is the malc protagonist Gilbert Noon who 
begins his pi1grimage， starting in England and 
finishing on the Continent. 1n a letter of 
November 1920 and others， Lawrence repeatedly 
called A!r Nool1 a comedy.例 Healso called "The 
Captain's Doll"‘a very funny long story'. (10) 
lndeed the most striking feature of th巴sebooks 
lies in their lightheartedness which readers of 
Lawrence rarely find in his other books， 
especially in his long nov巴Is
I 
Now 1 have reached the point where 1 shall begin 
to discuss Mr Noon and“The Captain's Doll" in 
detail. Roughly speaking， Lawrence's comedi巴5
are generated pa叫yby situation and partly by the 
narrative voice. First 1 will take up the examples 
of comic scenes produced from situation. ln 
Chapter Xl of Mr Noon， a young bankclcrk 
Walter George appears to console his fianc巴巴
Emmie in her bedroom. 
But Walter George slowly disengaged 
himself and stood up， whilst she gazed 
upward at him. His hair was beautifully 
brushed and part巳dat the side， and h巴
looked down at her. Their looks indced were 
locked. He silently laid the flowers at her 
side， and sank down on one knee besidc the 
bed目 Butthe bed was rather high， and if he 
kneeled right down he was below the 
emotional and dramatic level. So he could 
only sink down on one poised foot， lik巴a
worshipper making his deep reverence 
before the altar， ina Catholic church， and 
staying balanced low on one toe. It was 
rather a gymnastic feat. But thcn what did 
Walter George do his Sandow exercises for 
in the moming， ifnot to fit him for thcse 
perfect motionsYl) 
Fanny， like a scientific school-t巴ach巴r，
polished her bedroom floors. Th巴 maton 
which Childe Rolande [Walter George] was 
so springily poised 01 one foot slid back 
under the pressure of the sam巳foot，so lus 
face went floundering in the bed. And whell， 
holding the side of the bed， he tried to rise 
01 the same original f001， the mat again 
wasn't having any， solus head ducked down 
like an ass sh必dngflies off its ears. When at 
last he scrambled to his feet he was rcd in 
the face， ald Emmie had turned and li[tcd 
the b巴autifulflowers betwecn h巴rhands.(N 
85) 
Here 1he cavalier Walter George is parodied with 
extremity of ridicule. These funny but absurd 
scenes begin to assum巴thecharacteristics of a 
farce or a slapstic rather than a comedy. 
Lawrence， at least one time， ha11dled his 
characters in the same fashion. ln th巴novella
"The Captain's Doll"， the hero Hepbum plays the 
role of a servant， a fool-like figure. Mrs.Hepbum 
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invit巴sHann巳leto the tea-party in order to get 
more information about her husband's love 
a[fairs and to find a solution. When Hepbum 
joins thcm， the farce reaches a climax. 
"Ah， Countcss Hannclc-my wife has brought 
you along! Very nice， very nice! Let me take 
your wrap. Oh yes， certainly..." 
"Have you rung for tea， dear?" asked Mrs. 
Hcpbum. 
"Er-y巳s.I said as soon as you came in th巳y
wcre to bring i t."
"Yes-well. W on't you ring again， dear， and 
say for three." 
"Y cs-certainly. Ce此ainly."(12) 
"Alec， dcar，" said Mrs.H巴pbum."You won't 
forget to leave that message for me at Mrs. 
Rackham's. I'm so afraid it will be 
forgotten. " 
"No， dear， I won't forget. Er-would you like 
me to go round now?" 
Hannele noticed how oft巴nhe said 'er' when 
he was beginning to speak to his wife. But 
they were such good friends， the two of 
them. 
"Why， ifyou would， d巳ar，1 should feel 
p巴rfectlycomfortable. But 1 don't want you 
to hu口yone bit." 
"Oh， 1 may as well go now." 
And he went. Mrs. Hepburn detained her 
guest. (C 26) 
The above quotation reminds me of one scene in 
Sh地巴speare's1 Henry Jv. Prince Hal and Poins 
are teasing the tapster Francis at th巴Boar'sHead 
Tavem in Eastcheap. 
Fran. Anon， anon， sir. Look down into 
the Pomgarnet， Ralph. 
Prince. Come hither， Francis. 
Fran. My lord? 
Prince. How long hast thou to 
serv巴，Francis?
Fran. Forsooth，five years， and as much 
as to・
Poins. [Witlun] Francis! 
Fran. Anon， anon， sir. (I. iv. 38・44)(川
Poins. [Within] Francis! 
Fran. Anon， sir 
Princ巴.日owold art thou， Francis? 
Fran. Let me see-about Michaelmas 
next I shall be-
Poins. [Within] Francis! 
Fran. Anon今sir.Pray stay a litle， my 
lord. 
(Jbid. 51-57l'4) 
It is as if Hepbum's "Yes， certainly" echoes 
Francis' "Anon， sir". After Hepbum leaves the 
room， Mrs. Hepbum falls into her longwindcd 
chatter， with a hearcr Hannele ，再Iho，takcn aback， 
is just sitting， putting "her fingers to her ears to 
make sure they were not falling off." (C 27) 
In Mr Nool1， we cむ1find another comic sccne 
generated by situation at the very end of Part 1. 
Emmie is in bed suffering from neuralgia of the 
stomach目 WalterGeorge is at her b巴dsid巴， then 
comes the seducer Gilbert Noon inquiring after 
his spooning-mate. This awkward situation itself 
is the caus巴ofthe audience's laughter.、
Emmi巴nowgave way to resignation. Was 
she not thc base of this obtusc anglcd 
triangle， this immortal trini ty， this 
framcwork of the univcrse? It was nol for 
her to bre必(the three-cornered tension. Let 
fate have its way. If Gilbert had not given 
himself to vacancy the problem might 
seriously have concerned him: how to 
resolve an obtuse-angled triangle into a 
square of the same dimensions. But he was 
glotzing， ifwe may borrow the word. (N 
92) 
Lawrence had to rely upon the power of Deus ex 
machina to solve the seemingly eternal triangle 
relationslupS. The narrator screams， "Oh Deus ex 
machina， get up steam and come to our 
assistance，… So， Deus ex machina， come. Come， 
God in the Machine， Come!." (N 92) But his 
prayer is in vain. Without any convincing 
explanation， w巴 areonly told that "Emmie 
married Walter George， who reared prize 
cauliflowers， whilst she reared dear litl巴
Georgian children， and a1 went happy ever 
after." (N 93) Then the announcement of Part I 
is comica11y made by the employment of the 
nursery rhymc; "The cow in this vol. having 
jumpcd over the moon， inthe next the dish， dcar 
reader， sha11 run away with the spoon." (N 93) 
Wh巴nhe was in an ironical moment， Lawrence 
tend巴dtoward the nonsenical nursery rhymes， 
wluch were appropriate in such a comic text. (I~) 
1 wi11 cite another situation in "The Captain's 
Do11" wluch produces laughter among audience. 
On their return journey by bus， Hepburn and 
Hannele continue their debate on love. They have 
to cry or speak loudly because of the noisy 
swaying bus 
The car gav巴agreat swerve， and sh巴fe1on 
the driver. Then she righted herself. It gave 
another swerve， and she fell on 




angri1y. And now they rω1 straight on: and it 
seemcd a liLUe quieter. (C 81) 
In spitc of thc grav巳nessof thc conversationa1 
subject， readcr's response will not be so serious. 
11 
I will proceed to the other type of comedy， the 
one produced by the narrative voice. Among the 
scvera1 humourous scenes in λ介 NOOl1， Chapter 
VI， titled "The Sack" will be enough to eva1uatc 
thc comic tone in thc first half of the novel. The 
very first sentence of the chapter begins 1ike tlus， 
using an idiomatic exprcssion; "Meanwhi1e a 
prctty kcttlc of fish was preparing for恥1r.Noon." 
(N 51) Gilbcrt Noon is summoned to appear in a 
meeting il camera of his Educational Committee. 
Mr. Bostock has accuscd him of getting his 
daughter Emmic "into troub1e." (N 54) Gi1bert 
cal glVC no answer. 
Gilbert suddcnly felt like a baby that has 
fallen to the bottom of the sea and finds al 
thc 10bstcrs staring at him in the undcr-sca 
1ight. So they stared， 1ike inquiring 10bsters， 
and hc fclt like a baby， with his fresh face 
and pouting moutll.... 
The lobstcrs buzzed and nodded in thc 
submarine glarc. Thcy no 10nger lookcd at 
Mr Noon， but studiously away from him. 
He sat looking rather wonder蜘strickcnand 
stupid， with his pouting mouth a shade 
opcn... 
"Quite!" said one of the lobsters distinctly 
and emphatically. Gilbert's eye strayed 
wonderingly to lum. 
"We are met here in camera， even without 
a clerk. If we can clear the matter up 
satisfactorily， nothing more shall be heard 
of it. We are prepared to forget al about it. " 
"Oh certainIy， certainly，" barked a couple 
of lobsters. (N 53・4)
The 'fish' turns out to bc the 'lobsters' and the 
meeting is described as the 'bottom of the sea'. 
The narrator makes grand play with word-play， 
COlリunnga conslstent lmagcry. 
As 1 have pointed out， the distinctive feature of 
Mr NOOl1 is its lightheartedness; seriousness 
detract greatly from tlus humourous novel. This 
is位ueparticularly of Part 1. The opening chapter 
itself is rather similar to the earlicr m吋orwork， 
using an omniscicnt narrator who is not 
obtrusive. In the following chapter， however， 
Lawrence suddenly begins to apostrophize， 
addrcssing thc rcadcrs. Thc 'dcar reader' mmIDcr 
which was common in thc 19th ccntury is onc of 
the d巴viccs巴mploycdherc by Lawrcnce who did 
wish his new readcrs to participate in making 
fiction. Throughout Part 1， the narrator addrcss 
the reader directly only severaI times， and the 
'reader' is always both 'dear' and 'gentle'. It is as if 
we are watching Lawrence enjoying himself in 
high spirit， addressing "gentle reader， you who sit 
in your comfortable home with tllIs book Ol your 
knee." (N 86) Lawrence manipulates the 
characters as though he were a puppet master， 
though hc is not thoroughly in control of thc tcxt 
as， for instance， when he asks "Don't you agrce， 
dear readcr?" (N 26) to cstablish the good 
rclationship bctwccn narrator and rcadcr. Why 
Lawrcnce was ablc to ho1d lIs distance SCClllS 
vcry clear. As is widcly known， tlC story of Part 1 
is bascd on othcr peoplc's expcrience， chiclly on 
Gcorge NeviIle， a c10se fricnd of Lawrence's 
youth. It seems to me that Lawrcnce could use 
thcir episodes to such extent that he amused 
himself to the ful. But in Part 1 Gilbert Noon is 
not George Neville at al， and more importantly， 
the narrator is no longer a gcntle narrator. Noon 
becomcs Lawrcncc lImsclf， thinIy disguised， and 
so does thc narrator， obviously irritatcd. The 
body of Part Il consists of Lawrcncc's and 
Frieda's re1ationship betwccn May and Septcmbcr 
1912. Jcffrey M巴yersobserved that because 
Lawrcnce dcscribed his persona1 expcricncc 
"dircctly instcad of transmuting it into art， thc 
noveI offers many personal revclations."。町Itis 
regrettab1e that this autobiographica1 elemcnt 
changed the characters of the narrator. Now 
exists the conflict between narrator and narratee 
similar to Noon's conflict with Johanna. As the 
story goes 01， the narrative voice becomcs morc 
and morc vio1ent， often with other nouns and 
adjectives; "rampageous reader， ferocious reader， 
surly， rabid reader， hell-cat of a reader， a tartar，" 
"you sniffing mongrc1 bitch of a reader." (N 205) 
Besides a cross fire of abuses， the narrator出回to
repel us， claiming his superiority over the text 
control; "Al11 1 writing this book， or are you? (N 
137)， "If you don't want to read， turn on pag巴s."
(N 185) We fee1 as if Lawrencc's face pass frol1 
amiability to sternness. Thus the comic tone of 
the novel becomes subdued. It may be that 
b巴causeLawrence was dealing with extremcly 
intimate personal experience， the strain of 
detachment from his characters was too l11uch for 
him. Nonetheless， S0l11e funny scencs occur 
intermittently in Part 1. Gilbert， for instance， like 
Gilbert in thc 'lobster' scene in Part 1， isagain 
subjected to severe ridicu1e. The Baroness 
unexpected1y appcar to blamc hil11 for making an 
elopement with her daughtcr Johanna. She begins 
? ??
Mr Noon and勺1eCaptain's Doll"一Lawrenceas a Comic Novelist 
to harrange， with startled Gilbert. 
Poor Gilbcrt， the dawn-rose going more and 
morc b巴wildercdin h1S eyes， his mouth 
coming apart， his face growing pale， s巳emed
to shrink in his chair-and shrank and shrank， 
as if he would get down between the two 
legs of the pedestal desk， and there， like an 
abashed dog rctreated in its kenncl， bark 
uncertainly at the intruder.. 
10haJ.ma was hovering in th巳doorwayof hcr 
room as he went down the passage. A bright， 
roused look was on her face‘ Sh巴liftedher 
eyclids WiU1 a strange flar巴ofinvitalion， like 
a bird lifting its wings. And for the first timc 
the passion broke like lightning out of 
Gilb巳rt'sblood: for the first time in his life 
He went into her room with her and shutthe 
door. The sultriness and lethargy of lus soul 
had broken into a storm of desire for her， a 
storm wluch shook and swept lum at varying 
intervals a1 his life long 
Oh wonderful desire: violent， genuine 
desir巴! Oh magnific巴nce of stormy， 
elemental desire， which is at once so 
elem巴ntaland so intensely individual! Oh 
storms of acute sex passion， which shatter 
the soul， and rC-l11ake it， asSUl11mer is madc 
up out of the dcbacle of thundcr! Oh 
cataclysm of fulminous d巴sirein the soul: oh 
n巳wuprising from the cataclysm. This is a 
trick of resurrection worth two. 
The cyclonc of actual desir巴-notmcre 
titillation and functional gratification-or any 
other -tion-broke now for the first til11e upon 
Gilbert， and flung him down the wind. Not， 
dear moralist， to break him against the 
buttresses of some Christian cathedrals like a 
long-shotted shell. Heaven knows where it 
did not fling him. I'l tel you Jater on. (N 
136・7)
Our young malc finch shrank and shra凶E
behind the pedestal desk， and said never a 
word， not one single word. When the 
Baron巳ssaid幽Doyou understand?-he only 
gazcd at her in silence. (N 217・8)
After her mother leaves， 10hanna mocks 
persistcntly his submissive attItudc and goads 
him to madncss. Thus self-l11ocking portrayal of 
the hcro recurs bctween confrontation and 
reconciliation， which serv巳sto mak巳thisnovel 
110St rcadable and lighthcarted. 
Now let us look at the cOl11ic scene produced by 
the narrative voice in "The Captain's Doll". ln 
this novella， itis Mrs. Hcpbum who is handled 
with extrcmity of ridicule. As soon as she m必(es
h巳rappcarancc on the stage， this drama bcgins to 
assumc a farce. lndeed she is a heroine in a farce， 
wearing "a dress of thick knitted white silk， a 
largc ermine scarf with thc tails only at thc ends 
and a black hat over which dripped a trail of 
grccn fcathcrs of thc osprey sort." (C 15) Shc 
wcars "rathcr a lot of jcwellcry， and two bangles 
tinklcd ovcr hcr white kid glov巴sas shc put her 
fingers to touch her hair， whilst she stood 
complaccntly and looked around." (C 15) She 
always laughs "hcr tinkling laugh." (C 16) ln the 
middlc of tl1巳 story，Mrs. Hepbum fals dead out 
of hcr bcdroom window of the hotel. Chapter VIl 
bcgins as follows; "And thcn a dreadful tlung 
happencd; rcally a vcry dreadful thing." (C 39) 
Evcn thc adjective 'drcadful' only scrvcs to 
convcy a comical tone. No r，巳adcris able to fcel 
the sympathy for Mrs. H巴pbumwhich should bc 
fclt in nonnal situation. Lawr巳nceobviously 
cxpects us to acc巴pthcr death as a proper 
treatmcnt for a comcdy. Shc cxits frol11 thc stagc 
with mockcries of U1C audiencc. 
No， gcntl巴readcr，plcasc don't intcrupt， 1 am 
not going to open thc door of 10hanna's 
room， not until Mr Noon opens it him日If.
I've bcen caught that way beforc. 1 havc 
opencd the door for you， and thc moment 
you gave your first squeal in rushed the 
private detective you had kcpt in thc 
background. Thank you， genOe rcader， you 
can open your own doors. (N 137) 




And in two more minutes shc appear巴d，
bright， a litle dazzlcd， and very handsome. 
Alfr巳dstil stood waiting in the doorway of 
thc drawing-room; a small， correct figure 
with a white imperial. 
"Wher巴isMr Noo-oon?" he asked， stil 
s1l1g1l1g 
"MrNoo-oo・n!"sang 10hanna in antiphony 
And she led her cousin帽in-Iawinto thc 
dining -roo m. 
Critic， gentle reader， 1 shall not say a word 
Ther巳aresome sccnes in both works which are 
generatcd by the cOl11bination of Ule two sourc巴s
of comedy. ln Chapler XV of Mr Noon， the 
narrator describes Gilbert's and 10hanna's second 





about Mr Noon's movements. Suffice that he 
walked in a dignified manll巳rinto the dining-
room， wearing a neat bow tie， just as Julie 
was removing the soup plat巴s.(N 137-8) 
To citc an cxamplc from "The Captain's Doll"， 
the following wiU be cnough for this kind of 
comedy. Mrs. Hcpbum is not only thc person 
whom thc narrator makes a mockery of. Hepbum 
is no cxception. When Hepburn and Hannele 
climb up thc glacicr， he alone tries to conquer the 
summit. in the third stage of the ascent. He 
comically struggles ov巴rthe whole body of th巴
glacier 
Then hc tried throwing his coat down， and 
gctting a foot司holdon thaL Then he went 
quitc quickly by bending down and g巴ttinga 
litle frip with his fingers， and going 
ridiculously as 011 four legs. (italics min巴， C
74) 
Hannele is watching this ridiculous exhibition 
from below， calling him to come back， to the 
great joy of the mountaineers. Hepburn exactly 
reminds us of Chaplin， blt by no means of Ahab 
inMoby四Dick.(1η
V 
It is obviollS that Lawrence read the works of 
George恥1eredithin his early days. Jessie 
Chambers wrote that "we read Meredith， in 
poetry as w巴1as prose-Love il1 the valley had a 
special . significance for him." (1町 Lawrence's
I巴adinglist rev巳alsthat Meredith was one of his 
favorite authors and he had read The Egoist at 
least by 1927. The essay "Galsworthy"， written in 
1927， indicates knowledge of it. (19) The reason 1 
referred to Meredith here is that we find some 
similarities between The Egoist and "The 
Captaill's Doll". For instance， Sir Willollghby， thc 
hero of The Egoist， is described by Mrs 
Mountstllart t1at "You see he has a leg，" or "Have 
you noticed that he has a leg?" (20) In "The 
Captain's Doll"， Hannele becomes engaged to the 
Herr Rcgicnmgsrat， who seems to her as if "he 
had no legs， save to sit with. As if to stand on his 
feet and walk would not be natural to him." (C 
51) On th巴otherhand， Hannele tels her friend 
Mitchka about the l110del of the doll， saying "Has 
he really such b巴autifullcgs?" (C 64) The 'leg' 
appcars several times in both works. Probably 
Lawrence employed such expression in ordcr to 
show male's altraction aftcr the fashion of 
Meredith. Besides such tiny similarities， l110re 
importantJy， 1 pr巴sUl11ethat Lawrence had this in 
common with Meredith， that the comcdy occurs 
when egoism of each persoll collid巴swith one 
anothcr. The collisions bctween thc protagOIusts 
in λ1r Nool1 and "The Captain's Doll" come from 
exactly their egoism in the effort to subdue the 
opponcnts. Lawrence believed that "it needs a 
sort of cataclysm to get out the old world into the 
new. It needs a painful shedding of an old skin." 
(N 290) Profound conviction is bom only through 
battle 
So far 1 have picked up several scenes to 
demonstrat巴 that th巴 comic devices are 
effectively employed for the development of the 
th巳mes，nam巴lythe struggle between sexes inλρ， 
Nool1 and male domination over femal巴in"The 
Captain's Doll". Lawrence was thus able to 
exprcss his sense of humour which， though it had 
scareccly found its way into his writing， was onc 
of the most striking of his qualitics. It is no 
exaggeration that Lawrence could have bccome a 
great comic writer if he had wanted to， but he 
was， before anything clse， more enthusiastic to bc 
a social comm巳ntatoror a moralist. 
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百leAccusative Subject in Converbal Constructions 
Kunihiko HASHIMOTO 
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Abstract 
Converbal clauses combine with main clauses on the basis of a variety of 
semantic relationships. They are widely observed in many languages such 
as Japanese and Russian. Mongolian is another converbal type of language， 
using a number of suffixes added to verb stems to form nonfinite clauses. 
The suffixes divide into two groups， depending on whether they can take 
an accusative subject. The purpose of this paper is to clearly explicate 
the syntactic environments which allow the accusative subject to occur 
in them， investigating the following three syntactic combinations between 
the converbals and the main clauses: simplex subordination， coordination 
and complex surbodination. This explication demonstrates to us that the 
converbals are not adverbial “clauses~ as claimed in preceding works but 
are adverbial “phrases~. The Mongolian converba! construction is not a 
complex sentence consisting of two clauses but a simplex one containing 
two subjects like the nominative and the accusative. 












-zν'-ch :釦a，-aad4 'and tb田.1). 2) 
b. [+Accusative]主語タイプ:
-ta14 'tIDtil'， -va14 /回14 'if.耐en'
-x1組r4 ‘副en，a t heSe1I配 tinE， 
一泊d4 ‘抽出，-vch 'a1 thou副1，ev佃
tho噸1，由gts4 'as son低， etc. 
(2) a. [踊泊 Z国eJ.g z町 zh]
younger brother:N picture-φむaw-ICD
[bi radio sonos-1∞J. 
ISG:N radio-φlist四 to-PST3)
加 youngerbrother dr側 apicture組d
1 listened to the radio.' 
b. * [闘世g z町昭 Z町~zh][bi radio sonos-
-AI印
l∞]. 4) 
(3) a. [T訓姐ijgxashgir-ta1][bugd 
3SG:AC shout-]ML everybody:N 
ts田h-i-n ser-e-v].くM:I68)ω
get a shock-HP-A岱 wakeup--砕P訂
‘AS she shouted， everybody冊keup with 
a start.' 





































[MC SM十[CSc + Pc]+ PM ] 
k 文頭型:
[c Sc十 Pc]+ [MC SM +PM ] 







(5) [MC加nhi [μc a-一ProiX制.官g祖 r廓r-a
D加orz油h:却N d曲0∞:or-IN:陥Sgl即:0:0加utヤ一
理u山ut]a卸，vt:o油bu凶1路sru g凶u凶jト一v叫].
EP--IMD bus to眠rdsrtm-PST 
???
副動詞構文の士、I格形主語
加rzhi悶nto阻rdsthe bus as soon as 











(7) a [MC Bidi [C凶gsh-ijgj ir-e-xleerl 
1PL:N t閲cher-ACCc団肥-EP-SUC
ene ug-ijg asuu-ts回a.-lal.くL:134> 
this附rd-AI配 ask-C山-PS1'
We asked about this船rdafter the 
t飽cher回配.
b. [C Te血ijgjzu回al-zhyav-a-xad][Bati 
3PL:ACC 岡 lk-ICDgσEP-TMP Bat:N 
ir-zh uulz-laal. 
C岨e--ICD配et-PS1'
'When they j were alking， BaL ca配
組d配 t[th佃 j1.' 
面I属語調佐田苦が[十h咽 nlNPである場合には、 (7 
a)の埋め込み型でも (7b)の文頭型でも対格形
をとっているou 各々の主語を (8a. b)のよ
うに主格形にすると、不適格な文になってしまう。
(8) a傘 [MCBid [cc凶gsh ir-e-xleer ][ene 
t団cher:N
ug-ijg asuu-ts回a-laal.


















(10) a He/ * Him is sleeping. 









(12) Ter x血1 /本 xt泊一ijg 可i/ n細胞jg












(13) [C尚皿jgt閲tr-t och-i-xod] 
ISG:ACC th飽ter-D.ん goto-EP-Th4P 
[MC bilet duus一回n tJaj-v 1.
ticket:N sell out-PF be-PST 





had been s01d out.' 
(14)唱i [ene delguur-ijg] och-i-v. 











(15) a [CC Bagsh-ijg ir-vel] [MC bi 
teacher-AI民 C咽t倒D ISG:N 
uu1z-a-nal. 
配et-EP一回S
'If the teacher c膿 s，r 1配et[himl' 
b. [CC Zhambal xed xeden tasag-t 
Z国凪泡1:Nmany section-D/L 
och-i -zh uz-vell [MC to1' 
go to-EP-1 CDsee-閲 dictionary:N
baj泊且 gujl
be-PF-not 
. Al though Zha皿削舵ntto s町田町









一組 4 がある。 RFLは、通常、主緒形E桝の名詞
陣要素に付いて、同一文/節中の主語に束縛される
照瓦的要素〈釦aphor)である。
(16) a BagShi odoo ger-t-eei xari-na 
t儲cher:Nnow house-Dん一即Lretur百-PRS
ihe t国cheriis going to hisi house 
now. 
b. [Aav i tsaj-g-aai uu-zhJ [eezh; 
father:N t田-EP-RFLdrink-ICD IOther 
xo01-00; xij-leel. 









(17) [MC Tai [CC a-prOi edger-t1-eei 
部 :N recover-TML即L
om-oos-oOi b副 bos-oorojl!
bed-ABL -RFL PRH get up-O円






(18) [MC Oyuutn-Udi [CC [ 回gsh-ijg;1一泊1
student--PL:N teacher-ACC-即L
ir-e-xedl xichee1-eei也vt-a-zh
C岨c-EP-TMP 1 esson-RFL rev i ew-EP-1 CD
凶j-v1 
be-PST 
ihe studenti were reviewing theiri 






(19) [MC Bi [CC Dorzh-ijg; exner-tej-g-ee; 
lSG:N Dorzh也氏 wife-倒f-EP-RFL











(加1)[ c c [Xu--g-e i 1 j IRshi n祖 sbuu-tal ]k 
son-EP-RFL car組L get off-ThL 




‘As heri sonj got off theαr， hiSj 
























(21)カテゴリ一変換規則(Ruleof Category Shift) 







[1 P [NP SM ][ VPl [ADVP [NP Sc ][ADV' 
Pc ] [VP2 PM]]] 
b.文頭型;
[ADVP [NP Sc ][ADV' Pc ] [lP [NP SM 










(23) a. Ter [ADV 副d]ir-e-x-guj.くM:21>
3SG:N soon c閣e-EP--NPS-not
'She附 if't cα配 SOOIl













































(26) a. [自i x鵠.ya ul祖nbaatarxot-ijn 
lSG:N s慨 timesUlan Bator city-G 
nrnlI jn s組-doch-i-zh] [Ili咽
library-D/L go to-EP-ICD bok-φ 
四sh一也g].
r飽d一郎T
‘1 sm配ti配sgo to the Ulan Bator City 
Library組dr伺da bok [therel' 
b. [Egch xonin-d-oo yav-zh] 
elder sister:N sh配p-D.ん-RFLgo-ICD 




'My elder sister楓sto go to her 
shep and 1 was to stay in my house.' 
橋本邦彦
(Zl) a. [Dorzh budl-i jn tasalgan-d-槌
Dorzh:N hotel-G ro佃:rD/L-町L
or-od] [nur思r-aa u脚 -v].
enter-陀nface回nd-RFLwash-P訂















(28) a.本 [Bi udes xojsh n伽 ijn delguur-t 
lSG:N aftern∞I bok-G store-D/L 
och-i-zhJ [bi n個 別一la].
go tσEP-ICD lSG:N book-φbuy-PST 
‘1 I肥ntto the bok store組d1 bought 
a bok this aftern∞n.' 
b. * [Davai Dorzh-toj ulz-綿dHDavai
Dav;鵠 :NDorzh--DlI‘配et-陀DDav組 :N
!teri ix bayas-a-v]. 
3SG:N very be glad-EP-P訂
‘Dav組 1配tDorzh組dDavai ! hei 








官iligcame to schol紐dlearned 
LtlngO 1 ian.
? ? ? ?? ?
副動調構文の対格形主諮
b. [a-prOi Surguuli-d ir-zhJ [Biligi 
即時01xel s町-sanJ.







dOWll fr畑 theabove flor. 




























(泣:)l ccAav-jjg ir-vel J [MC chi nadad 
father-ACC c掴貯印D 2SG:N lSG:Dん
xel-eerej ].
tell-Q円
‘If father c佃Jes，you tel [itJ to配
(33) [C Chamajg yav-a-vchJ[MC baj也l
2SG:AC go-EP-CNS situation:N 
oorch-o-gd-o-x-gujlくM:114>
change-EP-PSV-EP-NPS-not 





(34) a. [C Tanijg kino uz-e-x-guj 
2SG:AC即vie-φsee--EP-NPS-not 
bol1 [MC bi bas田-e-x-guj]. 
間D lSG:N also see-EP附S-not
‘If you don t see the movie， 1冊n't 
see [i t J， ei ther.' 
h [cc Xerev ter xun darg-ijg-a 
if that person:N boss-ACC-RFL 
xundetg-e-deg baj一回nbol ][MC bi 
respect--EP-HBT be-PF 側 lSG:N
ter xin-tej 配ndl-e-x 国j-s組].
that person-明rgreet-EP-NPS be-PF 
‘If that man had a habit to respect 
his boss， 1 would have greeted that 
阻且
(35) a. [cc Ax-ijg xot-o-d 
163 -
elder brother-AIαcity-EP-D，ん
ir-sen bolovchJ [MC bi uulz-a-zh 
C畑一PFal though lSG:N 1配et-EP-ICD
chad-san-guj].くL:lω〉
切且-PF-not
'Although [my] elder brother caa to 
the city， 1 couldn' t配et[himl' 






'Al thou曲 thet偲chercalled凪 I












(36) a. [Najz nar naan' xt民 senuc祉部s]
friend PL:N lPLP hope-PF because 




官ecause町 friendshoped for [itJ， 1 
was to sing in the evening配eting.， 
b. [Bi t磁姐d xel-seer atal] [ter 
lSG:N 3SG:U凡錨.y-{Nf tho咽13SG:N 
yav-chix一部n].く14:20>
go--{}.4P-PF 



































































れる交替形の教を示す。例えば、 aad4 : -aad， 
-ood， -eed， -ood. 
3)語句訳語(gloss)の省略記号の対応表は、次の
通りである。 ABL:Ablative，ACC:Accusative， 
ASS:Associative， CLC:Collective， CMP:Comp 
letive， CMT:Comitative， CND:Conditional， 
CNS:Conssessive， CNT:Continuative， CST: 
Causative， D/L:Dative/Locative， EP:Epen-
thetic Element， G:Geni ti ve， HBT:Habi tual， 
ICD: Imperfecti ve Coordinati ve， IMD: Immedi 
ative， IMPF:lmperfective， INS:lnstrumen-
tal， N:Nominative， NPS:Nonpast， OPT:Opta 
tiぜe，PCD:Perfective Coordinative， PF: 
Perfecti ve， PL:Plural， PRH :Prohibi ti ve， 
PRS:Present， PST:Past， PSY:Passive， RFL: 
Reflexive Possessive， SUC:Successive， 
TML:Terminative， TMP:Temporal， φ:Zero 
Case， ISG:First Person Singular， 2SG: 
Second Person Singular， 3SG: Third Person 
Singular， lPL:First Person Plural， 3PL: 
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Surax Bichig. Ulaanbaatar. 
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γ11 mount [a horse] after the 
sun rIses. 





i. (Galt tereg-nij xuvaar' oolchl-o-
train-G division:N change-EP 
gd-oodJ [bid onoodor yav-a-x-aar 
PSY-PCD lPL:N today go-BP-NPS-INS 
bol-loo]. 
become-PST 
‘Since the tr畠inschedule was changed， 
we were to leave todav. 
前半節は受け身文であり、英訳にあるように、
後半節の行為の理由を表している。
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The System for Automatic Extraction of Abstract by tf.idf Method to Assist 
in Searching the Document Database 
Hiroshi HASUI 
(原稿受付日 平成12年4月28日 論文受理日 平成12年8月31日)
Abstract 
1 have studied thc tf.idf method as the automatic extraction of abstract in order to assist 
in retricving thc document data.base. 1 defincd sentence importa.nce as the sum of the word 
importance of tf.idf value， and thc system extra.cted the severa.l sentences which a.re the 
most importa.nt. In this pa.per， 1 propose the extended tf.idf method in order to get mor巴
comprehending a.bstra.ct. It is the method which adds three idcas to the tf.idf method， 
the case weight， the eliminata.ion of demonstra.tive words and the conjunctions， and the 
decision of the region for the extra.ction. Rcsult of the experiment shows that the a.bstract 
of the extended method is more comprehensible than one of the tf.idf method. 



































































































( tf x idf 
I (forN側 n)
Wordi 二{QueryK eywordi 
I (forKeyword) 
l 0 (Otherwise) 
QueryK eywordi = λ1 axTermFrequency x 
I0geAllDocumentN umber 
t f = T ermFrequency 
，DocumentFrequencν、











































































































格 CF 十各 CF I 
とは 0.10 には 0.08 
では 0.06 からは 0.04 
までは 0.01 へは 0.00 
と 0.06 0.06 
が 0.07 lま 0.07 
で 0.0.5 も 0.03 
を 0.07 から 0.04 
まで 0.02 ノ¥ 0.12 
とも 0.04 にも 0.0.5 
でも 0.0.5 からも 0.04 



























































































































l抽出法の種類 I (1) '(2) I 
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DateBase System by Three-tier Client/Server System with CORBA 
Katsumi KOSHINO， Masahiko HATANAKA， Noriyo KAWAHARA and Takao OHIWA 
(原稿受付日 平成12年4月初日 論文受理日 平成12年8月:31日)
Abstruct 
Recently various database servers which can be utilized and managed using by web browsing 
tools are required. Since these servers are going to be connected each other through 
network， itbecomes important how to keep their extensibility and easiness of maintenance. 
We have studied a system construction method based on the distributed object architecture， 
Java and CORBA， inconsidering of its extensibility. In this paper，we report some results 
of our prototype of three-layers client/server style database system implemer山 dby Java 
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